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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to determine the effectiveness of virtual laboratories
relative to traditional or blended laboratories in the attainment of conceptual knowledge and skill
in microscopy, and (2) to explore how such technologies are integrated in real world classrooms.
Four sections of a non-major’s introductory biology course were utilized for the study (N=100).
After attrition, the maximum number of intact cases for each question was utilized. Results
show no difference between groups in the attainment of conceptual understanding of
microscopes parts and functions; however, the Traditional treatment condition scored
significantly higher than both the Virtual and the Traditional→Virtual treatment conditions.
Qualitative data suggested several themes how technology is integrated, namely logistical issues
and newness of design caused a higher level of difficulty than normal in the execution of the
classroom experience, but conversely, those same difficulties led to reflection and learning and
further development of TPACK skill in the instructors. Further, qualitative findings suggest that
the thoughtful redesign of unit had a greater impact than the inclusion of technology and context
issues found in the study support Chai, Koh, and Tsai’s (2013) revised TPACK with TLCK
framework. Further, reflections of implications for further research and how to conduct research
in real world classrooms is discussed.

xii

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The rise of science and scientific reasoning over the 20th century has led to great advances
in all aspects of society. However, the rise of positivist thinking and the general mindsets around
it, that all confounding variables can be controlled, that researchers are unbiased and unaffected
by power and politics, and that results found in controlled settings have relevance in real world
situations has also led to ways of thinking that, especially within the field of education, often
hinders the work of those tasked with educating our youth (Marginson & Mollis, 2001).
Unfortunately, the area of educational research is not the only front on which the teaching
profession is being challenged. Policies, including, but not limited to, No Child Left Behind,
adopted ostensibly to ensure student readiness do so at the cost of teacher choice and make
tailoring the education of their students in their school more difficult even though it is arguably
true that not all schools, classrooms, or students, benefit from the same kind of instruction (Forte,
2010; Liston, Whitcomb, & Borko, 2007).
Interestingly, despite these pressures from policy makers or educational researchers
espousing best practices, in many ways the structure of the actual classroom proves resistant to
such change efforts. Calls for problem-based learning, or technology enhanced classrooms lead to
large investments in infrastructure and training, but the grammar of the classroom remains
remarkably unchanged (Tyack & Cuban, 1995). This tension between the ideal, as presented in
policy and research, and reality in the everyday classroom is indicative of the tension teachers
work within each day as they try to navigate these different focuses, policies, and best practices to
produce learning experiences that work in their classrooms with their kids.
While you can see such gaps between theory and practice in almost all areas of education,
the focus of this research is on science laboratories and technology integration. Both research
paths (i.e., science laboratory education and technology integration) show the same trend.
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Specifically, they both start with substantial empirical research showing the theoretical
effectiveness of certain approaches to lab instruction and technology integration (Alfieri, Brooks,
Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Capraro & Slough, 2013; Cassanova, Civelli, Kimbrough, Heath, &
Reeves, 2006; Foti & Ring, 2008; Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007; Marbach-Ad, Rotbain, & Stavy,
2008; Reuter & Perrin, 1999; Reuter R. , 2009). This is then followed by a number of policy
mandates espousing their importance in developing well-rounded students (ISTE standards:
Teachers, 2008; NGSS, 2017; Singer, Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006; U.S. Department of
Education, 2010; 2017). And the cycle completes itself with subsequent evaluative research
showing that these approaches are not making it into everyday classroom practice (Davies &
West, 2014; Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Kent & McNergney, 1999; Wang & Hannafin,
2005; Woolf, 2010). It is because of this we will begin this discussion with the issues of theory to
practice in both the areas of science education and technology integration.
Background
There is no dearth of research showing the effectiveness of either well-designed and
executed science laboratories or technology enhanced classrooms in developing students’
knowledge (Cassanova, Civelli, Kimbrough, Heath, & Reeves, 2006; Cavin & Lagowski, 1978;
Darrah, Humbert, Finstein, Simon, & Hopkins, 2014; Farrokhnia & Esmailpour, 2010; Foti &
Ring, 2008; Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007; Karlsson, Ivarsson, & Lindstrom, 2013). Because of such
findings, national standards suggest that the integration of technology is key to students being able
to contribute and thrive in today’s society (ISTE standards: Teachers, 2008; U.S. Department of
Education, 2010; 2017). Likewise, national science standards posit that science education and
science laboratories are key to developing critical thinking and scientific reasoning (NGSS, 2017;
Singer, Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006).
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Unfortunately, studies conducted in actual classrooms show that technology integration
and laboratory experiences are falling short of their promise, and implementation of best practices
is not actually happening (Bauer & Kenton, 2005; Bohr, 2014; Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004; Nuthall,
1996). Science labs are often separated from regular classroom activities and unaligned with
classroom learning goals despite calls for better integration of these lab experiences with the
learning of science concepts in the classroom (Singer, Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006). This is
despite the fact that such lab formats (i.e., those separated from regular classroom activities) have
not been found to increase learning of scientific concepts (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004). This
finding is further confirmed by the fact that most American citizens lack basic understanding of
neither scientific issues nor the role of science in our culture despite having completed a K-12
science education (Miller J. D., 2004). Current evidence suggests that there is a need for science
educators and creators of science curriculum to begin a reflective process on the purposes, goals,
and intents of science laboratories in their classrooms (Singer, Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006)
especially as course sizes increase and access to equipment grows scarce (Quigley, 2014).
Similarly, in technology integration, there is little evidence to suggest higher level
integration is occurring despite nationwide efforts to purchase hardware and software and provide
training to educators (Bauer & Kenton, 2005; Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Woolf, 2010).
Research in the field suggests that even though 97% of teachers’ report having computers in the
classroom, most technology use is surface level, such as using word processing software and
spreadsheets, developing presentation materials, managing student records, and accessing the
internet (Gray, Thomas, & Lewis, 2010). This could be potentially explained by additional
findings in the same report that more than 66% of teachers reported 0-8 hours of training in the
previous year in the use of technology. This lack of development and/or inadequate development
has been listed across the board as a barrier to integration in actual classrooms (Ertmer &
3

Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Kopcha, 2012) along with other issues such as teacher beliefs about
technology (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010), access to equipment (Quigley, 2014), and
school culture (Kopcha, 2012).
The stark differences between theory and practice signal a broader issue, specifically the
need for those conducting research to rethink the purpose, goals, and methods for doing research
in educational settings. Simulated, controlled laboratory experiences, while useful for social and
scientific research, fail us in describing what occurs in classrooms where myriad factors affect the
learning that takes place (Lagemann & Shulman, 1999). In our effort to ensure causality and
generalizability, two key elements of the positivist research paradigm, we lose the link to reality,
and in a field where applicability is so important, we must do better to ensure our research
provides real, useable findings that support better teaching and learning.
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge Model
To that end, the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) model provides
a useful framework to make such research decisions. The original pedagogical content knowledge
(PCK) model was described by Shulman (1986) as the ability of a teacher to know how best to
teach a given subject or topic to ensure student learning. This knowledge is considered greater
than just knowledge of pedagogy or content singly because PCK requires deep knowledge of the
topic as well as the specific teaching strategies that will help students understand that specific
topic. It also assumes a greater knowledge of the students and their prior knowledge and beliefs
coming into the lesson. The TPACK model builds upon Shulman’s (1986) work on pedagogical
content knowledge by extending his theory to include types of knowledge necessary for teachers
to effectively integrate technology into meaningful learning experiences for students (Mishra &
Koehler, 2006). Specifically, TPACK describes three foundational types of knowledge:
pedagogical knowledge, or knowledge of how to teach independent of subject; content
4

knowledge, or knowledge of topic irrespective of how to teach it; and technological knowledge, or
general understanding of technology (Koehler & Mishra, 2005).
These three knowledge areas are straightforward constructs that one would imagine might
be important to teaching with technology. However, TPACK takes those constructs further and
describes how these different types of knowledge combine to create new, synergistic types of
knowledge that support learning and exemplify great teaching, specifically technological
pedagogical knowledge (TPK), technological content knowledge (TCK) and technological
pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK). This model also deliberately includes context as an
overarching factor that affects knowledge and decision making in all these areas (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Technological Pedagogical Content Model (TPACK).
Koehler, M. (2011, May 11). Using the TPACK image. Retrieved from http://tpack.org/.
Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 2012 by tpack.org.
TPK is identified as a type of knowledge that teachers have regarding how to use
technology for educational purposes generally without knowledge of specific topic (Chai, Koh, &
Tsai, 2013). For example, a teacher might generally know that WebQuests are useful in
supporting research and information gathering activities, or that interactive whiteboards can be
used to engage students by requiring physical movement. Alternatively, TCK, is slightly different
5

than TPK in that it is knowledge of technology specific to a discipline independent of pedagogy.
It is an understanding of how domain specific technology constrains or expands the limits of what
is possible within a discipline (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). For example, a biologist might
understand not just how to use digital microscopes, but also how their use is making collaboration
over vast distances easier. Alternatively, an English teacher may not only know how to use and
access electronic books, but how the creation of those books has changed how writers get their
work published or how students process information.
Both types of knowledge are necessary for teachers to develop their skill in technology
integration, however, if these are the only knowledge types an instructor has, technology
integration, in the ideal sense, will not occur (Koehler & Mishra, 2005). In short, having general
knowledge of technologies usefulness for pedagogy does not necessarily mean a teacher will
know which technology to use to teach a specific subject. Nor does knowledge of the technology
used in the field by subject-matter experts necessarily mean that those same experts know how to
use it to teach a concept to students. This is why technocentric trainings, in which teachers are
given examples of specific technologies and specific lessons in which they are used, are often felt
to be unhelpful to teachers because those trainings do not give teachers skill in the underlying
thought process needed to translate a technology for use in their actual classroom (Papert, 1990) .
This is where the ultimate combination of knowledge, TPACK, comes into play.
TPACK is the knowledge of what types of technology are best to incorporate when
teaching a given topic to a specific type of student (Koehler & Mishra, 2005; Mishra & Koehler,
2006). It incorporates all three base types of knowledge (i.e., content, pedagogy, and technology),
but also includes a more complex understanding of how all three areas must interact to create
effective learning experiences. For example, a teacher with a developed sense of TPACK, might
know that her elementary students have trouble visualizing and conceptualizing electronic circuits
6

(Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007). She knows that this visualization is key for students to understand
why a circuit needs to be set up in a certain way to work, and knows this is a common stumbling
block for elementary age students because in real life, their ability to visualize concepts is limited,
and one cannot normally see electricity moving through a circuit. She decides that to address this,
she will utilize a virtual simulation of a circuit which allows her elementary age students to “see”
the path of electricity as they move the circuit parts around. She adds to this guided worksheets
that keep students focused and require them to think through their experimentations. Once they
demonstrate understanding by correctly creating circuits virtually, she decides to follow the virtual
demonstration with real circuit work in the next class.
On one level, this sounds straightforward, but the teacher’s ability to successfully design,
deliver, and complete this activity requires a complex interweaving of knowledge. She must
integrate the concept being taught with available technology. She must know how that technology
might be useful in addressing her students’ issues, and know what type of pedagogical support
structures need to be in place to increase the likelihood of success. She must also successfully
integrate context factors such as knowledge of her students’ backgrounds and abilities, policies
and procedures in her school district around the use of technology, and physical availability of
technology including hardware and internet in order to modify the lesson to fit her specific
situation. This is technology integration at its best and is very rare to see consistently in real
world classrooms (Bauer & Kenton, 2005).
While, the TPACK model of technology integration is focused primarily on the issue it is
named after (i.e., explaining how technology integration happens), the premise behind the theory
itself is useful in understanding not just technology education, but science education as well.
TPACK can support research decision making and hold researchers accountable for ensuring their
work is indicative of reality and applicable to real world teaching (Koehler & Mishra, 2005).
7

Using TPACK as an organizing principle to develop and study classroom experiences in science
education, this review of literature associated with science laboratories will focus on the different
approaches to instruction in laboratory settings (PCK) as well as technological options in
laboratory instruction and their effectiveness (TPACK).
Instructional Approaches to Science Laboratories
Teachers’ decisions to choose certain instructional methods spring from their orientation
toward science teaching, namely their specific beliefs about the purposes of science education,
their beliefs about students’ knowledge and how best to assess it, and their general beliefs about
teaching in general (Friedrichsen, Van Driel, & Abell, 2011; Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999;
Tamir, 1988). This may seem like a commonsense assumption; however, it illustrates again how
the edicts of policy and/or research are affected by other variables within the teaching
environment. While the purposes and educational objectives of science labs are varied and, as
stated previously affected by complex teacher belief systems, there is agreement that there are
several distinct teaching approaches in science laboratories, namely expository-based, inquirybased, discovery-based, and problem-based (Domin, 1999). These approaches represent the
dichotomy between what is expected and what is happening, as the least desirable approach,
expository-based, is the most used method while the most desired approach, problem-based, is the
least used (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004).
Expository-based instruction in science laboratories is one of the most common
approaches. In this type of lab instructional style, students utilize step-by-step procedures that
lead to a pre-determined outcome, not unlike a cook following a recipe (Ault, 2002). While this
approach has the benefit of being fast and ensuring the expected outcome is attained, it is so far
removed from the actual scientific method that students often do not develop the scientific
reasoning skill lab instruction is supposed to support nor do they often get the point of the
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experiment (Ault, 2002; Domin, 1999). However, this approach is economical in terms of time,
and has a better likelihood of instructors engaging students in all the required standards for a given
grade level. It is because of this that many instructors opt to use this approach even though it does
not fit “best practices” as touted by policy and standards (Domin, 1999).
Alternatively, inquiry-based approaches replicate the scientific process as students are
given a topic and allowed, with guidance, to develop the study from hypothesis to procedure and
reporting (Miller K. W., 2008; Pedaste, Maeots, Leijen, & Sarapuu, 2012). This approach does
engage students in scientific thinking and has been shown to increase ability to use scientific
reasoning (Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011), but critics cite the somewhat contrived
learning experience this provides as the knowledge is only new to the student and not to the world
(Kirschner, 1988). While this is a subtle criticism, it does consider that students are being
manipulated toward a specific outcome, which is not indicative of the premise of scientific
reasoning and thinking. Similarly, discovery approaches, provide another type of contrived
experience and act as a mirror image to inquiry approaches. Students are given a set of step-bystep procedures, but are left to draw their own conclusions based on the outcome of those
procedures. This approach places more importance on the students’ ability to deduce general
scientific theories from the findings, but the downside is that, even though processes are step-bystep, students may not draw the correct conclusions (Domin, 1999).
The culminating instructional style, problem-based, is considered the gold standard among
policy makers and educational researchers, and creates the most authentic scientific reasoning
experience of the four approaches as students are given novel problems and expected to use
scientific reasoning and procedures to study and solve those problems (Capraro & Slough, 2013).
However, despite its utility, there are many difficulties in implementing this type of lab
instruction. Most teachers do not have enough training or support to implement problem based
9

lab instruction effectively (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004). Additionally, this approach is also the
most time-consuming, and just as instructors may opt for expository styles to save time, they often
avoid problem-based approaches because they take so much time, and there is no guarantee the
effort will ensure mandated standards are covered (Han, Yalvac, Capraro, & Capraro, 2015). In
short, despite being the approach shown by research to be most effective, other considerations,
such as concerns for performance on standardized tests and adherence to national standards can,
paradoxically, make its implementation more difficult.
Integrating Technology into Science Laboratories
Added to the already complex struggle of implementing research-based teaching practices,
is the additional mandate to integrate technology into lab experiences. Technological advances in
the past decade have spurred the creation of many Web 2.0 tools applicable to teaching and
learning, and teachers are now charged with integrating technology into all aspects of their
classrooms in order to create skilled students that espouse 21st century learning goals (ISTE
standards: Teachers, 2008). Within the realm of higher education, increasing enrollments in
online and blended classrooms are also causing instructors to explore new strategies for teaching
in digital environments (Allen, Seaman, Poulin, & Straut, 2015). In science laboratory
instruction, the greater emphasis on technology and the increase in remote students has led to four
unique types of laboratory experiences that can be used singly or in some combination to ensure
learning and technology goals are being met. These types are traditional, robotic/remote, takehome, and virtual labs (Kennepohl, 2013). Traditional laboratories are laboratory exercises that
occur in a face-to-face classroom using physical equipment and materials and are guided by an
instructor or teaching assistant. These are the most common types of laboratories and are what
most individuals visualize when they think of lab work. Much of the previous discussion of the
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role, purpose and outcomes of laboratory instruction has focused on the traditional lab, and as
such, will not be discussed further here.
While not the focus of this research, take-home labs and remote laboratories are two
alternative laboratories that try to recreate, as much as it is possible, the physical lab experience
(Kennepohl, 2013). These two laboratory formats are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2,
however, in brief, a take-home lab is a laboratory in which students can either gather common
household materials to complete an experiment with a detailed lab guide, or purchase a lab kit that
is shipped to them allowing for the completion of the physical experiment at home (Boschmann,
2003). Alternatively, remote laboratories, as the name suggests, are physical laboratories that are
set-up at an off-site facility, but are accessed remotely, often via a web interface, so students can
run experiments in real time (Elawady & Tolba, 2009; Kennepohl, 2013). The key feature of both
these lab formats is that they are trying to stay as true to the physical lab as possible while
allowing for work to occur in online or remote classrooms (Kennepohl, 2013).
Virtual laboratories, are laboratory experiences that are completed within a computer
simulated environment (Kennepohl, 2013; Smetana & Bell, 2012). One of the practical benefits
of using a virtual laboratory is that it can take a time-consuming procedure and speed it up,
allowing the concept to be learned in a much shorter timeframe (Pyatt & Sims, 2012). It can also
allow an instructor the option of recreating an experience that is more difficult to complete in real
life if there is a lack of access to equipment or if the procedure is dangerous (Kirschner, 1988).
As with technology integration research in general, equivalency research suggests that virtual
laboratories, often lead to learning gains that are better than average when compared to the
traditional labs (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007; Mawn, Carrico, Charuk, Stote, & Lawrence, 2011;
Nelson & Jass Ketelhut, 2007; Pyatt & Sims, 2012; Raghavan, Sartoris, & Glaser, R., 1998;
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Sauter, Uttal, Rapp, Downing, & Jona, 2013; Seyedmonir, Barry, & Seyedmonir, 2014; Smetana
& Bell, 2012).
Research beyond simple equivalency is focusing on how and when virtual laboratories
may be of use. Such research suggests that part of the virtual laboratories effectiveness may lie in
its flexibility (Cavin & Lagowski, 1978; Foti & Ring, 2008; Jackman, Moellenberg, & Brabson,
1990; Marbach-Ad, Rotbain, & Stavy, 2008; Stern, Barnea, & Shauli, 2008); ease in visualizing
scientific concepts that are difficult to see with the naked eye (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007; Steiff &
Wilensky, 2003; Wu, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2001); and ability to lessen cognitive load (Paas,
Renkl, & Sweller, 2003). However, concerns about a virtual laboratory’s ability to teach students
how to use equipment (i.e., lab skill) (Elawady & Tolba, 2009) and how to understand the
sometimes messy data found in real life experiments (Ma & Nickerson, 2006) have not lessened
the skepticism among teachers and faculty about the efficacy of such formats and their ability to
replace face-to-face instruction (Bohr, 2014). To address these concerns, researchers have called
for more exploration of one area of compromise, namely the use of blended labs in which students
can use both virtual labs to learn concepts and physical labs to practice skill (Smetana & Bell,
2012). Initial research seems to suggest that the combination of traditional and virtual labs leads
to better learning gains than either on its own (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007); however, the
mechanisms that cause this and/or the best way to integrate them is still an area in which further
research is needed (Kennepohl, 2013).
Problem Statement
While research has been done on the use of virtual lab activities and the combination of
virtual and traditional labs, there has been little investigation on how the order of these combined
labs might affect learning and conceptual change. This research aimed to fill that gap. Instead of
questioning only whether the formats of traditional, virtual, and blended lab activities produce
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changes in learning, one must further ask whether the sequence and presentation of blended
formats affect learning (i.e., does a combined lab that uses a virtual to traditional (VT) sequence
produce different learning changes than a combined lab that utilizes a traditional to virtual (TV)
sequence). Also, much research alludes to the importance of teacher readiness, comfort and
preparedness, but few studies explore this issue within the context of a study of learning (Smetana
& Bell, 2012), and per the TPACK model, any research in the area of technology integration
should be done in a way that allows for the exploration not only of learning achievement, but also
the context in which that achievement (or lack thereof) is attained in order to develop more
thorough understandings of how learning occurs and in what contexts (Koehler & Mishra, 2005).
Purpose of Study
This research examined the effects of both the type and sequence of the lab on the amount
and nature of developing conceptual understanding and mechanical skill in microscopy. This
research utilized qualitative methods to explore how situational classroom factors influenced these
findings. It was hoped that by combining the use of both quantitative and qualitative methods,
there would be more opportunity to develop a holistic understanding of the learning and teaching
experiences of students and faculty, which would allow the researcher to extrapolate theory as to
how to best integrate (or whether to integrate) virtual technologies into real world classrooms.
Theoretical Frameworks
This study explored the topic of virtual and blended labs and classroom factors that affect
their implementation utilizing two theories: grounded theory and TPACK framework. At its most
basic, grounded theory is the development of theory based on analysis of systematically obtained
data as opposed to those developed from philosophical or logical assumptions (Glaser & Strauss,
1967). While historically, this approach is more closely linked to qualitative and
phenomenological studies, the original approach was meant to be inclusive of all methods (Strauss
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& Corbin, 1994). This approach guided the mixed methods structure of this study because it
helped tie together the purposes and analyses of the quantitative and qualitative methods used to
answer not just whether the use of alternative or blended labs leads to learning gains in
microscopy, but under what circumstances. Quantitative data in the form of pre- and post-test
scores on conceptual understanding and final scores on microscopy skill were gathered to answer
questions surrounding whether the order of blended laboratory sections mattered when learning
microscopy. However, another key focus of this research was not just if there was a difference,
but rather how the context explained the findings of quantitative aspects of the study, and whether
those contexts might help develop theory about the use of technology in such circumstances.
The TPACK framework was also useful as a lens to understand technology integration as
it both allowed the breakdown of observation to focus on the technical, pedagogical, and content
aspects of the work while also strongly emphasizing the importance of context specific factors
when researching technology integration specifically (Harris, Mishra, & Koehler, 2009). This
framework was compatible with the use of a grounded theory approach as the framework required
research to focus on individual classrooms and not broader theoretical conceptions of integration
and required acknowledgement of the complexities that arise in such authentic settings (Mishra &
Koehler, 2006). As much of this research was focused on the difference between controlled
findings and actual use, such a framework was useful in helping focus the researcher while also
allowing adequate flexibility to ensure the data led the conclusions and not preconceived notions
or theories.
Research Questions
As such, this research attempted to address three main research questions:
1. What are the differences, if any, in conceptual understanding of microscopy
between participants given lab instruction via virtual microscope, traditional
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microscopes, or blended methods (i.e., Virtual→Traditional or
Traditional→Virtual)?
2. What are the differences, if any, in microscopy skill acquisition between
participants given lab instruction via virtual microscope, traditional microscopes,
or blended methods (i.e., Virtual→Traditional or Traditional→Virtual)?
3. What are the differences, if any, in experiences when learning and teaching
microscopy via traditional, virtual, or blended labs?
Operational Definitions
Conceptual Understanding of Microscopy: For the purposes of this study, conceptual
understanding of microscopy was defined as the amount of improvement on a pre-, post-test of
microscopy knowledge that includes matching parts of a microscope to function as well as
multiple choice questions regarding how to use the microscope correctly (see Appendix B).
Microscopy Skill: Microscopy skill was defined as scores on a microscopy skill test
designed by the researcher in which a student is asked to correctly setup a slide at 10x, 20x, 50x,
and 100x while being observed to determine their ability to correctly setup the microscope (see
Appendix E).
Experiences: Experiences, for the purposes of this study, was defined as the qualitative
analysis of observations of the researcher while attending each of the treatment groups as well as
the self-reported statements from students via feedback surveys at the end of each microscopy
module (see Appendix D), data from focus group interviews of students, and one-on-one
interview with instructors (see Appendix G).
Lab/Lab Activities: Refers to the instructional activities students engage in as part of a
science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) course to develop conceptual
knowledge of scientific concept and scientific method as well as the development of lab skill and
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measurement accuracy. These are traditionally done in a physical laboratory, but can also be
conducted virtually, at home, or remotely.
Microscopy Laboratory: An instructional activity in microscopy that students engaged in
as part of the requirements of a Biology 101 course. This activity was completed in two modules.
Module One provided an overview of all skills to be learned including focusing from 4x to 100x
and utilizing an ocular micrometer to take measurements. Module Two provided a series of six
applied problems (incorrectly setup microscopes and measurement challenges) that allowed
students to practice the skills they learned in Module One (see Appendix D).
Traditional Lab Group (T): A lab section that was assigned the condition of completing
both Modules One and Two of the microscopy lab utilizing physical microscopy equipment.
Virtual Lab Group (V): A lab section that was assigned the condition of completing both
Modules One and Two of the microscopy lab utilizing a virtual microscope. (UD Virtual
Compound Microscope, n.d.).
Traditional→Virtual Lab Group (TV): A lab section that was assigned the condition of
completing Module One utilizing physical microscopy equipment and Module Two of the
microscopy lab utilizing a virtual microscope (UD Virtual Compound Microscope, n.d.).
Virtual→Traditional Lab Group (VT): A lab section that was assigned the condition of
completing Module One utilizing a virtual microscope (UD Virtual Compound Microscope, n.d.),
and Module Two of the microscopy lab utilizing physical microscopy equipment.
Significance of the Study
While there are many studies that explore whether virtual labs are equivalent to traditional
hands-on laboratories, very few studies explore how and when virtual laboratories can be of most
benefit. This study explored the idea of whether the use of virtual laboratories as an introduction
to a technical subject lessens cognitive load during initial learning experiences or whether initial
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exposure with traditional methods that are then followed up with virtual practice leads to greater
learning. This exploration has implications for how teachers integrate such laboratories into the
classroom.
Additionally, while there are many studies that focus on how virtual labs compare to
traditional or blended laboratories, very few focus on the everyday situational factors that also
play a role, including student interactions, teacher interactions, teacher preparation and comfort
level, organization, etc. This study focused not just on the equivalence (or lack thereof) of virtual
and traditional labs, but also provided the opportunity to explore how the many and varied
classroom factors affect these learning outcomes and under what circumstances. That makes this
research of particular significance to practicing teachers as the research was conducted in a way
that includes their everyday reality. As such, it should have more potential for applicability than
studies in controlled settings.
Delimitations of the Study
As with any topic of research, there are myriad decisions made as to how best to study the
area of interest. These decisions can be influenced by a variety of variables that range from
preference and entomological leanings to budget and time constraints (Hesse-Biber, 2010). For
this study, the researcher opted to focus on a mixed methods approach allowing the gathering of
both quantitative data in the form of conceptual knowledge and skill changes and qualitative
research in the form of classroom observations, reflective exercises by the participants, focus
groups of participants, and interviews of faculty. This approach allowed for a more holistic
understanding of what is happening in these classrooms and allows for the development of theory
surrounding how virtual lab technologies can be integrated into real-world classrooms. By
conducting this study in a way that balanced both methods, the researcher has also made some
very pointed decisions as to the amount and type of data collected in either paradigm.
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First, intact classrooms were used to conduct this study. These classrooms were utilized so
that the research would occur in an authentic setting as part of the goal of this research is to
explore the classroom dynamics that shape learning when introducing virtual laboratories. As
such, the number of participants was limited to the maximum enrollment in these lab sections
(n=25 per section). While this provides an overall N=100 students, this number may not be high
enough to reach a high level of statistical power when analysis is conducted. However, due to the
fact that the quantitative aspects of this study are just one of many sources of data triangulated to
determine results, it was decided that this number was adequate for the purposes of determining an
overall idea of what is happening in these classrooms. Additionally, the use of intact, working
classrooms allowed the researcher to see how these issues presented themselves in the real world
providing more opportunity for theory building to be based on real life as opposed to experimental
settings that do not always adequately translate (Lagemann & Shulman, 1999).
Second, it was determined that the research would be conducted with one lab activity
conducted during the semester as opposed to introducing virtual laboratories for all activities.
This was decided because the purposes and aims of each laboratory exercise may be different, and
as such the relative impact of use of virtual laboratories may also be different. For example, some
laboratory activities may be focused more on conceptual change than on skill building. Other
laboratories may be focusing on assisting to illustrate a science concept. It has been suggested by
the literature in this area that the intervention should fit the need, and that research in the field of
virtual laboratories should focus on how and when to best utilize these resources depending upon
desired outcomes for the labs (Kennepohl, 2013).
Finally, microscopy was chosen as the topic of study because it requires both conceptual
understanding and skill development, and many of the concerns with the use of virtual
laboratories surround the idea that “you can’t learn to use a microscope online.” Additionally, the
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virtual microscope being used for this research and the activities embedded in that virtual
microscope translate very closely to the physical microscopes and activities that are used to
introduce students to microscopy (UD Virtual Compound Microscope, n.d.). This consistency of
experience allows the researcher to more easily transition between the traditional and virtual
microscopes and make more valid comparisons.
Limitations of the Study
In addition to purposeful decisions made by the researcher, there were also limitations to
the study that are beyond the control of the researcher. The quantitative elements of this study
take on the characteristics of a randomized, quasi-experimental design, so results of quantitative
data may not accurately describe the larger population of college students taking an introductory
biology course. While the researcher attempted to control for prior knowledge of students as well
as teacher expertise, there might have been other intervening or confounding variables that might
also be causing changes in the groups. It is hoped that such variables will be explained by the
qualitative aspects of the study.
Additionally, the labs were on different days and at separate times, which could have led
to differences based on student’s level of alertness or possibly different populations of students
(e.g., evening labs being primarily populated by non-traditional students versus a daytime lab
being populated by more traditional students). Further, it was possible that students who had
access to the virtual laboratory might have utilized it more between lab sessions to help study
materials. It is also feasible that those in traditional laboratories were given information about the
virtual lab from other students as their lecture course consists of two lab sections.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Effective classroom teaching is a situated experience that reflects a variety of individual,
pedagogical, environmental, technological, and cultural/political factors. When designing and
carrying out learning experiences, a teacher’s classroom instruction is expected to reflect the
standards established by external entities and address the individual abilities and knowledge of
their students, all while working within the context factors of the individual classroom including
the physical space, resources, culture of the school/community, etc. These factors alone provide a
challenge to those tasked with developing and delivering classroom instruction. However,
teachers must also develop adequate subject matter, pedagogical, and technological expertise
while supporting additional standards related to 21st Century learning goals. Given all these
factors, it seems appropriate to state the obvious: effective teaching is not easy.
However, many teachers do successfully navigate these factors because they have the
knowledge, skills, and abilities to successfully negotiate these areas of tension to create
meaningful learning experiences with their students. Key to understanding this success, and,
perhaps more importantly, the success of attempts to develop this ability in teachers, is the
acknowledgement that these myriad factors do not operate in isolation and are not mutually
exclusive (Shulman, 1986). Simply being a content expert does not equate to good teaching, nor
does simply having knowledge of how to teach. Rather, the ability to know what to teach, when
to teach, and how to teach in the unique context of a classroom combined to create a new form of
knowledge that is critical to effective teaching (Harris, Mishra, & Koehler, 2009; Mishra &
Koehler, 2006).
This is relevant to this study because, while it began as an exploration of the use of virtual
laboratories and their integration into undergraduate biology classrooms, the observations of the
researcher indicate that this study has implications beyond that. Undeniably this research will
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contribute to its first goals: to contribute to the body of knowledge on virtual laboratories and their
use/effectiveness. However, this study has broader lessons about learning to teach in higher
education, the many contextual factors that affect that development, and how one effectively
studies this progression. Because of this, it is important that this literature provides an overview
of several different literature paths that offer insight into the foundational concepts of this study.
As such, this literature review will first focus on establishing a case for the discrepancy between
theory and practice in science education and technology integration separately. Second, this
review will explore a more complex theory of teaching design and decision making, specifically
the Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK) theory, that may explain this
disconnect. Finally, TPACK will be used as a theoretical bridge between science education and
technology integration to explore how these two fields combine to affect the context of the study.
Through this approach, a case will be built for both the topic of study and the methods utilized in
this dissertation research.
Theory to Practice
The fields of technology integration and science teaching have long standing problems
with moving theory into practice. Research in both areas shows that well-designed experiences
whether they be science laboratories, technology integrated classrooms, or science labs that
integrate technology, lead to significant learning gains in students (Cassanova, Civelli,
Kimbrough, Heath, & Reeves, 2006; Cavin & Lagowski, 1978; Darrah, Humbert, Finstein, Simon,
& Hopkins, 2014; Farrokhnia & Esmailpour, 2010; Foti & Ring, 2008; Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007;
Karlsson, Ivarsson, & Lindstrom, 2013). However, research also shows the disconnect between
what is found in controlled studies and what is being practiced in actual classrooms (Bauer &
Kenton, 2005; Bohr, 2014; Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004; Nuthall, 1996).
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The reasons for these findings are numerous and complex. For example, most higher
education faculty have no formal teacher training and little opportunity for mentoring or guided
reflection during the graduate years, the time in which their teaching beliefs and skills develop
(Austin, 2002). Because of this, we look to K-12 research or discussions of teaching in general to
examine this concept. However, even in K-12, which ostensibly has the most teacher training
during both pre-service and active service, too frequently these training programs focus on each of
these areas of knowledge separately, failing to integrate them into meaningful teacher training
experiences (Harris, Mishra, & Koehler, 2009). Further, empirical research practices in the field,
ostensibly developed for and read by those in the field of education, often focus on isolated
concepts or issues and do not adequately reflect or acknowledge the complexities or the situated
nature of individual classrooms (Selwyn, 2010; Shulman, 1986), and policy statements fail to take
into consideration the fact that the real-world classroom is affected by a variety of variables,
including historical, pedagogical, cultural, or classroom-specific factors (Cuban, Kirkpatrick, &
Peck, 2001; Culp, Honey, & Mandinach, 2003). This tendency has led to discrepancies between
theory and practice where theoretical gains found in idealistic situations are not being transferred
into real-life classrooms (Crawford, et al., 2014; Selwyn, 2010). While this disconnect between
theory and practice is seen throughout the education system, research in the fields of both science
education and technology integration strongly reflect this incongruity.
Theory to Practice in Science Laboratory Instruction
The disconnect between theory and practice can be easily seen in issues related to science
laboratory instruction. While firmly integrated in science curricula around the world, there is a
surprising lack of consensus between policy makers, instructors, and students about the goals and
purposes of lab instruction. This lack of consensus is not new and brief review of science
curriculum policy and outcomes in the past illustrate this fact. In the early 1900s, outcomes for
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lab components stated vague references to higher cognitive skills and an appreciation of science
leaving teachers to interpret how to implement such goals (Shymansky, Kyle, & Alport, 1983). In
the 1980s, those objectives evolved to encompass concrete illustration, cognitive and affective
change, development of lab skill, and motivation and engagement (Kirschner, 1988). This
provided more specificity, but still left a lot of interpretation up to the individual instructors
leading to a great deal of variability in how the laboratories were carried out. Further reforms in
the early 2000s set goals for laboratory experiences that included “enhancing mastery of subject
matter; developing scientific reasoning, understanding the complexity and ambiguity of empirical
work; developing practical skills, understanding the nature of science; cultivating interest in
science and interest in learning science; and developing teamwork abilities” (Singer, Hilton, &
Schweingruber, 2006, p. 3).
While the lack of congruency between the goals of policy makers and practitioners is well
documented (Bauer & Kenton, 2005; Berliner, 2006; Blosser, 1980; Cuban, Kirkpatrick, & Peck,
2001; Pinar, 2012; Tyack & Cuban, 1995), this changing focus and general lack of clarity around
the goals of science laboratories does not stop at, nor can it completely be attributed to, this one
area of disconnect. It is compounded by the additional confusion that has developed because
teachers stated beliefs about the importance of engaging lab work that builds scientific reasoning
skills rarely manifesting in classroom lab experiences that do the same (Kesidou & Roseman,
2002). Further, surveys of students’ and teachers’ learning goals in laboratory instruction show
another layer of discrepancy as students’ learning expectations in labs do not match teacher. For
example, teachers listed enabling students to do independent lab work as high on their list of goals
along with having students see the utility of science laboratories in everyday life while students
ranked both these outcomes as low priorities (Wilkinson & Ward, 1997). This may be due to a
lack of communication about the purpose of lab and several researchers have criticized the fact
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that teachers fail to create an environment that allows students to make sense of laboratory
findings (Hodson, 1993; Tobin, 1990). Given this, it makes sense that there has been a surprising
dearth of literature in the area about whether science laboratories are fulfilling their goals (Singer,
Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006).
What research is available suggests that children have shown only modest gains in the area
of science (Singer, Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006) and that racial and gender gaps in science
performance still remain (National Center for Education Statistics, 2011). While there are many
variables affecting such statistics, many of those exploring these findings suggest that the
separation of the lab component from the actual science classroom and the general lack of clarity
as to what and how best to utilize lab experiences might be at least partially responsible (Hofstein
& Lunetta, The laboratory in science education: Foundations for the twenty-first century, 2004).
Regardless, these issues are pervasive enough that some researchers and educators are beginning
to question whether science laboratories are attaining their purposes and promise in training
students about the nature of science and inquiry (Roth, 1994). And still others are even further
questioning whether these laboratory experiences are worth the effort and expense or should be
completely removed from the curriculum (Hilosky, Stuman, & Schmuckler, 1998).
Theory to Practice in Technology Integration
Interestingly, science education is not the only area in which theory has a startling
disconnect from practice. This same theme arises when talking about technology integration
issues despite political and social pressures for the inclusion in all classrooms. As technological
advances in the past decade have spurred the creation of hardware and software innovations that
have greater applicability to teaching and learning, teachers have been charged with integrating
technology into all aspects of their classrooms to create skilled students that espouse 21st century
learning goals (ISTE standards: Teachers, 2008). In higher education, and to a lesser extent, K24

12, instructors struggle to function and teach within digital environments spurred by political,
financial, and cultural pressures to meet the demand of increasing enrollments in online and
blended classrooms (Allen, Seaman, Poulin, & Straut, 2015).
Unfortunately, despite over a decade of technology integration initiatives, including an
emphasis on the purchase and installation of huge amounts of technology in K-12, multiple
studies show that the promise of technology to transform teaching is not being met (Bauer &
Kenton, 2005; Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Woolf, 2010). The most recent update of the
National Education Technology Plan still posits that many schools are not adequately integrating
technology and that new teachers feel underprepared for the integration of technology in the
classroom, yet there is still a hope that technology will somehow create an equal playing field
(U.S. Department of Education, 2017). Inside schools, most practicing teachers have evolved
their practice to use technology for their own personal productivity or to present materials, but a
startling few have truly integrated technology into the classroom (Gorder, 2008). Research in the
area seems to indicate that the disconnect is caused not by a lack of skill with technology, but
rather a lack of knowledge of how to integrate such technologies into pedagogy (Bauer & Kenton,
2005; Cuban, Kirkpatrick, & Peck, 2001). However, despite these findings the overwhelming
majority of professional development for teachers in the area of technology integration remains, as
Papert (1990) termed, “technocentric.” Such trainings consist primarily of technology
demonstrations along with examples of lesson plans with limited utility, and without any real
discussion of what processes teachers should use to integrate these technologies into their own
unique lesson plans based on their own styles and classroom experiences (Harris, Mishra, &
Koehler, 2009).
In short, this mismatch between the vision of political leaders and policy makers and what
happens in the classroom has been well documented (Culp, Honey, & Mandinach, 2003), and at
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least some of the onus for the difficulty in moving theory to practice and policy to classroom must
rest on the shoulders of educational researchers. Very few controlled studies of technology
implementation acknowledge or focus on the chaotic reality of what happens in a real-world
environment and its social and cultural contexts (Lim, 2002). This is despite the general
knowledge that it is important to focus not only on the technology, but also on how teacher and
student interact with those technologies in a living, breathing classroom ecosystem (Zhao &
Frank, 2003).
However, more recently there have been efforts within the research community to explore
these issues in more authentic ways. Such efforts have led to the development of the TPACK
theory of technology integration. While this theory particularly focuses on explaining how and
why technology is integrated into classrooms in diverse ways, it equally addresses issues related
to content, culture, and situational factors that also affect the choices teachers make in the
classroom (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). As such, it is a valuable lens for not only exploring
literature pertaining to this study, but to guide both methods and interpretation when researching
learning in actual classrooms. It is through this framework that the issues related to integrating
technology into science laboratories will be studied and explored.
TPACK Model of Technology Integration
The TPACK theory provides an authentic framework to explore how content, pedagogical,
and technological issues present themselves in classrooms as teachers implement curricula and
attempt to integrate technology into those curricula. The TPACK framework builds upon
Shulman’s (1986) theories of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) which espouses the idea that
a teacher’s knowledge of subject (content knowledge) or his/her knowledge of teaching
(pedagogical knowledge) are inadequate in describing what happens in effective classrooms.
Rather, teachers must develop a synergistic type of knowledge in which knowledge of content and
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knowledge of pedagogy and methods work in tandem to create a type of teaching knowledge that
is greater than either type of knowledge alone. Shulman coined this pedagogical content
knowledge and described it as knowing what, when, and how to teach within a given grade level
and subject (Shulman, 1986). TPACK expands Shulman’s work in that it adds technological
knowledge as a third type of knowledge that must be mastered (and incorporated) into a teacher’s
content and pedagogical knowledge to ensure appropriate and meaningful technology integration
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006). It is through the interaction of these several different types of
knowledge within the unique context of each classroom that technology integration does or does
not happen. As such, it is important to spend a brief time defining each type of knowledge and the
resulting combinations of knowledge outlined by the TPACK model.
Content Knowledge (CK). CK refers to the teacher’s knowledge of the subject matter
including the facts, structures, theories, and concepts that are to be taught. This dimension is
independent of how to teach such subject matter and includes the semiotics and ontological beliefs
of the discipline such as explanatory frameworks, rules of evidence and proof, and the nature of
knowledge (Shulman, 1986).
Pedagogical Knowledge (PK). PK includes the teacher’s knowledge and skill in the
processes and activities that support the successful transfer of knowledge to others (Mishra &
Koehler, 2006). This includes such skills as instructional design and planning, classroom
management, knowledge of motivation, assessment development, etc. It also includes knowledge
of learners in the individual (i.e., specific student needs and abilities) and general sense (i.e., the
different cognitive, social, and developmental theories that explain how students construct
knowledge). This type of pedagogical knowledge is supposed to be independent of content.
While the separation of pedagogy from content is problematic at a functional level (e.g., how can
you have an activity without content), from a conceptual standpoint, the premise is that there are
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generalizations that can be made about certain pedagogical activities that are not subject-specific.
For example, interleafing content (i.e., the revisiting of content at various times during a unit)
allows students to revisit and further cement new knowledge. This is true regardless of topic.
Knowledge in this area allows teachers to be more effective in that they can apply certain types of
activities in a variety of contexts and content areas.
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK). PCK was outlined originally by Shulman (1986)
and refers to a combination of pedagogy and content that allows a teacher to determine how best
to represent content in a way that leads to learning. Shulman referred to it as a synergistic
dynamic in which the interaction between pedagogy and content lead to more nuanced and
situated understandings of student learning in a given field. These understandings then lead to
more effective teaching in a subject area and result in knowledge of both subject- and topicspecific activities. This dimension includes a teacher’s knowledge of the common stumbling
blocks or naïve knowledge for a given topic and how best to relate content to students’ prior
knowledge and understandings (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). It includes knowledge of how best to
overcome these issues using proven teaching strategies specific to that topic (e.g., being able to fit
the right pedagogical tool for the specific content being taught).

In short, PCK is more situated

within a discipline than PK as it focuses on pedagogy that best supports learning of a given
subject such as science or math (Shulman, 1986).
Technological Knowledge (TK). TK includes a teacher’s knowledge and skill in the use
of emerging technologies as well as knowledge or skill in general guiding principles in the use of
technology in each field. This knowledge is independent of content or the use of technology for
teaching. The focus on emerging technology is important as it differentiates between technology
that is new and that has become transparent, or so ingrained in practice that we do not see it as
technology anymore such as books or chalkboards (Cox & Graham, 2009). As the focus of TK is
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on emerging technologies, this dimension is always in a state of flux and a teacher’s knowledge of
it is always in a developmental state because it is dependent on the state of new technologies
which are constantly changing (Harris, Mishra, & Koehler, 2009). Examples of this might be an
ability to learn technologies and use them in everyday ways outside of teaching such as being able
to manipulate a smart phone, use apps, or easily navigate common software and hardware.
Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK). TPK is described as the general
knowledge of how technologies can facilitate learning without thought to subject matter (Mishra
& Koehler, 2006). It includes knowledge of technology used in teaching/learning settings along
with strategies for its implementation into lesson plans. For example, a teacher might have
knowledge that WebQuests are useful in situations where guided discovery helps learn materials,
or may have knowledge about how to best utilize discussions to encourage learning and
socialization in an online classroom (Cox & Graham, 2009).
Technological Content Knowledge (TCK). TCK refers to a teacher’s knowledge of
subject-specific technology (Harris, Mishra, & Koehler, 2009; Koehler & Mishra, 2005; Mishra &
Koehler, 2006). In this form of knowledge, the focus is more on the use of technology in the
subject area as opposed to its use for learning. As such, a person could have exceptional
technological knowledge of what is used in his/her field of study, but not know how to use that
technology, or others, in the teaching and learning of said subject. For example, a psychology
teacher might be familiar with SPSS or SAS as a means to analyze quantitative data, and a biology
teacher might be familiar with digital camera adaptors for microscopes and how to use them to
capture slide images for publication. TCK is not just about knowing the technology in each
subject area. It also includes the knowledge of how technology constrains or expands the flow of
knowledge in the field (Koehler & Mishra, 2005). For example, statistical analysis software made
large, highly complex data set analysis possible in a way that was not feasible to do prior to its
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creation. This technology has expanded what is possible in the field of social and statistical
research.
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK). The final, culminating form
of knowledge outlined by the model is TPACK, which is the combination of various technologies
to teach/facilitate specific types of subject matter (Cox & Graham, 2009; Harris, Mishra, &
Koehler, 2009; Mishra & Koehler, 2006). It includes knowing what software is available in the
subject area and how it can best be used to teach content. It accounts for students’ prior
knowledge and likely obstacles to learning regardless of whether they be content or technology
based. It allows for the fact that effective lesson planning and content development requires the
interweaving of all three areas and can be constrained or enhanced by all. It is the end state
resulting from extensive training and experience in teaching and, according to Mishra and Koehler
(2006), is necessary in order for technology integration policy and goals to be fulfilled. TPACK,
in summary, represents a teacher operating at his/her peak proficiency or at master teacher status.
The Role of Context in TPACK
While the integration of the different knowledge types helps researchers understand the
nuances of technology integration decisions in the classroom, it is the inclusion of context as a
major component of the TPACK framework that sets this theory apart from other theories of
technology integration (Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015). Context, despite its often-undervalued role
in educational research, is a crucial factor that must be considered in order to understand what
happens in the classroom (Berliner, 2006; Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015; Tabak, 2013; 2004).
While not specifically mentioned in the acronym, context is described by Koehler and Mishra
(2005) as integral to the implementation of modern technologies in the classroom and affects all
elements of the TPACK model (see figure 1). In their research, they describe issues of subject
matter, grade level, student’s prior knowledge and institutional factors, such as budget and
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available technology, as part of the context within which technology is integrated into the
classroom.
However, despite its purported importance, multiple reviews of the TPACK literature
show that the notion of context is far less developed than other aspects of the model and very little
of the research in the area includes context as part of the focus or discussion of research on
TPACK (Kelly, 2010; Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015). One of the reasons for this lack of
development may be because the idea of context has not been adequately defined. A review of the
literature suggested that only 36% of articles discussing TPACK included any meaningful
discussion of context and of those, 81% primarily focused on classroom factors, 61% school
factors, 57% teacher factor, 44% student factors, and 14% societal factors (Rosenberg & Koehler,
2015). The researchers concluded that these findings indicate that there is very little systematic
review of context within the TPACK literature and those who do include context often differ in
their definition with some defining context only as school or classroom factors, and some defining
it as teacher factors instead of researching and context at all levels. As the percentages show,
school, teacher, student, and societal factors were discussed far less than classroom factors when
context was discussed. This lack of consistency around the definition of context could, per the
researchers, be one of the reasons why context is so rarely discussed and could explain why the
focus of such discussions is, more frequently, on surface level context issues like immediate
classroom factors.
Another, more systemic, reason for the exclusion of context from discussions of TPACK
may be based on how context has been conceptualized, both in research and generally. Many
researchers and theorists view context as the background within which the researcher’s areas of
focus (i.e., the activity or intervention being studied) take place (Tabak, 2013). As such, this
naturally creates a hierarchy of importance: the general assumption being that as background, the
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context is less important giving more power to the object in the foreground as the focus of the
study. However, within the field of educational psychology theorists are arguing for a new
conceptualization based on the linguistic history of the word, which describes contexts more as a
texture or weave (Goodwin & Duranti, 1992; Tabak, 2013). Viewed in this way, context is
interrelated with the primary objects of study, and, as such, makes the discussion and review of
context in educational research more complex and richer.
Further Elaboration of Context in the TPACK Model
These findings illustrate the need for greater definition and clarity around the construct of
context within TPACK literature as institutional, societal and other larger factors can and do
greatly affect any classroom experience. Because of this, researchers are working to expand and
explain the role of context in TPACK further in order to acknowledge the complexity of
classroom interactions and the contextual forces that act upon them (Angeli & Valanides, 2013;
Chai, Koh, & Tsai, 2013; Porras-Hernandez & Salinas-Amescua, 2013; Rosenberg & Koehler,
2015). While there have been multiple discussions about what context is and how it could be
modified to better fit the framework, there are two models that stand out in terms of possible
approaches to defining context in TPACK, namely Porras-Hernandez and Salinas-Amescua’s
(2013) model of context in TPACK, which is based on a bioecological model of teaching and
Chai, Koh, and Tsai’s (2013) model of context that provides specific contextual elements to
review and study when researching TPACK.
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Figure 2. Porras-Hernandez and Salinas-Amescua's model of context in TPACK.
Rosenberg, J. M., & Koehler, M. J. (2015). Context and teaching with technology in the digital
age. In M. L. Niess, & H. Gillow-Wiles (Eds.), Handbook of Research on Teacher
Education in the Digital Age (pp. 440-465). Hershey, PA: IGI Global. Reprinted with
permission of the author.
Porras-Hernandez and Salinas-Amescua’s (2013) model of context in TPACK, much like
Bronfenbrenner’s (2009) bioecological model of human development on which it is based,
includes three levels of context that affect the classroom: micro, meso, and macro. These levels
encompass the classroom and its immediate environment (micro level), the school and community
factors (meso level), and societal and political factors (macro level). Porras-Hernandez and
Salinas-Amescua (2013) propose that inclusion of context in TPACK research must include
acknowledgement about each of these levels from the viewpoint of both teachers and students (see
Figure 2). The benefit of this approach to the further definition of context in TPACK is that it
requires researchers to consider context variables at increasing levels of influence, forcing them to
move beyond the most obvious and local context factors that primarily focus on classroom issues
(Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015). It also acknowledges that these variables may be different for
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teachers and students. Unfortunately, even with this improvement, what is included at each level
is somewhat vague, and in terms of helping a researcher determine what specifically to study
when reviewing context in TPACK, may not be enough to create consistency of definition.
Another theory that might further elucidate context in TPACK was developed by Chai,
Koh, and Tsai (2013) based on an exhaustive review of the literature on TPACK. As they
reviewed literature in the area, they found several cases where TPACK training and development
initiatives did not lead to changes in technology integration in classrooms (Groth, Spickler,
Bergner, & Bardzell, 2009; Nicholas & Ng, 2012; Niess, 2005; So & Kim, 2009). Based on their
analyses they developed an expanded model focusing on contextual factors that seem to mitigate
implementation of TPACK (Chai, Koh, & Tsai, 2013). Like Porras-Hernandez and SalinasAmescua (2013), they suggested that discussions of context must distinguish between how context
factors affect teachers and students differently. However, Chai, Koh and Tsai’s (2013) review of
the literature resulted in the supposition that there are four interrelated context factors that seemed
most likely to determine the level of technology integration in actual classrooms. These factors
are intrapersonal factors including epistemological and pedagogical beliefs about teaching and
technology; interpersonal factors or the ability to work well in groups (as much design work that
includes technology is conducted in groups); cultural/institutional factors that include societal
beliefs about schools that may affect teachers’ willingness to implement technologies; and
physical/technological factors, including the ease of access, support and localized expectation for
technology’s use in the classroom (Chai, Koh, & Tsai, 2013) (see Figure 3). The utility of this
approach to context is that it allows a further focus on specific types of context issues that seem to
present themselves in TPACK research. This may keep researchers from varying so much in their
definitions and provide a reasonable number of context variables to study.
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Figure 3. Chai, Koh, and Tsai's revised TPACK with TLCK framework.
Chai, C.S., Koh, J.H.L., & Tsai, C.C. (2013). A review of technological pedagogical content
knowledge. Educational Technology and Society, 16(2), 31-51. Recreated with
permission of the author.
Grounded Theory as a Lens to Understand TPACK
Given that focusing on contextual factors in TPACK research can make empirical research
more difficult, the use of grounded theory as a lens to both understand and study TPACK is key to
providing meaningful data to researchers in this field. Grounded theory is based on the premise
that data found during a study is used to develop theory instead of theory influencing the
collection and interpretation of data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glesne, 2011; Strauss & Corbin,
1994). As such, it being used as a guiding principle can provide the researcher with an openness
to conflicting or unexpected findings, a willingness to collect multiple types and sources of data to
further understand the theory, and an overarching focus on developing or expanding theory in a
way that is useful and applicable in practical situations (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Given that
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educational researchers have struggled with the ongoing disconnect between empirically derived
psychological principles and those findings affecting practice in classroom environments
(Lagemann & Shulman, 1999; Nuthall, 1996), the benefits of grounded theory can provide a
framework to help research and explore educational issues in context and while acknowledging
the complexities that are inherent in a classroom setting.
Further, the TPACK theory itself seems to easily integrate such approaches as it, too, calls
for the examination of technology integration to be situated and applicable to the practitioner
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006) and multiple studies have utilized a grounded theory approach to better
understand TPACK from a variety of perspectives (Pamuk, 2012; Tai & Crawford, 2014;
Williams, Foulger, & Wetzel, 2010). As context was a key component of this research study, the
use of grounded theory within the context of the TPACK theory of technology integration makes
sense as contextual aspects of TPACK research remain underdeveloped (Kelly, 2010; Rosenberg
& Koehler, 2015) and a more exploratory, theory building approach is needed to fully answer the
questions of interest.
Application of the TPACK Model to Science Teaching and Laboratory Experiences
While TPACK was developed to explain how, or if, technology is integrated in classrooms
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006); it is the position of the researcher that the knowledge types described,
as well as the situated nature of the TPACK framework, provide a useful tool to organize
discussion of science laboratory instruction. While all types of TPACK knowledge (content,
pedagogy, and technology) interweave in the context of classroom teaching, science education and
the inclusion of virtual laboratories will be discussed in terms of PCK and TPACK considerations.
This is done with the understanding that some of the issues addressed may relate to more than one
type of knowledge within the TPACK framework, but for the purposes of clarity, the two
mentioned above will be used as they are the most applicable.
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PCK Considerations in Science and Laboratory Instruction
PCK in the context of science and laboratory instruction consists of knowledge of science
content and topics appropriate for the age being taught as well as pedagogical approaches best
suited to those topics. In fact, the age-old question of curricular development (i.e., what
knowledge is of most worth?) is fundamentally a PCK question because it assumes an
understanding of not just the subject area, but what knowledge within that subject area is age
appropriate. According to Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko (1999) being able to answer this
question is what separates a mere content expert from a trained teaching professional.
However, this definition may be too simplistic in that good teaching cannot be defined
simply by being able to answer the question, “What should I teach?” Simple knowledge of
outcomes and objectives is not enough to transform a teacher’s knowledge into good design of
instruction. Science teachers must ask themselves many questions including: what is it about this
content that will be difficult for my students to understand? What pedagogical tools are available
to me that best suit this topic? What are my students likely to know already? What are their
personal strengths and weaknesses in these areas and how can I teach to overcome them? It is
these types of questions, and not just what knowledge is of most worth, that truly set apart master
teachers from subject matter experts or novices. Teachers must synthesize their knowledge of
content and pedagogy into a type of coherent organized, integrated knowledge that is greater than
either of these respective dimensions of knowledge on their own in order to effectively develop
learning experiences for their students (Abell, 2008; Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999;
Shulman, 1986). This is the essence of pedagogical content knowledge, and research on
orientations toward science teaching might help us understand how different beliefs about science
teaching lead to different approaches to instruction and PCK.
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Orientations toward Science Teaching. Within the field of science teaching a key
component of PCK involves the teacher’s orientation to science teaching. While the specific
organization of this construct is still being debated, research in the field suggests that a teacher’s
orientations toward teaching science influences, and in turn is influenced by, his/her knowledge
and beliefs about (1) the purpose and goals of science curriculum, (2) students’ understanding of
science topics, (3) assessment of science knowledge, and (4) beliefs about teaching and learning in
general (Friedrichsen, Van Driel, & Abell, 2011; Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999; Tamir,
1988). These four areas converge to create an individual teacher’s beliefs about the purpose and
role of science teaching at a given age or grade level (i.e., the essence of PCK as described above).
Magnusson, Krajcik and Borko (1999) propose nine orientations to science teaching:
process, academic rigor, didactic, conceptual change, activity-driven, discovery, project-based,
inquiry, and guided inquiry (see Table 1). As illustrated below, these teaching orientations serve
as the pedagogical and conceptual basis for instructional decision making including content,
approach, materials, and evaluation (Borko & Putnam, 1996). For example, if a teacher has a
process orientation to science, she is more likely to spend much of the lesson design and delivery
guiding students through how to think through a scientific question, introducing the students to the
thinking processes of scientists. Alternatively, a teacher with a conceptual change orientation may
spend time developing experiences that challenge the students previously held assumptions about
science and force them, through structured experiences and discussion, to modify their schema to
more accurate, scientifically accepted knowledge. The interesting aspect of this is that the two
teachers mentioned above may engage in similar activities but their primary purpose for doing so
is different. In this respect, it makes sense that orientation to science teaching would influence
Table 1. Goals of Different Orientations to Teaching Science
Orientation

Goal of Science Teaching
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Instructional Methods

Process

Help students develop the
“science process skills”

Activities that developing scientific
thinking process and integrated thinking
skills

Academic Rigor

Represent a body of knowledge

Challenge with difficult tasks or
problems. Lab work verifies science
concept by demonstration

Didactic

Transmit the facts of science

Teacher presents information through
lecture/discussion and asks students
questions to hold accountable to knowing
content.

Conceptual
Change

Facilitate the development of
scientific knowledge by
confronting students with
contexts to explain that
challenge their naïve
conceptions
Have students be active with
materials; “hands-on
experiences”

Activities that require students to express
their views knowledge and then review
alternative explanations. Teacher
mediates this process to ensure students
come to correct conclusion

Discovery

Provide opportunities for
students on their own to discover
targeted science concepts

Provided experiences/activities that allow
students to explore the natural world and
develop their own theories of scientific
concepts

Project-Based

Involve students in investigating
solutions to authentic problems

Activities centered around a driving
question that organizes concepts and
principles and drives activities within a
topic of study

Inquiry/Guided
Inquiry

Represent science as inquiry or
Constitute a community of
learners whose members share
responsibility for understanding
the physical world, particularly
with respect to using the tools of
science.

Teacher provides experiences that
supports students in defining and
investigating problems, drawing
conclusions and assessing the validity of
their conclusions either individually or as
a community

Activity-Driven

Hands-on activities used for verification
of content or discovery

Note: Adapted from Nature, sources, and development of pedagogical content knowledge for
science teaching (p. 100-101) by S. Maggnusson, J. Krajcik, and H. Borko. In J. Gess-Newsome
and N.G. Leaderman’s (Eds). PCK and Science Education. (1999) Netherlands: Kluwer
Academic Publishers.
how a teacher feels about laboratory instruction and the integration of technology into the
experiences.
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Orientations to Laboratory Instruction. As expected, these orientations to teaching
science are largely reflected in instructional approaches to science laboratories as well. A general
review of literature associated with pedagogical orientations to teaching science laboratories
included a great deal of overlap with the more general orientations to science teaching and many
of the same theory to practice issues we have outlined for science teaching in general. Research
in the late 1970s and early 1980s suggested that although the science laboratory was thought to be
sacrosanct in classrooms, very little research or discussion had been about learning theory and
pedagogical considerations in the design of laboratory instruction or the laboratories actual
effectiveness as a teaching tool (Blosser, 1980; Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982; Pickering, 1980; Tamir,
1977). Studies from that time period posited that teachers spent an inordinate amount of time
focusing on technician type approaches to lab in which students followed step-by-step procedures
that did not allow for scientific inquiry including hypothesis development, testing of hypotheses,
reasoning, etc. (Blosser, 1980; Lunetta & Tamir, 1979; Pickering, 1980).
The approach described above falls firmly into the didactic orientation, and has been
labeled as an expository style to laboratory teaching (Domin, 1999). In this type of lab
instructional style, the instructor controls all aspects of the students’ lab work from the topic, to
the procedure (Ault, 2002). Often negatively labeled a cookbook laboratory teaching style, this
method is criticized for its level of structure as it does not create a true experience of scientific
method, and there is some concern that it does not effectively lead to greater levels of conceptual
understanding or skill development (Bennett & O'Neale, 1998; Domin, 1999; Kirschner, 1988).
While one may wonder about the popularity of this approach given such criticisms, it also is the
most economical approach in terms of time. Students can often complete the activity within a
scheduled classroom time frame and move on to other topics. This timeliness factor is attractive,
especially in situations where teachers are required to address certain standards in predetermined
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timeframes. Additionally, this approach ensures that the scientific principles the instructor wants
to address are, in fact, explored during the structured lab activity (Domin, 1999).
The predominant use of this approach may have been (and to some extent continues to be)
an issue of teacher preparedness. While researchers have found that teachers’ stated pedagogical
beliefs fit with the more modern goals of laboratory instruction, most commonly that these
experiences should develop students’ scientific reasoning skills, the transition to practice is often
lost as many teachers seemed to be uncomfortable or unsure of how to support student
development of scientific reasoning skills during hands-on laboratory instruction (Gardiner &
Farrangher, 1997; Tobin & Gallagher, 1987). Despite the predominance of expository teaching
methods, policy makers, researchers, and teachers have made attempts through the decades to
move beyond this approach. Research was conducted on other methods of teaching that better fit
with the theoretical purpose of science labs, namely that they are supposed to help students engage
as scientists in a hands-on fashion, and explorations of inquiry-, discovery-, and problem-based
approaches began to show how, at least theoretically, these more applied approaches might better
develop the scientific reasoning skills stated as important by teachers (Bauer & Kenton, 2005;
Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004; 1982).
Inquiry-based approaches are a step-up from expository in that the instructor provides the
students with a broad topic to explore and the students determine how to study it, including
identifying knowledge gaps that need to be filled, developing procedures, conducting experiments,
and reporting findings (Domin, 1999; Miller K. W., 2008; Morbach-Ad & Sokolove, 2000). This
does give the appearance of scientific inquiry; however, there is a distinction between inquirybased instruction and actual scientific inquiry. Specifically, students are not engaged in the actual
act of discovering new scientific principles but rather relearning scientific theories that have
already been discovered by other scientists (Domin, 1999; Kirschner, 1988).
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Alternatively, discovery-based approaches allow for genuine discovery on the part of the
students, but lack the serendipitous nature of methodology development. Specifically, discoverybased approaches provide a set of step-by-step procedures much like expository approaches, but
they differ in that they leave the topic (or scientific principle) up to the students to discover. In
some ways, this approach is a reversal of inquiry-based laboratories (i.e., a topic is given but how
to proceed is determined by the students). The aim of the discovery-based approach to laboratory
instruction is that by following the outlined procedures, students will be naturally led to a certain
desired reaction or outcome. It follows that students will learn about this outcome and come to
correct conclusions regarding the cause or scientific principle creating these outcomes (Domin,
1999). Despite their high active and engaging manner, discovery-based methods take a great deal
of time to complete, which might not be available to the teacher. Additionally, critics believe that
it is unrealistic to expect this method to lead all students to the same discovery at the same time,
which adds yet another layer of complexity to a real-world classroom (Domin, 1999).
Finally, problem-based approaches have also been encouraged by policy makers, and have
been found to be the most robust pedagogically (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004). However, it is one of
the most time consuming and difficult to align to predetermined standards. This approach allows
instructors to assess the conceptual knowledge of their students and work with them to solve novel
problems (Domin, 1999; Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004). Proponents of this approach praise how it
allows students to engage in as close to a real-life scientific method as is possible in a controlled
classroom experience. Students identify the problem, gather data, creating knowledge, identify
ways to test and develop procedures, conduct experiments and report results. When done
correctly, problem-based approaches allow the student to reflect, receive feedback, and
continually modify their understandings (Gunstone, 1991; Tobin, 1990). Additionally, this
approach allows students to develop procedures, but also avoids the pitfalls of discovery-based
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approaches where students may not discover the scientific principle the lab is meant to illustrate
because the findings are authentic and related to their own set of hypotheses. The major downside
is that this approach is resource and time intensive and teachers may not feel comfortable
engaging in such labs due to lack of professional development and concerns about alignment with
educational standards or outcomes (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004).
Unfortunately, while there have been efforts to integrate more problem-and inquiry-based
approaches since the original criticisms of laboratory education in the 1980s, the potential of such
laboratory models as a venue through which to create scientific and critical thinkers is not being
fully realized as indicated by standardized test scores of students nationwide and scores of the
populaces’ basic scientific reasoning skills (Singer, Hilton, & Schweingruber, 2006). These
statistics might be explained by the fact that although information on best practices is available,
teachers are still not applying inquiry-and problem-based approaches in the classroom (Crawford,
et al., 2014; Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004; 1982). It is important to acknowledge that this theory to
practice issue was present in science laboratory instruction even before the incorporation of
modern technologies into such settings, and it is reasonable to assume that its inclusion will
complicate laboratory instruction even further. As such, these implementation issues with
problem- and inquiry-based approaches must be considered as part of the context during
technology integration studies in science laboratories.
TPACK Considerations in Science and Laboratory Instruction
The general drive to include technology in classroom teaching has stemmed from general
standards related to 21st century skills and abilities (ISTE standards: Teachers, 2008), the need to
deal with issues of limited resources, facilities, time, or overly large class sizes (Hofstein &
Lunetta, 2004), and, in higher education, the imperative to include more online courses and degree
programs (Allen, Seaman, Poulin, & Straut, 2015). As science teachers and faculty try to navigate
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these issues, one of the discussion points in the literature is the question of how to recreate lab
experiences in virtual environments (Kennepohl, 2013). While there are many specialized apps
and software that exist to support the learning of specific scientific principles or procedures
independent of laboratory experiences, the four primary types of technology employed in
laboratory instruction are traditional labs, take-home labs, robotic/remote labs, and virtual labs
(Kennepohl, 2013). As most individuals are familiar with traditional laboratories (i.e., laboratory
exercises that occur in a face-to-face classroom using physical equipment and materials and are
guided by an instructor or teaching assistant), the following section will focus on the alternative
types of laboratories.
Less Common Types of Non-Traditional Labs. Take-home laboratories attempt to
recreate the hands-on aspects of a traditional lab, except they are completed at home (Kennepohl,
2013). This format of lab is usually implemented as either a kitchen lab or a lab kit that is sent to
the student. Kitchen labs include a set of instructions, in which students are asked to conduct
experiments with household items that have a low probability of causing harm to the student.
Alternatively, lab kits are usually premade kits with equipment and supplies that are shipped to
students along with lab instructions, allowing students to work through a more traditional lab on
their own time. While some higher education institutions have taken on the task of developing,
mailing, and organizing such laboratories in house, the task has often proven too difficult in terms
of design of safe and meaningful labs and organizing the actual packaging and shipping of items
(Boschmann, 2003). As a result, many institutions end up partnering with third-party distributors
of such mail-in kits.
The second type of non-traditional laboratory is the remote lab in which physical
laboratories are set-up at an off-site facility but students operate them remotely through web
interfaces (Elawady & Tolba, 2009). This provides a real-life experiment that is happening in real
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time, and with real-world data; however, the student does not have to be physically present to
conduct these experiments. These types of laboratories are often used in engineering settings and
have the potential of allowing multiple schools to pool financial resources to purchase expensive
equipment and share its use. These types of labs, however, often require staff to reset the
experiments or fix the experiments when they malfunction and are often costly to maintain
(Kennepohl, 2013; Potkonjak, et al., 2016).
Virtual Labs. Finally, the most common form of alternative lab is the virtual laboratory.
Virtual laboratories are laboratory experiences that are completed entirely within a computer
simulated environment often via a software package, website, or physical simulator (Kennepohl,
2013; Smetana & Bell, 2012). In these types of environments, processes that take a significant
amount of time in the real world can be sped up to illustrate concepts and save class time (Pyatt &
Sims, 2012). Proponents of the use of virtual laboratories state that they are useful for
experiments that are delicate, dangerous, or expensive to complete in a traditional laboratory, and
provide a safer, more economical alternative in which students can practice procedures in relative
safety before attempting the lab in real life where consequences of failure are higher (Kirschner,
1988). While there is research suggesting the use of virtual laboratories leads to as good as, or
even better gains in conceptual understanding (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007), there is a general
concern among faculty about the use of such virtual environments as a replacement for physical
onsite laboratories (Bohr, 2014). These concerns may influence the adoption of virtual labs in the
classroom (Chai, Koh, & Tsai, 2013) and further exacerbate the theory to practice trend in this
area. However, for the purposes of this study, reviews of whether and how these laboratories
affect learning in the classroom will be conducted.
Effectiveness of Virtual Lab Environments. Much of the research in the field of
alternative laboratories has focused on equivalency (i.e., whether these formats lead to similar
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gains in learning compared to that of traditional laboratories). Overwhelmingly, it has been found
that a well-designed and executed virtual or blended laboratory can lead to equal or higher gains
in conceptual understanding, regardless of the alternative format (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007;
Mawn, Carrico, Charuk, Stote, & Lawrence, 2011; Nelson & Jass Ketelhut, 2007; Pyatt & Sims,
2012; Raghavan, Sartoris, & Glaser, R., 1998; Sauter, Uttal, Rapp, Downing, & Jona, 2013;
Seyedmonir, Barry, & Seyedmonir, 2014; Smetana & Bell, 2012).
The majority of research studies on the use of virtual laboratories found that their
effectiveness is partially due to the flexibility of the virtual laboratory format (i.e., that they can be
done anywhere/anytime and any number of times); the efficiency of time in that the virtual lab
usually moves more quickly than the physical laboratory, which may include extraneous materials
issues (such as equipment setup, etc.) that may hinder learning; and the ability to focus on the key
concepts so students are not overwhelmed with extraneous information (Cavin & Lagowski, 1978;
Foti & Ring, 2008; Jackman, Moellenberg, & Brabson, 1990; Marbach-Ad, Rotbain, & Stavy,
2008; Stern, Barnea, & Shauli, 2008). Several studies have found that, in addition to the reasons
listed above, virtual laboratories have the unique ability to allow students to visualize scientific
phenomena that are difficult or impossible to envision in the real world (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007;
Steiff & Wilensky, 2003; Wu, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2001). Some have further theorized that this
effect is due to the fact that the virtual visualization adds one more layer or mode of learning a
given scientific principle (e.g., virtual simulation paired with diagrams, written text, etc.) (Stern,
Barnea, & Shauli, 2008; Winn, et al., 2005).
While it seems clear that virtual laboratories have some potential in the classroom
experience, there have been concerns that most of the research in this area focuses on conceptual
understanding instead of actual lab skill (Elawady & Tolba, 2009). Concerns also include beliefs
that the nature of a simulated laboratory allows only programmed outcomes and does not reflect
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the serendipitous nature of outcomes in traditional laboratories (Ma & Nickerson, 2006). In short,
while conceptual understanding is undeniably important and structured, pre-programmed
experiences can allow students to focus only on the important aspects of the experiments, these
kinds of sterilized experiences may not transfer to applicable real world knowledge because part
of learning to be a scientist includes dealing with the inherently messy nature of real lab work
(Smetana & Bell, 2012). These concerns have led to calls for research in the area to move beyond
simple equivalency studies.
Using Virtual Labs in Instruction. Because of this, current research is moving beyond
testing for equivalency to theorizing about how, or in what combination, these tools are best used.
Some research suggests that the use of blended approaches may yield advantages as they provide
the proverbial “best of both worlds,” allowing for virtual practice and some skill practice in the
traditional classroom (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007; Karlsson, Ivarsson, & Lindstrom, 2013;
Kennepohl, 2013). Studies on virtual laboratories have found that the use of virtual labs increases
conceptual understanding of topics that are otherwise difficult to visualize (Jaakkola & Nurmi,
2007; Farrokhnia & Esmailpour, 2010; Swan & O'Donnell, 2009; Zacharia, 2007). Other studies
have suggested that the virtual lab may lessen extraneous cognitive load by providing a safe
environment to practice complex tasks and allowing students to see scientific phenomena that do
not lend themselves to easy visualization due to limitation of human vision or time required for
phenomena to present themselves (Pyatt & Sims, 2012).
Cognitive Load Theory in Virtual Laboratories. Cognitive load theory describes a
process through which learning occurs within the limits of working memory. When learning, a
student must allocate cognitive resources to the task of learning. This includes: (1) intrinsic
cognitive load, the inherent level of difficulty associated with the concept being learned; (2)
extraneous cognitive load, the environmental or activity issues that take up resources but do not
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contribute to learning; and (3) germane cognitive load, the mental resources that are allocated
toward developing long-term learning, deeper understandings, or more accurate schema (Bannert,
2002). From a practical viewpoint, the cognitive load theory of conceptual understanding in
virtual laboratories makes sense as much lab work requires the use of expensive and complex
equipment that may contribute to a great deal of extraneous cognitive load. This is especially true
when a new concept, skill, or piece of equipment is being introduced. Students may spend so
much time focusing on the operation of the machinery, they may miss the point of the scientific
concepts meant to be taught. This is often one of the major criticisms of cookbook style
laboratories, namely that students get so caught up in the steps and procedures (extraneous
cognitive load) that the concept gets lost (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004).
From an instructional design perspective, any developer of educational activities should
focus on designing learning experiences that require students to use intrinsic and germane
cognitive loads while minimizing extraneous cognitive load as much as possible. The rationale
for this approach is that if working memory is being filled with extraneous things that are not
pertinent to the development of conceptual understanding, learning becomes more difficult or less
likely to occur (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2003). Such extraneous cognitive load could include bad
instructions, difficult navigation, or lack of clarity in presentation of materials. Utilizing cognitive
load theory as one possible explanation for why virtual or blended laboratories assist in higher
learning gains, one would assume then that in a blended format, the order in which virtual and
traditional laboratories are presented would matter. Those students who utilized virtual
laboratories first might be able to focus their efforts on understanding the concept without
worrying about the physical task of manipulating equipment in the lab. Once a firm grasp of the
basic concept is obtained, they would then be free to focus on the task of physical manipulation of
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laboratory equipment. This blended approach would allow for students to experience
irregularities that often present themselves in real life (Smetana & Bell, 2012).
While cognitive load theory advocates for a lessening of extraneous cognitive load, it does
not mean that students do not need to engage in productive struggle to learn (Bannert, 2002).
Another issue that must be considered is the amount and type of support needed to fully engage
students in virtual environments. Research on cognitive load theory in virtual environments
suggests that the nature and structure of support can either help or hinder learning (Moreno,
2004). Further consideration must be given as to how much and what type of support to provide
in order to not only ensure success in virtual environments, but to also ensure knowledge transfer
into the physical world that is being replicated.
Within virtual learning environments, there are two primary types of support structures to
aid students as they work through a process or procedure virtually, namely direct and indirect.
Direct support involves the step-by-step walk through of the procedure being practiced in order to
ensure student success; however, the step-by-step guidance lessens all cognitive load to almost
zero, and, as such, does not lead to great learning gains even though the students are successful in
the environment (Rodriguez, Gutierrez, Sanchez, & Aguinaga, 2012; Yuviler-Gavish, Yechiam, &
Kallai, 2011). Indirect support appears to be more desired as it gives only enough support to
allow the student to struggle cognitively and think through the information they received in order
to translate it into a given step in a procedure. Research on the use of indirect support in virtual
environments has shown that this type of productive struggle, or the targeted increase of intrinsic
and germane cognitive load, leads to better learning gains (Yuviler-Gavish, Yechiam, & Kallai,
2011).
While cognitive load provides one potential reason for a virtual labs success in
experimental situations, it is certainly not the only variable to examine in a real-world classroom.
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It could be that potential knowledge gains found in experimental studies, where the lab experience
is highly controlled, might not translate into real world classrooms where issues like teacher
readiness and comfort with and skill at using technology may play even greater roles in successful
learning than the technology itself (Smetana & Bell, 2012).
Summary
In summary, while the types of laboratories and the instructional approaches to
laboratories seem straightforward, the issues of how to best integrate technology into these labs is
affected by many factors. In addition to the regular technology integration issues teachers face
when incorporating innovative technologies, those instructors who work in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics (STEM) areas have the added difficulty of determining how to best
integrate technology in a laboratory setting, which is often skill based in nature (Kennepohl,
2013). While most teachers (at least in K-12) have been in a teacher education program that
includes training in technology integration, such trainings are generic in nature and do not prepare
students to adequately translate that knowledge into their domain specific practice (Smetana &
Bell, 2012).
Added to this, the complexities of classroom teaching are often difficult to recreate in
controlled environments as there is sometimes a disconnect between what is theoretically possible
and what happens in the day-to-day operations of a given classroom. This has been the case in
research related to technology integration and science laboratory instruction. Both paths of
research have focused on potential results, or what happens in best case scenarios, instead of what
happens when these techniques are integrated into the living, breathing classroom. Because of
this, neither research path has provided satisfactory explanations of how and why classroom
instruction proceeds as it does in their respective areas of study.
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Only when it is acknowledged that the complex reality that pedagogical, content,
technological and cultural/context factors interweave to create a given situation will more relevant
understandings of what is happening in classrooms be developed and more practical guidance on
how to support classroom teaching be provided. To support this effort, this study focuses on the
use of the TPACK model of technology integration as a useful tool to understand not only how
and why instructors integrate technology into their classrooms, but also how they make many
other instructional decisions even when they are not technology related in the area of science
laboratory instruction.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
This research employed a mixed-methods concurrent triangulation design in which
qualitative and quantitative data were gathered and analyzed at the same time allowing the
findings from the various data sources to better inform one another (Teddlie & Yu, 2007). Mixed
methods research has been utilized in the social sciences since the 1960s under a variety of names
including multimethod, integrated, synthesis, and mixed methodology; however, current trends in
this area have started to consistently use the term mixed methods to discuss such studies
(Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010).
Mixed methods approaches were developed as a response to the ongoing paradigm wars
between positivist and constructivist viewpoints regarding research (and methods) after World
War II (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Debates about how and if these methods could be
combined when the foundational belief systems around each method were so diametrically
opposed raged over the decades to the point that there was some concern that compatibility
between the two paradigms was impossible (Smith & Heshusius, 1986). To get past the
epistemological and ontological differences between those in the positivist and constructivist
paradigms, mixed methods proponents suggested a third model in the form of paradigm
relativism, in which the selection of methods depends solely on the research question(s) as
opposed to the ontological and epistemological beliefs related to positivism or constructivism
(Morgan, 2007; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998).
Mixed methods designs focus on the use of triangulation, or the utilization of multiple
types of methods, both quantitative and qualitative, to illuminate and create a more complete,
accurate, and valid understanding of a topic than could be developed by just one method alone
(Jick, 1979; Morse, 1991). This idea operates from the basic assumption that the strengths of one
method will counterbalance the weaknesses of another (Rohner, 1977). As such, researchers in
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this area require a great deal of skill in both methods to ensure the rigor of the research (Johnson,
Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007). However, the difficulties associated with mastering both types of
research are compensated for as the blending of methods allows the researcher to embrace the
objective and subjective roles of researcher at different times during the study (Morgan, 2007).
This flexibility allows for the richer description and theory-building that often result from
qualitative studies, but also the ability to test or further explore those theories with quantitative
data.
The mixed methods design of this particular study was chosen to help address some of the
inherent complexities of conducting research in intact classrooms. Such studies of educational
phenomena in real life situations have been encouraged as there has often been a disconnect
between experimental findings in the lab and their translation into teacher practice (Lagemann &
Shulman, 1999). However, the use of real world situations, by its very nature, introduces the
complexities of the relationships, constraints, and various other extraneous variables that naturally
occur in the classroom every day. It is necessary then, that qualitative analysis be conducted in
addition to quantitative analysis to help put the findings of the quantitative analysis in context.
This is especially necessary as classroom factors, such as the instructor’s comfort with or
implementation of the virtual labs have been theorized to be major contributors to students’
conceptual knowledge and skills after the use of virtual labs (Smetana & Bell, 2012).
Research Questions
As such, this research attempted to address three main research questions:
1. What are the differences, if any, in conceptual understanding of microscopy
between participants given lab instruction via virtual microscope, traditional
microscopes, or blended methods (i.e., Virtual→Traditional or
Traditional→Virtual)?
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2. What are the differences, if any, in microscopy skill acquisition between
participants given lab instruction via virtual microscope, traditional microscopes,
or blended methods (i.e., Virtual→Traditional or Traditional→Virtual)?
3. What are the differences, if any, in experiences when learning and teaching
microscopy via traditional, virtual, or blended labs?
Research Design
As the topic in question was studied from multiple perspectives, a variety of methods were
used. Details of how each research question was studied are outlined below:
Research Question One. To explore the first research question, the researcher utilized a
quasi-experimental, non-equivalent control group design based on design number 10 in Campbell
and Stanley (1963). This design utilized pre-existing groups, in this case intact classrooms, which
were randomly assigned to treatment conditions. The use of a control group and a pre- and posttest helped ensure the validity of findings. In this case, the independent variable was type of lab
instruction with four levels: (1) the traditional lab (T) acting as the control group while the (2)
virtual lab (V); (3) traditional→virtual lab (TV); and (4) virtual→traditional lab (VT) act as the
treatment conditions. The dependent variable was changes in conceptual knowledge of
microscopy as measured by pre-test and post-test instruments addressing the instructional
objectives of the microscopy modules.
Research Question Two. The second research question was studied using a basic Analysis
of Covariance (ANCOVA) design in which main and interaction effects of a categorical
independent variable on a continuous dependent variable were conducted while controlling for
other continuous confounding covariables (Trochim & Donnelly, 2008). Type of lab instruction
was the independent variable (see Research Question One for levels) and performance on a
microscopy skill test was the dependent variable. This test measured procedural and conditional
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knowledge of the participants, gauged by their proper use of a microscope. To control for the
effect of prior knowledge, scores on the pre-test of conceptual understanding were explored to
determine if they should be used as the covariate.
Research Question Three. Qualitative data in the form of observational field notes of lab
sessions, research memos, participants’ reflective responses to their experiences with the lab, and
focus group interviews of select participants and regular interviews of participating faculty were
gathered to address the third research question. Quantitative data collected for research questions
one and two were also utilized to help interpret themes in the participants’ responses (Caracelli &
Greene, 1993).
Population and Sample
Participants in this study consisted of approximately 100 college participants enrolled in
Principles of Biology courses (BIOL 101), a non-major’s general education science course at a
university in the mid-Atlantic region. There were four different sections of the lab course that
were included in this study; however, all four sections used the same syllabus and course materials
(with the exception of the lab format) and were conducted during the same semester. The BIOL
101 course is a 4 credit-hour course and consists of a 75-minute classroom component twice a
week and a separate 110-minute lab component that meets once a week. The population for this
study was all students registered in the four biology lab sections. The entire population was
included in the study of research questions one and two.
To address research question three, which is more qualitative in nature and required the
use of interviews, purposive sampling, specifically typical case sampling of individuals from all
four treatment groups, was conducted based on average performance of the group and/or
characteristics found during initial data analysis of the pilot study (Patton, 2015). A total of four
(4) focus groups were conducted with a subset of participants from the study (N=17), with one
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focus group per treatment condition. Participant breakdowns were as follows: T (n=5, 40%
female, 60% male); V (n=3, 100% female); TV (n=4, 75% female, 25% male); and VT (n=5, 40%
female, 60% male). One-on-one faculty interviews were also conducted with both involved
faculty (n=2, 100% male) after the initial experiment had ended. Informal notes based on
conversations were included as part of field notes with the permission of the faculty.
Instrumentation
There were many instruments and materials that were developed in order to study the
effects of traditional, virtual, or blended labs on the acquisition of conceptual understanding and
mechanical skill. In fall 2014, a pilot study was conducted to provide some initial data to guide
further research and provided feedback on the efficacy of the materials and procedures outlined in
this study. IRB approval was obtained for this research as part of a capacity building grant with
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) (see Appendix A for all IRB approvals and
forms). While the basic procedures established for the pilot study did not change for the current
study except to include more qualitative methods in addition to the quantitative methods, the pilot
study had an impact on instrumentation in that several instruments were modified or adjusted for
ease of use, better participant understanding, or to create more commonality of experience.
Pre- and Post-Test. In the original pilot study, participants completed a 39-question quiz
in which they answered 13 multiple choice questions regarding microscopy and then proceeded to
complete what equated to a 26-question activity labeling parts of a microscope and matching part
names to their function (see Appendix B). This instrument was designed by the instructor for
classroom use; however, content validity was determined by having a group of experts review the
items before administration to determine initial importance of knowledge being gleaned from
questions (Thorndike, Cunningham, Thorndike, & Hagen, 1991).
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After the pilot study, the researchers found that grading the labeling and matching
components was difficult as participants occasionally mislabeled parts but got definitions correct.
It was decided based on this feedback that in the current study these two sections (labeling parts
and matching parts with their function) would be separated out to ensure the correct knowledge
was being measured and to create more ease of grading. Two of the multiple-choice questions on
the pilot pre- and post-test asked about previous training. It was determined that students correct
responses were better indicators of prior training, so these were eliminated, and two conceptual
understanding questions were created. Finally, it was suggested by the biology instructor to
include another section in which students select and put in order the steps for correct microscope
setup. The final pre- and post-test included 13 general questions about the use of a microscope,
13 questions in which participants label microscope parts from an image, 13 matching questions
in which participants match part to function, and 10 questions regarding the steps for correct
microscope setup (see Appendix B for comparison of pilot and current pre- and post-test).
University of Delaware’s Virtual Microscope. The University of Delaware’s virtual
microscope (UD Virtual Compound Microscope, n.d.) was selected for use in this study. This
virtual microscope was selected because of its similarity to the compound microscopes being
utilized in the physical lab. This virtual lab also includes a series of activities that include
microscopy basics in which students set up slides for the letter “e”, an onion root tip, a cheek cell,
and a bacteria cell. The virtual lab also includes a set of activities geared toward more applied
skill and measurement (e.g., fixing an incorrect setup; making measurements at different
magnifications, etc.). These are very similar to traditional introductory activities done with
physical microscopes and could easily be replicated in a physical lab setup making the lab
exercises as similar as possible.
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Microscopy Videos. Two sets of microscopy videos were utilized for this study. The first
video was created by the researchers and explores the parts and functions of a microscope.
(Seyedmonir, Seyedmonir, & Chatfield, 2014) The second set of videos focused on how to
correctly set up and use a microscope from 4x to 100x (Introduction to the compound microscope,
n.d.). This second set of video tutorials went over topics such as placing the slide, using XY
controls, raising the stage, adjusting the oculars, adjusting focus, repositioning the specimen,
increasing magnification, oil emersion, and cleanup. Students were required to view both sets of
videos as part of the introduction activities for the lab. An introduction sheet, including guided
notes and reflective questions about content in the videos, was provided to ensure students pay
close attention to the videos prior to starting the microscopy modules (see Appendix C)
Microscopy Modules. The pilot study utilized a microscopy worksheet that guided
participants through four microscopy activities that increased in difficulty as participants
progressed through the structured sequence of activities. First, participants followed the steps of
setting up the microscope and correctly focusing and drawing a slide of the letter “e” at 4x, 10x,
and then 40x power. Second, they practiced correctly focusing in at 4x, 10x, and 40x power using
an onion root tip slide. This activity also introduced how to take measurements using the ocular
micrometer. The third activity involved practicing correctly focusing in at 4x, 10x, and 40x and
taking measurements for a cheek cell slide. The fourth and final activity involved utilizing a
bacterial slide to focus all the way up to 100x, which requires oil emersion and is deemed the most
difficult as incorrect procedures could break a slide or damage another lens with oil.
It was determined after the pilot study that the treatment groups might not have received
comparable exposure as the four activities addressed different skills. That meant that those in the
VT or TV treatment conditions may not have received comparable exposure to each lab format.
One of the theories as to why the use of a virtual microscope might be more effective in
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developing skill is that it lessens cognitive load while students are being introduced to new
topics/skills (Jaakkola & Nurmi, 2007). As these exercises failed to fully address all skill sets in
one format (i.e., virtually or traditionally) before moving to the next activity, the findings might
not reflect whether or not a virtual lab acts to lessen cognitive load as students become familiar
with all the skills needed to use a microscope. For example, in the VT group, the virtual lab might
not be having the full effect as only basic setup of a slide and measurement was being practiced
virtually while more complex tasks (such as the oil emersion lens) were conducted using a
physical microscope. To address this issue, the worksheets were redesigned for this study into
two encompassing modules that guide participants through the entire skill set once and then allow
more applied activities to reinforce those skills. Additionally, a student evaluation survey was
attached to the end of each module, which consisted of two (2) open ended questions regarding
their likes and dislikes with the module and nine (9) likert-type questions regarding their selfperceived knowledge and skill in microscopy (see Appendix D for comparison of pilot and current
Microscopy Worksheet).
Skills Test. In the original pilot study, participants completed a skills tests that focused on
hands-on demonstration of their ability to focus a slide at 4x, 10x, and 40x successfully. Teaching
assistants were given a checklist that mirrored the preparation checklist participants were provided
during the lab and asked to checkmark their completion through the steps. Participants were also
timed to determine how long it took to get a slide correctly in focus.
After administration of this pilot test, several issues were identified that required
modification: (1) it was determined that the checklist utilized was not comprehensive as it did not
include 100x oil emersion; (2) there was a concern that the teaching assistants in the lab were not
adequately trained on how to consistently and reliably assess participants; and (3) testing was
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done several weeks after the initial lab, causing incomplete data as many participants had dropped
the course between the treatment and post-test.
To address the issues mentioned above, the skills test was expanded to include step-bystep checklists from 4x to 100x with evaluator checks at each magnification level (see Appendix E
for comparison of pilot and current skill tests). It was also determined that an evaluator setup
guide would be created and presented to all evaluators at the weekly TA meeting prior to the lab
as well as an overview of the procedures below (see Appendix F for setup guides). As all TAs
were present at that meeting, they all received the same information.
Focus Groups and Interview Schedules. There was no qualitative data collected during
or after the original pilot study. It was determined by the researcher after the pilot study that
qualitative data in the form of student focus groups and one-on-one faculty interviews would be
beneficial, in addition to general field notes and self-evaluation surveys from the modules, in
understanding how they experienced this microscopy lab. Students in focus groups were asked
nine (9) open-ended questions regarding their likes/dislikes with each module, how peers
helped/hindered their learning, and their comfort level with the microscope after the lab. Faculty
were asked six (6) questions in a one-on-one setting on issues relating to how they prepared for
the new lab, how they perceived its implementation and effectiveness, as well as their reflections
(if applicable) about how this session differed from the pilot (see Appendix G for interview
schedules).
Procedures
This research was conducted as part of a capacity building grant funded by the USDA. As
such, IRB approval had already been obtained at the institution where the study took place.
Additionally, the researcher obtained IRB approval from the researcher’s institution of study.
While this study was conducted as part of the day-to-day operations of a functioning classroom,
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and the activities of the study were required by the students as part of their course grade, consent
forms were provided to students who engaged in interviews to educate them about the nature of
the study (see Appendix A).
The four sections of the BIOL 101 courses were randomly assigned to one of four
treatments: Traditional (T) group, in which the participants completed two microscopy modules
using only a physical microscope; Virtual (V) group in which participants completed two
microscopy modules using only the virtual lab in an on-campus biology lab; Traditional→Virtual
(TV) group in which participants completed one microscopy module using a physical microscope
and one using a virtual microscope; and Virtual→Traditional (VT) group in which participants
first completed one module using a virtual lab and then proceeded to complete the second module
using a physical microscope. The treatment for this study was implemented in two lab sessions,
each being approximately 110 minutes long. The first lab was the primary treatment session and
the second lab consisted of finalizing the modules if students had not completed them,
administering the post-test and setting up interviews of students and faculty. Teaching assistants
were not available to interview after the study.
Pre-Test. Once assigned, the groups received the pre-test measuring participants’ prior
knowledge of and experience with microscopy. This pre-test was completed in their regular class
before the first lab session on microscopy. As this initial exam was not for a course grade and as
participants were not aware that they were going to be taking a pre-test, they did not have a
chance to study, providing a good measure of initial knowledge and skill.
Lab Session One. In the first lab session, participants in all treatment conditions (1)
reviewed a common set of initial introduction to microscopy instructions (see Appendix C), (2)
viewed two short videos on parts of a microscope and how to use a microscope, and then (3)
engaged in two self-paced modules to practice their microscopy skills in the assigned formats (see
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Appendix D). The first module provided a structured, step-by-step introduction of basic
microscopy concepts including activities that focus on learning the parts of a light microscope and
their functions; steps for proper focusing from 4x to 100x oil-emersion lens; and using a stage
micrometer to make basic measurements. The second module repeated the skills learned in the
first but included more applied activities such as how to correct an incorrectly setup microscope or
how to manipulate a microscope to measure items on preset slides.
With each microscopy module, all participants, regardless of treatment group, were asked
to work individually and complete a self-guided worksheet designed to provide scaffolding
through the microscopy process by including the specific tasks, reflective questions about how the
microscope is responding, areas to diagram what they are seeing, as well as additional instructions
for each step in the process (e.g., cautions when moving to 100x as it requires oil emersion).
Those who were assigned to virtual groups for either module were given a brief instruction sheet
for how to access the virtual microscope and where to access the exercises online. After
participants completed a significant step in the module (e.g., they were able to focus an onion root
tip at 4x, then 10x, etc.), they were instructed to have the instructor or TA check (1) their
worksheet responses and (2) their specimen through the microscope for accuracy prior to
progressing to the next step in the section of the module.
Upon completion of the first module in its entirety, the participants answered several
questions about their self-reported confidence-levels in knowledge and comfort-level with or
preference for the format. Participants did this again after completing the second module. These
reflective worksheets were attached to the end of each module, and students were instructed to
tear them off and hand them in prior to obtaining the next Module or assignment. The researcher
was present at all lab sessions to observe the nature and extent of interactions in the lab as well as
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the behaviors of students, teachers, and teaching assistants (see Table 2 for a visual summary of
procedures).
Lab Session Two. In the subsequent lab session (one week after the initial intervention),
participants were given the opportunity to finish any modules that were not completed in the first
session and were given a lab skill performance test (i.e., could they correctly prepare and focus
slides) as well as a conceptual understanding post-test (i.e., did they understand the procedures
they have to follow to correctly use a microscope). At this point, participants from each group
were identified for a follow-up focus group interview based on their willingness to participate in
further study and their performance on lab skill tests. All students participating in the focus
groups completed informed consent forms prior to the focus group interview taking place.
Post-Lab Faculty Interviews. Instructors were interviewed after the entire lab was
completed to determine their perspectives on the labs and their comfort level with or preference
for the different formats and their experiences with the process of implementing the lab itself (see
Appendix G for tentative interview schedules). Participating faculty members completed
informed consent forms prior to being interviewed.
Table 2. Representation of Procedures and Data Collection
Before Lab
Data Collected

Lab Session One
Condition
Assigned

Module 1
Format

Module 2
Format

T

Traditional

Traditional

Data
Collected

Lab Session
Two

After
Lab

Data Collected

Data
Collected

Field Notes

Pre-Test:
Conceptual
Understanding

V

Virtual

Virtual

TV

Traditional

Virtual

VT

Virtual

Traditional
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Survey
responses
on selfreported
knowledge
and
comfort
level from
each
module

Skills Test
Post-Test:
Conceptual
Understanding
Focus Group
Interviews of
Students

Faculty
Interviews

Analysis
To fully integrate the quantitative and qualitative aspects of this study, an overarching
analysis approach based on a grounded theory perspective was used. While it is certainly unusual
for grounded theory to be used in a study that includes substantial quantitative aspects, the initial
description of grounded theory as a general methodology specifically stated that it was applicable
to qualitative and quantitative studies and that both forms of information were “useful for
verification and generation of theory whatever the primacy of emphasis…in many instances, both
forms of data are necessary” (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, pp. 17-18). Because of this, its inclusion as
a guiding principle in the analysis and interpretation of results was appropriate.
Research Question One. To determine if there were any differences between the
conceptual understanding of the treatment conditions, a two-way multiple analysis of variance
(MANOVA) with one between-groups factor and one repeated-measures factor was conducted.
The treatment conditions (T, V, VT, and TV) were the independent (between groups) variables
and participants’ pre- and post-test scores on conceptual understanding measure were the
dependent (repeated measures) variables. Data was analyzed to ensure the assumptions of
MANOVA were met prior to conducting main analysis (Mertler & Vannatta, 2013)
Research Question Two. Potential differences in skill acquisition were analyzed using an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with the assigned group (T, V, VT, and TV) as the
independent variable, the participants’ skill test scores as the dependent variable, and the
participants’ pre-tests conceptual understanding scores as a covariate. Data was analyzed to
ensure the assumptions of ANCOVA were met prior to conducting main analysis (Trochim &
Donnelly, 2008).
Research Question Three. As much of the data collected to address this research question
was in the form of interviews, research memos, and observational field notes, thematic analysis
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was used to explore and analyze data. Open coding techniques were used to identify initial codes
immediately upon data collection to construct themes in the data (Saldana, 2016). As there was a
great deal of data (i.e., data from observations and interviews for four sections of class), a
codebook was created in order to keep a record of emerging and changing coding structures
(Glesne, 2011).
In vivo coding techniques (i.e., codes created from the participants own words and
understandings) were used when at all possible (Saldana, 2016). By doing this, it was hoped that
a more authentic analysis would be made and researcher biases were adequately addressed and
accounted for in the interpretation of qualitative data (Patton, 2015). In addition to employing in
vivo coding techniques, a constant comparative method of analysis was also employed in which
codes/labels begin developing as soon as data collection begins, but are modified as more data is
gathered (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).
Summary
The exploration of how, and under what conditions, learning occurs when new technology
such as virtual laboratories are introduced to the classroom is a complex and multifaceted issue
with many potential variables influencing the outcomes. As such, research methods should
attempt to account for these complexities while also maintaining the rigor of the methods being
employed. It was hoped that through the use of these multiple analytic techniques, an
understanding of the issues and experiences of participants and faculty in the four lab treatment
conditions, a more comprehensive knowledge of what happens when new technologies are
introduced and applied to science laboratories would be gained.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS
The purpose of this mixed methods study was twofold: (1) to determine both whether the
type (i.e., Virtual or Traditional) or sequence (Virtual→Traditional or Traditional→Virtual) of
instructional technology used made a difference in student learning of microscopy; and (2) to
explore how teachers and students experienced these integrations in real world settings. This
chapter will describe population, data collection procedures, and major findings (both quantitative
and qualitative) with the express purpose of answering and illuminating the research questions
identified for this study, namely:
1. What are the differences, if any, in conceptual understanding of microscopy
between participants given lab instruction via virtual microscope, traditional
microscopes, or blended methods (i.e., Virtual→Traditional or
Traditional→Virtual)?
2. What are the differences, if any, in microscopy skill acquisition between
participants given lab instruction via virtual microscope, traditional microscopes,
or blended methods (i.e., Virtual→Traditional or Traditional→Virtual)?
3. What are the differences, if any, in experiences when learning and teaching
microscopy via traditional, virtual, or blended labs?
It is also the intent of this chapter to describe the unexpected modifications to the
procedure that occurred during the study, and within which the findings were obtained. This is
done so that results and data gathered for this study can be better understood within the context of
an authentic classroom experience, which by its very nature includes the adjustments, foibles,
unexpected events, and adaptations that inevitably occur as part of teaching. It is hoped through
this honest relating of these factors in the data collection section, the chaos of real life is captured
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so discussions of results have more meaningful application for classroom use and for how to
conduct research in real-world settings.
Data Collection
This research was conducted as part of an ongoing three-year grant project funded by
USDA focusing on how best to support science faculty in transitioning to online teaching. While
this study was conducted in a physical classroom, much of the impetus for the research was to
determine whether virtual laboratories could be used as an equivalent substitute to traditional
laboratories in order to encourage and support the development of online offerings of general
education, non-majors’ science courses. As this research was done outside of the researcher’s
University, IRB approval was obtained at both the hosting institution and from the researcher’s
home institution (see Appendix A). With these approvals in place, four intact sections of an
introductory biology course were identified for participation in this study. These sections were
chosen through a sample of convenience method as the co-PI on the grant was a co-instructor for
these sections and was allowed easy access to the population. Upon identifying the four sections,
each was randomly assigned to a treatment condition: Traditional (T), Traditional→Virtual (TV),
Virtual→Traditional (VT), and Virtual (V).
The planned sequence of events in each classroom, regardless of format, included a pretest that was given unannounced in the lecture class immediately prior to their respective lab
session on microscopy. It was hoped through this approach that the researcher would obtain a
realistic assessment of participants’ current conceptual knowledge since they would have no
knowledge of the exam or time to study. Upon completing the pre-test, students then attended
their respective lab session in which they worked through a series or guided worksheets on
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microscopy that included (1) an Introduction Module; (2) Module One: Skill Development and (3)
Module Two: Skill Practice (see Appendix C & D).
The Introduction Module included a set of videos in which participants were introduced to
the parts and function of the microscope. Module One included base building skills with a
checklist of how to correctly setup a microscope from 4x to 100x oil emersion. Module Two was
an application module in which students utilized skills built in Module One to solve microscopy
puzzles in which they were presented with an incorrect setup and had to fix it using the checklist
from Module One. Depending upon treatment condition (i.e., T, TV, VT, or V), the microscope
format of each module might be different. Specifically, the T treatment group completed both
Module One and Two using a physical microscope; the V treatment group completed both
modules using the virtual microscope; the VT treatment group completed Module One using a
virtual microscope and Module Two using a physical microscope and the TV treatment group
completed Module One with a physical microscope and Module Two with a virtual microscope.
At the end of each module, participants were asked to complete a self-report survey in
which they rated their confidence in their conceptual understanding and their skill using a Likerttype scale. They were also given a series of open-ended questions to report on their feelings about
the format and whether they learned as a result of the experience (see Appendix D). This data was
collected to be used with student focus group data, faculty interview data, and researcher field
notes to answer research question three. To answer research questions one and two, participants
were given a pre-test prior to attending the microscopy lab, and after completing the two
microscopy modules were given a post-test and skill test respectively (see Appendix B and E).
Informed Consent Forms were not collected for participant data that was collected as part of the
day-to-day running of the classroom (i.e., module survey responses, pre-and post-test, and skill
tests). However, those who volunteered for participant focus groups as well as those participating
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in one-on-one faculty interviews about their experiences with the modules, their format, and their
perceptions of learning (see Appendix G for interview schedules) did complete Informed Consent
Forms.
In addition to qualitative data in the form of survey responses, focus groups, and one-onone interviews, observational field notes for each session were taken in an effort to capture the
real-time effects of the technology integration. As my role in this study was dually researcher and
honorary teaching assistant, these field notes will be included to help answer research question
three, including my personal observer comments (noted as OC in field notes excerpts). These
more personal observations help put the technology integration in context, acknowledge my dual
role in the course, and provide context for later discussion of conducting research in intact
classrooms.
Unexpected Modifications to Plan
While the original procedures identified in the Methods section of this dissertation
included a sequence of events for all treatment groups in which both modules one and two were
completed in the first lab session and final data collection (including post-test, skill tests, and
focus groups) occurring in lab session two, timing issues caused the dispersion of work to change
after the study began. Specifically, the TV treatment group, which was the first session to be
conducted, ended up exceeding the estimated timeframes for module completion significantly,
with completion of the introduction and Module One taking the entire 90-minute lab session. It
was determined that original estimates of time needed to complete the modules were not generous
enough for novices attempting microscopy for the first time. This led to some key changes to the
anticipated procedure that must be taken into consideration when reviewing the findings, namely
that the TV group ended up taking home Module Two to makeup the time lost in the classroom.
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This is important because it creates a dissimilar experience for that group as both modules were
not done in the lab.
The second major change was to modify the second lab session for the other three
treatment groups to allow for completion of Module Two as well as the assessments for the study
(i.e., post-test, skill test, and focus groups). As the entire second session was originally set aside
to obtain the final assessments for the research project, this change also had implications for the
findings. Specifically, the inclusion of class work (i.e., the completion of Module Two) shortened
the amount of time allotted for final assessments, and as a result, some students were not able to
complete the skill test. This led to a smaller number of intact cases for research question two than
was expected.
While the issue of timing had obvious implications for the procedure, it also had some
implications for the tone of the sessions themselves. The pressure to successfully complete the
modules in the time allotted was high even when it was expanded to address timing issues. This
was true of all constituents in the study, whether it was the participants who were trying to
complete the assignment, the faculty trying to manage the chaos of the classroom, or the
researcher trying to collect data in a way that was meaningful and valid. When asked to reflect on
the study after the fact, one of the faculty stated:
I was nervous, not only because it was something new, but also, we didn't do a very
good job of timing the activities. I didn't know how much of it would fit within the
time frame that we had. Timing was an issue. Even though, when we did the
separate modules, independently, and it looked like it would fit within the time
frame—we were generous, and—well, we weren't generous. We weren’t generous
in our time. It took the students longer than I anticipated. I felt like we were
hurrying, at times. (Prof. Z)
This was confirmed by the second faculty member who stated:
Timing was an issue for this one because we weren’t able to get it done in the first
lab. We had to roll it over to the second lab, and some people didn’t get to finish.
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There are things we can probably modify for teachers so that that fits within the
one lab period it’s supposed to. (Prof. X)
While, after the fact, faculty were able to address this issue in a reflective, philosophical
way, the unfolding of this event, specifically in the first session where it became clear that our
estimates of time for the modules were unrealistic was a very tense event. Field notes from that
day excerpt this experience:
Prof. X walks up to the front of the class. “Good news is you were supposed to
do Module 2 online, so you can take these home and turn it in at the next
class.”
He instructs them to turn in all their worksheets with their names on them and
then pick up the instructions and module 2. One and then two at a time they
turn in their work right beside me on the counter and pick up their worksheets.
Over the course of 5 minutes the room clears. All that is left behind are closed
laptops and halfway put away microscopes. Prof. Z slumps in a chair in the
back of the room near me and closes his eyes. Prof. X goes up to the podium
and begins picking up his stuff. Prof. Z says sarcastically, “Well, that went
well! This is a disaster!”
I say, “It isn’t a disaster, it is real life.” Prof. Z takes a breath and sits up in
his seat. I say, “We obviously have timing issues we didn’t anticipate from the
tests this summer, so how are we going to deal with that? I think we have to
assume that with the exception of perhaps the V only group, these are going to
run long?”
Please do not be fooled by the excerpt above as I, too, was overwhelmed by the timing
issues. Throughout my field notes for that first session, I had increasingly alarmed statements
about being behind and not being able to successfully complete data collection.
Prof. X takes a moment and walks over to me. He seems a bit flustered and asks
“Okay. What do we do if we can’t get Module Two done?” I say, “Well, we’re not
going to get Module Two done. I guess since it’s virtual, maybe you can have them
take it home and do it, and bring it back to class.” He nods quickly. “Yeah, I
guess it will work.”
OC: I’m panicking. I’ve been texting --- that this is a mess and I’m not going to
graduate. I’m almost ready to cry. It’s engaging but it is NOT going to plan. I’m
telling myself that this is a real classroom and we were going for authenticity…this
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is authentic if nothing else! Why isn’t it fitting [in the time allowed]? What the
heck are we going to do?
On the drive home after class, I further vented my own fears and frustrations on the phone
with my dissertation chair.
“Dr. H. We need to talk! The first class was a disaster! Most of them didn’t even
get through the first module! They took the second module home! What am I
going to do? The groups aren’t going to have similar experiences. Will this even
count anymore? I don’t think I’m going to be able to gather all the data. They
probably won’t finish!”
Dr. H. pauses for a moment and replies, “Well your committee said they wanted an
authentic experience and this certainly is that. Now let’s see what we can do to
salvage this...”
After discussions with my chair and the participating faculty, we made some quick
modifications to the procedures: the participating faculty generously agreed to expand the time
allotted to include the entire second lab session (originally data collection was supposed to happen
at the beginning and then they would move on to something else). This modification ultimately
improved timing in subsequent sections; however, it was still a rush for students to complete all
aspects of the assignment. This was reflected on by both faculty members and came up in
observational field notes. Interestingly, students reflected on timing issues as well, especially if
they were in a treatment group that utilized a physical microscope at some point.
We got to go at our own pace, but I did feel like there was a lot to do in the time
frame and we were just following directions and I didn’t really learn much.
(Student, T treatment group)
I wish we had more time to get it done. I felt as if I had to rush to get everything
done. (Student, T treatment group)
I thought it was a lot of information [for the time]. (Student, TV treatment group)
The format was fine. We did not have much time though. (Student, VT treatment
group)
There was a lot of information being thrown at us at once, so it was a little
overwhelming. (Student, TV treatment group)
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The decision to clearly illuminate and explore here the timing issues that occurred during
this study was twofold because (1) scientific research itself depends on an honest relating of
events and pretending these issues never occurred could possibly lead to misinterpretation of data
gathered and (2) understanding how the application of instructional theories outlined in more
controlled experimental settings unfold imperfectly in reality is key to bridging the gap between
theory and practice. Unfortunately, much applied research is written in a way that mirrors the
language of the more controlled experimental research ignoring anomalies, unexpected events, or
situational factors that affect learning beyond those identified and controlled for in the original
procedures. To be clear, I am not suggesting that in applied research, anything goes. There must
be methodologically sound designs and procedures to answer any research question, but
ultimately giving the illusion of control in situations that, by their very nature, are situated and
variable defeats the purpose of conducting research in real world settings.
To that end, the impact of these issues on the results of this study could be significant and
might have had negative learning affects, namely that having incorrectly estimated the timing of
the modules might have led to a more chaotic progression through the activities causing,
potentially, less learning in students. Additionally, the difference in experience for the TV group,
in which they completed Module Two at home, could contribute to explanations of any
differences found between that group and the others. However, on a more positive note, the
timing issue itself became a key learning feature for faculty engaged in the study project, which
will be explored in the Discussion chapter. It also illustrates and validates, in a real-world
example, aspects of the TPACK framework, namely the importance of pedagogical content
knowledge including how a faculty or teacher’s developed understanding of students’ abilities and
skills affect the success of initial integration efforts in the classroom (Mishra & Koehler, 2006).
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Population and Sample
In order to get an accurate picture of both learning and what happens in real classrooms
when new technologies are integrated, this mixed method study included a combination of
quantitative and qualitative analyses. As stated earlier, due to timing issues some students were
not able to complete all the assessments (i.e., the pre- and post-tests and the skill test). To that
end, it was determined that the greatest number of intact cases for each research question would
be used as opposed to overall intact cases. Because of this, sample sizes differ by research
question (see Table 3). The overall population for this study were undergraduate, non-majors
taking an introductory biology course. All sections were at full enrollment at the beginning of the
study giving a total population N=100 (with n=25 for each section).
Table 3. Sample Sizes for Quantitative Aspects of Research Questions after Attrition by Group
Treatment
Initial
Pre-Test Post-Test
Matched
Focus
Skill Test
Group
Enrollment
Pairs
Group
VT
25
19
21
18
13
6
T
25
20
14
13
11
6
TV
25
19
17
17
17
5
V
25
24
22
21
19
4
Total N

100

82

74

69

60

21

As with any real-world classroom, students’ attendance varied by session. Due to these
attendance issues on the day of the pre-test, the initial response rate was 82%. This, coupled with
class dropouts over the two weeks of the study, led to different response rates on the different
assessments (see Table 3). For the purposes of this study, only matched pairs for the pre- and
post-test were utilized to analyze data to answer research question one (n=69). For research
question two, the maximum number of cases with skill tests was utilized (n=60). This number is
slightly lower than sample sizes reported for research question one because the timing issues
described earlier in this chapter made it difficult for all students to complete the skill test in the
allotted timeframes.
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Research question three included multiple sources of student, teacher, and researcher data.
Student data includes a total of n=69 surveys collected at the end of each module and four focus
groups in which a total of n=21 students participated (see Table 3). One-on-one interviews of
faculty were conducted after the lab sessions were complete in order to obtain their perceptions of
the experience (n=2). The final data source gathered for this question was in the form of
observational field notes taken by the researcher for each of the four treatment groups over the
course of the two lab sessions. While originally interviews of teaching assistants were to be
included as a data source due to scheduling issues, none were available to do an interview.
Demographic Information. While this study was focused primarily on differences among
treatment groups, some demographic information on faculty and students was collected in order to
better understand the background of participants. Of the two participating faculty in this study,
one was a co-PI on the grant funding the research. He was a tenured professor of biology with
over 20 years of experience teaching and will be referred to as Prof. Z throughout the study. The
second instructor was a newly hired instructor from the institution’s master’s program in Biology.
While this instructor had taught undergraduate courses as a graduate assistant, the semester in
which the research was conducted was his first full-time faculty position. He will be referred to as
Prof. X throughout the study.
Student demographics include assessments of prior experience with the microscope that
were collected as part of the pre-test. Of those respondents who completed both the pre- and posttests, 51% reported having used a physical microscope in the past (see Table 4). However, the use
of microscopes seems to have been unstructured and/or recreational as only 10% of respondents
reported receiving formal training on the use of a microscope. Only 3% of respondents claimed
any prior exposure to a virtual microscope. This indicates a relatively novice population and is
what we expected at the beginning of the study.
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Table 4. Number of Participants Reporting Prior Microscope Exposure by Group (n=69)
Use of
Microscopy
Use of Virtual
Treatment Group
Microscope
Training
Microscope
VT
7
0
1
T
5
0
1
TV
10
2
0
V
13
5
0
Total N (% of respondents)

35 (51%)

7 (10%)

2 (3%)

Major Findings
Findings for this study are organized to functionally answer each of the three research
questions including outcomes of any quantitative or qualitative data collected. While not
specifically stated in Chapter 3, if the data source collected to answer one research question lends
insight to the answers found for any other research question (e.g., if quantitative data used to
answer research question one helps explain, corroborates, or brings into question findings in
research question three), that data will be included as well in anticipation of the Discussion that
will occur in the next chapter.
Research Question One: Conceptual Understanding
A two-way multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) with one between-groups factor and
one repeated-measures factor was conducted to determine if there was a difference in the
attainment of conceptual understanding of microscopy among the treatment conditions. The
treatment conditions (T, V, VT, and TV) were the independent (between groups) variables and
participants’ pre- and post-test scores of conceptual understanding were the dependent (repeated
measures) variables. Data was analyzed to determine the status of assumptions of MANOVA
prior to conducting main analysis, specifically assumptions of multivariate normality,
homogeneity of covariance matrices, and linearity.
The testing of multivariate normality for MANOVA included Shapiro-Wilk tests of
normality statistics for each variable across all groups (Mertler & Vannatta, 2013). Significance
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values of the Shapiro-Wilks statistic on the pre-test were p=.117 for the VT group, p=.483 for the
T group, p=.222 for the TV group and p=.186 for the V group. Significance values of the
Shapiro-Wilks statistic on the post-test were p=.485 for the VT group, p=.109 for the T group,
p=.852 for the TV group and p=.331 for the V group. Given that none of these tests showed a
significance level smaller than p≤.05, the assumption for multivariate normality has been met.
To test the assumption of homogeneity of covariance matrices, Box’s Test of Equality of
Covariance Matrices was conducted and found to be non-significant (F=1.282, p=.241).
Additionally, Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances on the pre-test (F=1.219, p=.310) and
post-test (F=.341, p=.796) were both found to be non-significant, so the assumption of equality of
variances and covariances has been met. Finally, Pierson r correlation tests were run on pre- and
post-test data to ensure linearity of the dependent variables. These tests showed a small, nonsignificant correlation between pre- and post-tests (r=.197, p=.104). While it is preferred that
correlations among dependent variables for the MANOVA analysis run between r=.3-.9, for the
purposes of this study, the lack of correlation between prior conceptual knowledge and developed
conceptual knowledge after instruction is not unexpected, and is, in fact, a sign that the instruction
itself was effective. However, as this assumption has not been met, Pillai’s Trace statistic was
utilized for final analysis as it accounts for MANOVA results from data that does not meet all the
assumptions of the test (Mertler & Vannatta, 2013).
Given the results of the examination of assumptions, the MANOVA test was conducted
using the Pillai’s Trace statistic. Multivariate tests showed a statistically significant difference
between the pre- and post-test scores, Pillai’s Trace=.974, F=1209.479, df=64, p=.000.
Interestingly, this difference was independent of treatment group, Pillai’s Trace=.114, F=1.307,
df=130, p=.259. This finding indicates that while overall conceptual understanding scores
increased significantly from pre-test to post-test, neither group format (T or V) nor order of format
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in blended treatments (TV or VT) significantly influenced learning. In short, everyone gained
conceptual knowledge of microscopy regardless of whether they used a virtual lab, a traditional
lab, or a blended lab. While this will be discussed further in Chapter 5, these findings suggest that
format may not matter and the use of virtual or blended labs lead to same levels of gains in
conceptual understanding as traditional lab formats. Given that there was no significant difference
between the treatment groups, no post-hoc test was conducted.
Table 5. Mean Scores on Pre- and Post-Test of Conceptual Understanding Test
Pre-Test

Post-Test

Group
VT
T
TV
V

Mean
15.6667
18.3077
14.2353
14.1905

SD
6.04882
4.25019
4.23570
6.43132

N
18
13
17
21

VT
T
TV
V

32.5556
35.3846
34.1176
32.0476

5.49023
5.70874
5.55520
6.38339

18
13
17
21

To further investigate the significant findings found in the pre- and post-tests, descriptive
statistics were reviewed to identify trends in the data (see Table 5 and Figure 4). These statistics
confirm that, generally, learning increases were consistent among groups regardless of format.
Further exploration of descriptive statistics comparisons by group in the form of line graphs
showed that, while not statistically significant, the TV treatment group showed the greatest gains
in knowledge. While this is not of interest from a statistical standpoint, as this is a mixed-methods
study this finding is interesting, and this small distinction will be relevant later as perceptions of
learning are examined in research question three.
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Figure 4. Comparison of pre- and post-test scores by group.

Research Question Two: Skill Acquisition
Originally, it was planned that differences in skill acquisition would be analyzed using an
analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with the assigned group (T, V, VT, and TV) as the
independent variable, the participants’ skill test scores as the dependent variable, and the
participants’ pre-test conceptual understanding scores as a covariate. However, data was analyzed
to ensure the assumptions of ANCOVA were met prior to conducting main analysis (Trochim &
Donnelly, 2008), and it was found that there were no significant relationships between pre-test
scores of conceptual understanding and the skills tests with VT having a r2=0.074, T having a
r2=0.004, TV having a r2=0.036, and V having a r2=0.039 (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Graph showing no linear relationships between prior knowledge and skill by group.
This is a major violation of assumptions of the ANCOVA test as the purpose of controlling
for a covariate assumes there is some fundamental relationship between that covariate (prior
knowledge) and the main variable (skill). For this reason, an ANCOVA was not utilized and a
simple ANOVA was conducted to determine if there was a significant difference between
treatment groups. While not as statistically robust as there is no control variable, ANOVA better
fits the characteristics of the data in this study.
To ensure the assumptions of ANOVA were met, Levene’s Statistics were run on the data
and found to be non-significant (Levene Statistic=1.405, df=56, p=.251). As assumptions for the
test were met, the ANOVA test was conducted on skill test performance by treatment group.
Findings were statistically significant with F(3,56)=4.129 and p≤.05 at p=.01 (see Table 6).
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Table 6. ANOVA Table of Skill Test Performance by Group

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares
1732.205
7831.528
9563.733

df

Mean Square

F

Significance

3
56
59

577.402
139.849

4.129

.010

To further explore the source of the difference between treatment groups, pairwise
comparisons using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference procedure were conducted and
indicated two significant comparisons: (1) those in the T group (M=43.1) scored significantly
higher than those in the TV group (M=30.4) and (2) those in the T group (M=43.1) scored
significantly higher than those in the V group (M=29.5). This indicates that those subjects who
utilized the traditional microscope for both modules of the microscopy laboratory have higher
skill levels than those in the TV and V conditions.

Figure 6. Box and whisker plot of skill test performance by group.
Further analysis of the data utilizing box and whisker plots illustrates that in addition to
being significantly higher, those in the T condition also showed more stable performance as a
group (see Figure 6). Their scores varied much less widely than their other treatment
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counterparts. Interestingly, the VT condition was not found to be significantly different from the
T, TV, or V groups This may be an indication that utilizing the virtual laboratory to learn initial
skills does not negatively affect skill development as long as there is some traditional exposure
(see Figure 7); however, it could also indicate that use of traditional microscopes last leads to
better performance on the skill test.

Figure 7. Mean plot of skill performance by group.
Research Question Three: Experiences of Learning and Teaching
The question of whether learning occurred during the microscopy labs has been
functionally answered in research questions one and two. How that learning proceeded and how
teachers and students experienced this learning is the focus of research question three and must be
considered to understand how technology integration efforts present themselves in the real world.
To that end, this analysis will attempt to explore major themes from a variety of perspectives
including participants, faculty, and researcher. In an effort to ensure findings were as close to the
original intent of the participant or faculty member, in vivo coding techniques were utilized to
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capture themes in the data where possible (Saldana, 2016). Additionally, quotes and narrative
from interviews, surveys, and field notes will be used wherever possible to explain these themes
in an effort to let the participants tell this story. In the Discussion section we will explore these
themes further utilizing Chai, Koh, and Tsai’s (2013) model of context in TPACK. However, for
the purposes of this chapter, I will attempt to limit discussions of meaning and only major themes
will be presented.
Theme 1: Logistically It Was a Nightmare! While the timing issues discussed earlier could
be considered a subset of this theme, faculty members primary focus in interviews was on issues
related to logistics, specifically those issues that made the implementation of the microscopy
laboratory difficult. These lab sessions, unlike regular sessions, had a very large support staff
both before and during the study to ensure their success including one researcher, one additional
co-PI for the grant, two full-time faculty, and three part-time teaching assistants (who attended
some of the lab sessions). Despite detailed planning and training prior to the event and a high
number of support staff, much of the actual running of the lab activities was a negotiation of
technical problems and resource deficiencies. As one faculty member noted:
I'm hesitating because, logistically, it was a nightmare. Trying to assemble
computer stations, and microscopy stations for every student, as needed, in
different sections of the class, with problems with setup—you didn't have a lot of
time in between classes to prepare. We didn't have the right number of materials in
any one room, so we were pulling things from several rooms, or several computer
carts, simultaneously. It was a resource deficiency. We didn't have everything in
one room to make it easy. Other than that, I had fun with it. (Prof. Z)
First, technical difficulties were found to be a significant logistical theme for all parties
including the researcher, faculty and students. While there were technical difficulties with both
traditional and virtual microscopes, the inclusion of computers for the virtual laboratories was
viewed as more disruptive than the setup of the traditional microscopes. Sometimes just obtaining
the laptops for the class was problematic. Field notes for the first virtual lab session illustrate this.
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A half hour before class starts, Prof. Z meets me in the classroom. “Let’s go find
the laptop carts!” Prof. Z states walking down the hall. I go with him to help. We
take the elevator down to the first floor and go to an empty classroom. An old
beaten looking orange laptop cart is pushed up against the wall of the classroom.
“Are these plugged in?” I ask.
“Probably not!” Prof. Z jokes and pushes the cart toward me. “Let’s go find the
other one!” We look in several rooms, searching with no success. I start to get a
little nervous. If we can’t find the laptops, we’re in serious trouble here. He walks
into the technology office. “You guys seen the new laptop cart?”
“Nope.”
“Hmmm. Well let’s check Prof. M’s office. He often hides it in there.” He
explains as we walk that one of the professors had gotten a laptop cart as part of a
grant and he had obtained permission to use it. Finally, we find Prof. M.,,. and he
lets us into his office to get the laptop cart. This one is much newer, sleek, black,
with lit up buttons flashing.
Simply findings the laptop carts and ensuring they were available to use on the days virtual
laboratories were being conducted was an ongoing issue. However, finding the laptop carts was
not the only hurdle to overcome: the state in which the laptops were left by previous instructors
presented ongoing problems as this following excerpt from observational fieldnotes illustrates.
We place the laptops around the room. I start to turn them on. I press the power
button, and nothing happens. “Um, were these plugged in?” I ask.
“Yes.” Prof. Z states as we go around the room hitting power buttons, some
coming on and some not.
“Are you sure because a lot of these aren’t turning on,” I inquire. We walk to the
orange laptop cart and see that the cords are all in the docking stations.
“Let’s take a look at the back. Sometimes they rearrange the power strips without
telling anyone.” We open up the back of the cart, and sure enough, several of the
power cords had been unplugged from the main power. “This happens all the
time” Prof. Z states “you never know what state the carts are going to be in.” We
start pulling power cords and plug in the laptops manually.
These issues of obtaining and ensuring the working order of laptops were pre-lab issues
(i.e., issues we dealt with in preparation for the lab), and do not address the technical issues that
occurred during the lab sessions as we dealt with battery issues and browsers not working with the
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virtual microscope website. Teachers spent a significant amount of time helping students through
these technical problems. Observational fieldnotes from lab session two of the V treatment group
illustrate this.
I cannot tell what all the questions from students are, as I am interacting with them
too, but many of the questions I am seeing surround technical issues. Finding the
lab, speed of the internet, etc.
A boy in seat C6 raises his hand and says the laptop is too slow. He says he had a
slow one last time too. I tell him to grab another computer…there is an empty one
on the table in front of him. He starts to walk up to grab it and take it back, but I
say just move up there.
A girl in seat C1 asks me to come over. Her laptop mouse isn’t working. It seems
to lock up and then go in jerky movements. I ask her to restart the computer and
see if that helps. Then I walk off to help someone else.
This is confirmed by statements from students generally, who also reported on these
technical issues.
The only thing that I would say, with the virtual, it just made it difficult because I
know the first day, my computer died [laughter]. (Student, V treatment group)
The second day, I had to stop and tell him, “My computer’s dying.” (Student, V
treatment group)
However, students seemed less bothered by these more mechanical technical issues than
technical issues stemming from navigating the virtual laboratory interface. Illustrative statements
from participants include:
When I got to the very last part, it kept glitching and it wouldn’t let me actually do
it and measure it…One time one of the slides completely disappeared and I
couldn’t get to it. (Student, TV treatment group)
My main issue was in the beginning, I didn’t know that you had to click the P1 to
start it. I ended up doing the module from a blank microscope instead of a messedup microscope. After I was instructed otherwise, everything came pretty smoothly.
(Student, V treatment group)
[I didn’t understand] The parts of how to get them to work. For instance, the
switching to pull the oculars apart, just getting all of the functions. At least it took
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me probably 30 minutes to get them all flowing in the same direction. (Student, VT
treatment group)
It didn’t come up, the checklist automatically, so I didn’t really know what to click
on. (Student, V treatment group)
At times I found it to be discouraging if I had all of my items and steps checked off
but an image still wouldn't appear on my screen. (Student, VT treatment group)
Say I asked five questions, probably three out of the five would have been, “How
do I use the website?” rather than “What am I actually supposed to be doing
here?” (Student, V treatment group)
Despite the technical issues stated above, both students and faculty seemed to believe that
their learning was not hindered; and technical problems were described as annoyances and things
to manage. Data from open-ended survey responses and focus group interviews illustrate this:
I believe at times the program could have helped if you got stuck. The help from
the professors helped though. It didn't decrease my learning, it just freaked me
out. (Student, VT treatment group)
It was difficult to manage and find things on [the] microscope, but it did not
decrease learning. (Student, TV treatment group)
I didn't like the knob for the objectives because it was difficult to turn but it didn't
decrease my learning. It was just annoying. (Student, V treatment group)
I just had trouble getting started. Once I got into the different options, then it was
easier. (Student, V treatment group)
Additionally, quantitative results found for research question one seem to support these
beliefs as all students did develop greater conceptual knowledge regardless of treatment group.
While these technical issues may not have negatively affected development of conceptual
knowledge, they did consume a lot of time in the classroom activities. And though the evidence
suggests there was no difference in learning despite these issues, one cannot help but wonder how
much more participants might have learned if these issues were better mediated.
The second aspect of logistics that was reported were resource deficiencies. During
informal discussions both prior to and after lab sessions, Prof. Z noted how part of his motivation
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for trying out the virtual microscope stemmed from a desire to build up the undergraduate biology
laboratory experience. Resources and equipment had been moved to labs used only by the
graduate program, and undergraduate students, especially non-majors, were left under resourced.
These statements were born out by my observations of the physical state of the lab. For the most
part, it resembled a classroom rather than a laboratory. Instead of the lab stations with sinks and
gas hookups that I remembered from my own high school laboratory experiences, regular tables
were setup throughout the room. There was only one sink, in the back of the room. In field notes,
I described
After setting up the laptops, I search for the headphones. I look in each cabinet.
There’s not much in them, most are empty. A few hold rocks, some hold packages
of substances that I cannot make out through the thick plastic…
I get the headphones and look for tape to identify the Module Two stations, so kids
and TAs know what they are supposed to be resetting. I pull out all the drawers.
Again, they are surprisingly empty. A few microscope covers are in one. The
laptop cords from where we stored some of the laptops in another. It doesn’t seem
very lab like. Where are the beakers? Where are the graduated cylinders? There
is a refrigerator but no other science elements other than some posters of cell
mitosis. The lab, now filled with laptops looks like a computer lab more than a
science lab.
Not being able to find the tape, I walk into the hall. The TA is there. I ask her if she
knows where there is tape? She says, “There isn’t any in the lab. You have to go
downstairs to the lab manager to get tape.”
This deficiency was also illustrated by the fact there were not enough physical
microscopes for the laboratories. Prof. Z and I had to raid other labs in the building for additional
microscopes to ensure all students had access. However, the difficulties in obtaining microscopes,
though listed informally as a motivation for trying out virtual labs, was not discussed in great
detail in interviews of either faculty member. Whether it was because somehow the finding of
physical microscopes was easier than managing issues of technology or rather that it was a
resource deficiency they were used to and knew how to manage, this finding was interesting.
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Issues of resource deficiencies, or lack thereof, are important to note because while much
of the focus of this study was to deal with an authentic experience within an actual classroom,
elements of this study were not realistic. Reports from faculty suggested that no laboratories in
the intro biology course were supported as well as this one was in terms of materials (i.e.,
microscopes and computers) and people to support the running of the lab. It is interesting to note
that regardless of that heightened level of support, the resource deficiencies consumed a lot of
time and energy. For this lab to be done in a standalone setting, independent of a research study,
and with the usual number of instructors (usually either a teaching assistant or professor),
adjustments would have to be made in order for the class to be successful. As Prof. X noted,
perhaps getting rid of the computer element all together and using microscopes that are already
available might make it easier.
I really, again, like the idea of virtual at home and traditional in the class plus,
logistically, this actually comes back to one of the first questions that I didn’t
remember at the time. I think, logistically, it would be harder to set that lab up if
you had the laptops because we had each other, mostly you guys, but there were
people to help set it up and take everything down, and that would be virtually
impossible, at least, for me, this semester because I go from lecture ends and then,
15 minutes later...[trails off]
Plus, as you saw, the computers – it wasn’t a big problem, but it was a little bit of a
problem when the computers weren’t all working properly. Maybe the battery was
dying on one, or this one decided to update randomly. That was easy to work
around but, still, it kind of is a pain, especially when we were doing it. We had so
many people helping. Hopefully, that helped. Most of the students seemed to stay
on track because there was a lot of authority in the room. I don't know if that would
happen if you had one person, or may be two TA’s. It’s, like, oh, my computer
broke down.
In summary the overall preoccupation of faculty with logistics as stated above, may
indicate that the simple introduction of these types of technologies into classrooms, even in
planned and supported ways still creates a high level of additional extraneous cognitive load on
faculty. In this study faculty were having to navigate issues they have never faced in terms of
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technical support, general classroom setup, etc. while also trying to focus on guiding student
learning efforts. This may help understand why many technology integration efforts fail in the
real world. Given the issues we experienced in a relatively well-supported environment, it is
plausible to extend our experience and hypothesize that the overwhelming nature of logistical
issues during a regular integration effort can greatly increase the likelihood of failure. This would
be especially true in a classroom, or at an institution, that is not adequately setup, prepared, or
resourced to support such efforts. While this will be discussed further in the Discussion section, it
is important to note here because much of the motivation for utilizing the virtual microscope was
to overcome the resource deficiencies in the undergraduate lab experience. The fact that, in the
end, faculty viewed the virtual microscope as more problematic from a logistical standpoint is
notable.
Theme 2: This was all new, the way we were trying to do this. This brings us to the second
major theme that came out in the study, namely that some of the preoccupation with logistics, and
the feelings of being overwhelmed by the process of running several different lab formats (i.e.,
virtual and traditional), is also indicative of the relative newness of both the instructional approach
and format of the lab. As such, some of the difficulties associated with logistics could also be part
of the normal discomfort that comes from trying something new. In reflecting on the events of the
lab sessions, Prof. Z often made comparisons between this approach and what he usually does.
None of them [instructional approaches] are the way I teach students to use a
microscope. I was really nervous at first, because I've taught hundreds of students
how to use compound-light microscopes, in microscopy, and microbiology classes.
This was all new, the way we were trying to do this.
I had never done that before, even in teaching microscopy. I've never done those
kind of skills tests, where they are asked to do it. I’d just give them problems, and
by answering the questions in the problems, they had to do that, but I never really
studied their ability to do it.
I’ve seldom used videos in laboratory experiences. I want the students doing as
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much as they can with their hands, in the lab. Showing videos was unique, and
having simulators of tools they were going to be working with is unique. I like both.
I'd like to incorporate both into lab learning activities. I think technology is
allowing us to do that now, as opposed to the old school way, where it was an
apprenticeship, or you taught one-on-one, in lab, and every student was getting
personal attention.
The way the teaching developed was you led them through it, step by step,
explaining everything they touched, and not let them touch anything else. It was
kind of like, “Put your hand here. Put your hand there. What do you see now?
What do you see here? Turn this …” It was a very controlled introduction to how
to use the tool. What we did in this experiment was just the opposite.
Prof. X also reflected on the differences between what has been traditionally done in the
classroom:
That’s the way we’ve done it previously. Get it. We tell them, “Grab your
microscopes, put them in front of you. Don’t touch them yet,” and usually, when
the introduction was happening, as we’re talking about it, we’ll say, “All right.
Now, take the cover off and look. This is your coarse focus. This is your fine
focus.” They can physically hold it and do it, which is, I guess, one advantage. The
set up for that’s easy for that reason. The same with take down because they put all
their own stuff away.
Generally, these reflections seemed to be spoken with a metacognitive intent: a way of
understanding the new lab experience including the reasons why things worked, why they did not,
and how they could be improved, which will be discussed more in theme 3. Prof. X noted his
reason for being more comfortable with the T treatment group.
I guess traditional was more comfortable because that’s what I’ve been exposed to.
If some would say, “Hey, I have a problem with this,” and I come over there and
help them, I already knew how to do it. All right. Let’s start over. Let’s put this
back at the top, and make sure you’re on the 4X objective and slowly go down so,
to me, that was more comfortable. Again, that could be, also, another advantage of
having the virtual before they even come in, so they’re not starting blank, but I’m
also starting off where I’m good.
While generally, faculty were excited about the changes, field notes reflect our
tentativeness and uncertainty during the process not only due to moving from a physical lab to a
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virtual lab (depending upon treatment group), but also from a more lecture-based approach to a
student-led approach.
Student in seat A4 is having trouble. Prof. Z walks up and starts walking her
through it step by step. After getting her started he moves away and starts walking
around the room. Prof. X has been walking around the room answering questions
and checking answers. Both amble toward me again and ask “What should we be
doing?”
I say, “let them tell you when they need you as they work through the worksheet.”
Prof. Z says “Usually I’d be walking through this thing step by step. I don’t feel
like I’m doing anything.”
OC: I find this interesting since both have been prowling the room, answering
questions and helping individuals non-stop almost, since this started…maybe he
doesn’t feel like he’s doing anything because he isn’t at the front of the room doing
the talking…students are doing the work….
Or at the beginning of another session
“I don’t know what the hell I’m doing” he says as he pulls out the handouts.
OC: He does know what he is supposed to do, he helped create the procedure and
worksheets, but he seems to very frequently make overstatements like that to cover
up his nervousness. Especially given how yesterday turned out.
“Just go through the intro and do the debrief in large groups. Don’t spend too
much time on the intro so they have time to actually do the experiment. Also, when
you’re debriefing, maybe see if they can answer the question in the large group
first, then you go over the answer…shoot for a 30-minute intro this time around.”
He says he’s got it and hands half the intro handouts to Prof. X to hand out.
Some of the tentativeness and nervousness seen in observations also had to do with the
fact that while this was an actual classroom experience that occurred as part of the day-to-day
running of the classroom, it was also a research project, and concerns for ensuring that I got what I
needed to successfully complete the research were a cause of worry for faculty as well. I
misinterpreted several requests for direction from participating faculty members as tentativeness
with the lab instruction itself when, in fact, both faculty later reported in interviews that they were
in many ways more concerned about the research aspects of the study.
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The nervousness was not from teaching. The nervousness was concern that we
would collect the data we were trying to collect, in the time we had available. I
was just trying to ensure that we got as much as we could, because it's hard to set
these kinds of experiments up and get access to that many students from that many
different classes. I was mostly worried about getting through what we had planned
to get through for each class, without running long, without being in the way of
other classes that had the classroom right after us. It was mostly a logistical
concern, it wasn't a teaching concern. I think they got plenty out of it, no matter
what we did, because there were plenty of activities. They really learned a lot more
about microscopes than they wanted to. (Prof. Z)
I’d say [I was more concerned with] the experiment as a whole because, at the very
first, I just assumed this [the procedure] is the way it is. I didn’t think of it as, yeah,
we’re teaching the microscopes, and we just happen to be doing it this way and this
way. It was more like, first do this and then, do this, and we must prescribe to this.
I don’t remember, exactly, the small changes we made towards the end, but we
learned how to save time by doing this and starting this. At the beginning, that was
my problem because I thought it wasn’t my class to teach. Because they knew me, I
was the one reading this and then, doing – it was very prescribed. Once I got over
that, that helped. (Prof. X)
So, while there was a great deal of change, and issues of logistics, timing, and newness
made everyone more tentative in their approach to this lab, it seems overall, once you remove the
additional burden of the class being used for research purposes on top of integrating technology,
the remaining awkwardness may be no more than the natural discomfort that comes with any
change in style or activity. Prof. X said it best:
For me, it was – I don’t want to say harder, but it is the only lab I’ve done this
semester where I’ve never done it before, so that was the only challenge. I don’t
think it posed any more challenge than in the preparing for any other lab. If we did
the same thing next semester, I don’t think it would be any harder than the rest. We
want to make some changes to it, which I’m sure we’ll talk about but, other than
that, it was not any harder than any other [new] lab.
Theme 3: It's like doing any experiment in science. While there were difficulties and
unexpected events that, if this was a purely quantitative study, might put into question the validity
of the findings, each misstep or unexpected outcome became a learning point for the faculty, and
discussions about what we should do next time were peppered throughout the actual experience.
Interestingly, much of the discussion about the improvements, changes, and events of the lab
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instruction experience were discussed in terms of research metaphor. Perhaps it is because this
study was conducted by biologists who, while not formally trained in teaching, are formally
trained in research, but the idea of viewing this experience as an iterative, research-based process
was interesting and helps explain the approach faculty took to reviewing what worked and what
did not. For example, the timing issue was a major disruptive event for all of us involved in the
study; however, it was also one of the major learning points and areas of reflection for faculty
members.
We didn't do a very good job of timing the activities. I didn't know how much of it
would fit within the time frame that we had. Timing was an issue. Even though,
when we did the separate modules, independently, and it looked like it would fit
within the time frame—we were generous, and—well, we weren't generous. We
weren’t generous in our time. It took the students longer than I anticipated. I felt
like we were hurrying, at times. (Prof. Z)
The visceral experience of the timing issue, while potentially bad from a research and
procedural perspective, was of great benefit in improving the faculty members understanding of
student skill and abilities, one of the key components of developing TPACK skill. This led to
further reflection on how to modify the sequence of events to ensure not only time in lab is better
spent, but that the technological aspects are used to their best advantage. Prof. X’s reflections on
this included:
I think virtual would be good as a pre-lab because all of the labs we do, they have
to do something before they come into the lab to prepare for the lab. I think that
would be perfect – do the introduction, maybe even Module One virtual. Then,
when they come in, they could have another introduction from the instructor
reminding them and say, “Hey, this microscope’s a little bit different than the one
you looked at but, generally, it’s the same.”
I definitely like virtual beforehand, but the idea – that’s what I would change is
before they come in, at least do the two introduction videos and fill that out and
then, maybe, you could start – when they come in, you start with, okay, here’s the
key. Let’s check your work and then, move forward. That would be the very least
but, if they could do it – it’s asking a lot for the students but do Module One
virtually. Then, they come in and do virtual – or excuse me, traditional Module
Two and, if time allowed, then, maybe an assessment.
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Additionally, it seems that the physical experience of trying it out and seeing what did
and did not work had more benefit in terms of further developing TPACK skill than the months
of theoretical design work and the thinking through of the procedures that occurred prior to
conducting this experiment. It also opened reflection on areas that needed more exploration, both
in terms of the lab design and researching the effectiveness of that design. For example, while
this iteration of the study measured participants before and after performance and allowed for
comparisons of groups, Prof. Z suggested digging even deeper by exploring the timing of skill
acquisition between groups in the next iteration.
I think we missed out in seeing—I guess we can look at their worksheets, and see
how they answered the information, but we missed out comparing them to their
effectiveness at using the simulator, versus their effectiveness at using the
microscope, and how much time it took them to get from no experience, to being
efficient at using the tool. We didn't see that at all.
Prof. Z also had suggestions for modifications to the design to include more interpretation
of what students were viewing and to modify our approach to having students draw what they
were seeing. This was a result of observing students overemphasize this aspect of the module.
The value of Module One was to motivate the students to get objects in focus, and
then record their observations at different magnifications. It made them actually
find something on the microscope slide, and then interpret it in a drawing. One of
the drawbacks was they tried to be too true to life in their drawings, and spent
more time drawing, then using the tool, and interpreting the figure. What I like to
do when I teach my microscopy, is have them see something they've never seen
before, and talk about it, and what they're actually looking at, and what's
interesting about it about what they're looking at. We didn't do much of that.
I should have them interpret what they are seeing more, in some ways, so that—
once they got the object in view, I would have them use it somehow, and gain
knowledge from that, rather than just getting it to a point that you could see it was
the objective; actually, have them interpret what they were viewing.
I would change the focus of Module Two, so it wasn't just interpreting their use of
the instrument, but it would have more “This is why you use a microscope” kind of
observations.
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Fieldnotes near the end of the first lab where the timing issue first occurred reflect this
problem solving and reflective, iterative approach as well.
As we work, I ask how Prof. X felt about the activity. He said “I usually would just
do a lecture and then tell them to have at it and go step-by-step. This is more
structured. I like that. I like that it is more consistent…if we all used this, we’d
have similar experiences among all students regardless of teacher, but right now
each teacher does whatever they want…I think we probably should have done the
introduction as prelab…they could have done it at home, then in class we could
have started right with Module One.” I think that would have worked.
As stated in Chapter 3, this study was conducted as part of a three-year grant project
through the USDA, and this latest iteration of the study was not our first attempt at integrating
virtual laboratories for microscopy. A pilot study had been conducted the year previously. While
the pilot is not the topic of this research, it is important because it provides corroborating evidence
for the idea that improvement in teaching ability comes from iterative reflection and modification
on class designs that have been implemented in the classroom. Conducting that pilot led to a
series of improvements in the design of this study (see Appendixes B, C, D, E for examples of
both before and after as well as additional changes made after the pilot study). While only Prof. Z
was present for the pilot, he noted how this experiment, while imperfect, was improved from the
first iteration:
It's like doing any experiment in science, where the first time you set something up,
you make a lot of mistakes, and then you refine the questions you're asking, and
you refine how you're going to answer them. I liked the progression from the
original experiment to what we did this year. I think it's going to be more effective
in measuring student learning, which is hard to do, under the best of
circumstances.
[In the pilot] We fumbled through how to address the students’ skill level, and we
tried different things to see that they were getting it. The skills test was markedly
different. I think the first time through, we were just flying by the seat of our pants.
This current experiment was much better organized.
So, while there was room for improvement of this experience both from a research and
instructional standpoint, the view of this process as iterative may be beneficial from both a
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research and TPACK development standpoint. Faculty members’ discussions always had a
forward focus utilizing general statements of “the next time we do this” both during and after the
study. This iterative approach in faculty’s discussions signals a level of adoption and investment
in improvement that could be caused, not despite setbacks, but by experiencing them and
overcoming them. In many ways, the faculty learned and found value in the process and increased
their knowledge, skills, and abilities along the way because of the challenges they faced especially
since those challenges were paired with their continual reflection on improvement. In fact, one
faculty member described how he was integrating the new design into his other lab sections that
were not part of the experiment.
No, this semester I did this in all of them, even my other one, yeah. In some ways, it
was easier, too. It was like, here’s your packets. I put them all together; the
introduction, Module One, Module Two – stapled it, and said, “Here it is. We’re
going to do as much as you can this week and then, when we come back, we’ll
finish it next week.” I allowed two weeks, again, because I wanted to be consistent
across my sections, too. (Prof. X)
In short, the lines between the research aspects of the study and the general instructional
and teaching considerations blurred together with discussion of changes to instruction almost
always being couched in discussions of how to better research it. Again, this may be because the
two faculty members are both scientists and as such were able to approach instruction in that way.
However, it provides and supports a more iterative, active approach to both teaching and research
and, as such, may have contributed to the general forward focus of faculty.
Theme 4: It was good having the checklist. One of the most interesting findings that came
out of the experiment was that much of the personal growth and development that occurred, either
from student or faculty viewpoints, had less to do with the technology being used and more to do
with the thoughtful design of the activities. While students were more likely to comment on
format if they were using technology (i.e., the virtual lab), overwhelmingly students commented
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more on the utility of the worksheets that were developed for the session in general, and the
checklist for setting up a microscope specifically. Some responses from student focus groups and
survey data included:
Things I liked were that it was comprehensive. Everything was very detailed.
(Student, T treatment group)
I feel like it was a very precise experiment that we ran through. It was clear-cut.
You could add things to pretty much anything and make it better, but in the end, it
was a good experiment to me. (Student, VT treatment group)
Yeah, I thought repeating the same things and having the checklist and knowing
what you need to repeat and being able to check it off helped a lot. (Student, TV
treatment group)
I thought that it was easy to maneuver through the tasks, and the checklist really
helped. (Student, V treatment group)
I did like the checklist. I thought that was very helpful, because it went in order.
(Student, V treatment group)
I liked how it went through step-by-step so you could understand what to do. I
believe it helped me learn by going through the steps. (Student, V treatment group)
Prof. X, who was a graduate of the undergraduate program at the institution as well, also
noted in interviews how the microscopy checklist was helpful for students and different than what
he experienced.
When I learned it as a student, I remember learning the big things, like, don’t use
the coarse objective once you get past 4X, and make sure that, when you put it
back up, the slides are off, and you put it up properly, but there wasn’t very much
about stop – start with slide at the top, and slowly work your way down. There
certainly wasn’t a checklist that we went through. You could tell the students in
these labs were either doing the checklist, or you could tell in their head, when
they were being evaluated, you could see them thinking. They would maybe reach
for something that they’d go, like, no, no, not that first. I need to do this first. I
thought that was very helpful, which I was never taught, either.
Students also noted and liked the progression from basic practice in Module One to more
applied puzzles in Module Two.
Because in Module One, it was just something that you—if you would just move it
around, the mouse, figure out what you needed to turn on and off or whatever, it
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would just check it off on the checklist. Then when you got to the Part 1, I guess, on
the second module, you were trying to figure out, was it on before I started, or was
it off before I started? You had to go through and actually pay attention to the
mistakes that somebody else, I guess, made. (Student, V treatment group)
At first I was confused, but once I made sure to do each step, I discovered why it
was so important…[when we moved to module 2] additional functions were
mastered. (Student, T treatment group)
I was able to see where I went wrong or what I still needed to do. It definitely
helped whenever I did the skills test, because I could visualize the checklist from
the website while I was working with the actual microscope. I felt like I did better
using it than I would have if I hadn’t done that. (Student, V treatment group)
These reports from students spanned all formats as large percentages of participant
respondents from each group alluded to the importance of clear instructions and checklists as a
driver of their learning (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Percentage of survey respondents citing worksheets and checklists as beneficial by
group.
The better design of the microscopy lab assignment, including the checklist, may have also
contributed to participants’ transfer of learning for subsequent lab sessions that involved the
microscope. Prof. X reported on how his classes had moved on to another lab that required
microscopy.
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Actually, they did it [used microscopes] Monday, and they’re doing it again
Wednesday. It was actually a lot smoother because I felt like they knew what they
were doing, and I had far fewer questions. Usually, it’s constantly, “I don’t see
anything.” I did have one person – and I don't think she was in the original
microscope lab. She broke a slide because she used the coarse adjustment. That
was it. There’s only one person that did that!
Further, much of the reflection beyond technical glitches and timing issues was focused on
the improvements to the procedure in the lab, including working on the worksheets for the
modules and general consistency of experience, not on the format being used. This supports the
idea that it was the design and not the technology that were found to be the most valuable in terms
of learning. One faculty noted,
As a whole, [the lab was] very effective because I’ve seen this lab done before.
It’s just – and at that, the microscope lab, and they don’t get nearly as much out
of it, but they’re not tested. There’s no modules. This is more, like, okay, the TA or
the instructor gets up and says, “This is how you use a microscope,” which has no
consistency like [the new worksheets] would as that TA knows that here’s how to
use a microscope. Here’s the things you’re looking at, and now go look at them.
Draw it. That was it. There was no step-by-step, no troubleshooting aspects, so it
was very good, even better than I remember having as a student – as a biology
major. I think this format was much better. (Prof. X)
This focus by both faculty and students on the improvements to the worksheet as a key
learning feature is interesting because it suggests somewhat controversial findings. While the
introduction of the virtual lab was the impetus for conducting the study, in the end, it may not be
the technology itself that improves learning and teaching. Rather, given the findings of this study,
it is much more likely that it is the disruption spurred by the introduction of something new (in
this case a virtual laboratory), that causes us to reexamine how and why we do things leading to
improved instruction and skill. While the implications of this will be thoroughly discussed in the
next chapter, it is a key finding, and somewhat unexpected given our original intent upon
conducting this experiment.
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Theme 5: They weren’t hesitant and waiting on me to tell them what to do. This theme has
to do with the transition from teacher-driven to student-driven work within the lab. While faculty
experienced some discomfort with this change (see theme 2), it was also one of the primary
motivations for doing the experiment, to make the class more active and interesting for students.
While the general assumption about lab work is that it is inherently active, both historically and
practically, due to concerns about equipment, many labs had been setup historically in a
cookbook-like fashion and were reported as too step-by-step, following the teaching assistant
without thought to why or how. Prof. Z gave some historical background:
When I first started teaching microscopy here, 25 years ago, they did not allow
students to use the 100x oil-magnification lens. They did not use it. It just surprised
me. I said, “Well, how do you see microbes? That's the only way you're going to
see some microbes, is at 100x magnification.” They said, “Well, we just don’t
allow the students to use that. It's too hard on the microscopes.”
The first thing I did was change that rule, but I had to be very protective of the
instruments, because the chair of the department was the one that made the rule,
and she did not want the students using that lens, because she just didn't think it
was worth the risk to have freshmen, or introductory classes use that level of
microscope, and I was incredulous.
At first, I went along with it, when I taught 101, and 120, the introductory nonmajors classes, but when I taught microbiology, and she says, “Well, they don't use
the oil lens in microbiology.” I said, “Well, this is stupid. I'm not going to do this
anymore.” I made them let me use the oil lens, and it was like, “What are these
microscopes for if they're not going to use them?”
Certainly, this experiment was successful in that respect. Students did begin working at
their own pace, sometimes even ignoring prompts in the worksheet to stop and have their work
checked and initialed before moving on. This caused mixed feelings among the faculty. One
faculty member preferred a more step-by-step approach to lab instruction. When asked to
expound on participants not following instructions and how it compared to normal classes, Prof. X
expounded on the difficulties with rule following in this following interview excerpt:
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Prof. X:
I’d say, for the most part, it was about the same ratio of students
paying attention to instructions and not paying attention. There were definitely
people that did not pay attention to those instructions and kept going and then,
within my sections, if I remember correctly, that may be the same person who
would traditionally do that anyway.
Interviewer:

Okay. Why do you think that they did that?

Prof. X:
I think they didn’t see it. I really think they didn’t pay enough
attention, and I know we said it, so I don’t think they heard it, either. Again, that’s,
unfortunately, nothing new. You see that a lot, where we say, “Hey, make sure you
do this. It says it right here. Make sure you do it.” They’ve read it, and you remind
them, and it still doesn’t happen.
Interviewer: Yeah, I’ve heard you say multiple times that the problem’s not
biology, it’s following instructions.
Prof. X:

Yes.

Interviewer:

Does that seem like it’s an ongoing thing?

Prof. X:

Yes.

Interviewer:

So, part of the lab experience is following instructions?

Prof. X:

Yeah.

Interviewer: And using the equipment. How do you separate those two in your
thinking about it?
Prof. X:
I don't know if I really even think about separating it, especially in
lab. It’s just hands-on, too. You learn the stuff in lecture, for the most part and
then, lab, so you can follow these directions to show you what you learned. The
way around that, in this one, would be to remind them again and say, “That’s part
of your grade.” [The worksheet] would say stop but, then, have a little blank right
next to the stop sign and say, “For one point, have it initialed.” Then, the first time
they don’t do that, they probably won’t mess that up again.
Prof. Z had a more laid-back interpretation of students moving ahead and viewed that
aspect of the new design as more of a strength, especially in the modules:
When I teach this [usually], I go step-by-step, and make every student get to the
same point in the use of the microscope, before we move to the next step. I do it as
a group of 24. We didn't do that here, so I was nervous about that, but it seemed to
work well. It gave the students more independence, and they weren’t hesitant, and
waiting on me to tell them what to do. They could work at their own level. Some of
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them were just ready, and went right to, right at it, and then, it gave me time to
focus on the people that weren't getting it. I kind of liked that.
This is interesting because part of the literature review of TPACK in science teaching
included discussion of orientation toward science teaching and how these beliefs about science
(and the lab) reflect different instructional choices (Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999). Some
of Prof. X’s reflection on requiring initials at the end of each page for a grade could be consistent
with his beliefs about the importance of steps and procedures in the lab. This seems to be more in
tune with the more expository approaches to laboratory instruction. While one could debate the
pros and cons of such approaches, it seems that regardless of our thoughts on whether science is a
series of steps or more organic in nature, having such beliefs could certainly increase the level of
discomfort with the chaotic student-driven aspects of the microscopy modules. Having some
students skip ahead without being checked, and students working at different speeds through the
worksheets might not appeal to those with different orientations toward science teaching.
Interestingly, once students realized that the modules were self-paced, and perhaps to
compensate for the fact that faculty could not get to them fast enough to answer questions, a large
majority of students started to engage in social helping. Usually forming into pairs, but
sometimes groups of three or four, students would help each other through the activities or come
together to ask questions of the instructors as a group. Students felt these social checks were an
effective way to ensure they were doing what they were supposed to, keeping everyone on “the
same page” as respondents in focus groups reported:
The people that were sitting around me with Module 1, we worked together to
make sure we were all on the same page and we were understanding it fully. If
someone couldn’t find something, we’d help each other focus it more. (Student, T
treatment group)
I just think because we were all used to it, everyone was more on the same page—
or more on the same pace, I guess, but still everyone was just working at their own
microscope, so every once in a while, you had to ask if they were seeing the same
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thing you were, but it was not really working in groups or anything like that.
(Student, T treatment group)
I know one of us got confused. There were four of us in a row and one of us got
confused, so we were all trying to figure out what was wrong with it. I think it
helped. Because you still had people that were on the same page as you that didn’t
already know it. It caused you to work through it, instead of just having somebody
being there and telling you, “Oh, you do this.” I feel like it would stick a little bit
more. I think it was just like we were trying to build off of each other’s knowledge
of it, like what we knew. That helped us like, “Oh, they know that” and then we
would retain that because we were confused about it. (Student, TV treatment
group)
I’ll get really stressed out if people are ahead of me if I’m in a group and they were
all—so they helped me stay calm and they were like, “I don’t know it either.” It
helped me. (Student, TV treatment group)
I know that a couple of times we each asked each other if we got the same picture
in the circle to draw and whether—I know one of my peers had an issue with—all
they needed to do was adjust the fine the other way, because they were going the
wrong way, and it wasn’t—and then I helped them to go back the other way, and
our pictures ended up matching. (Student, V treatment group)
On Module 1, there was either three or four of us that sat on the back row, and
when one of us couldn’t get—say it was Slide 1. When one of us couldn’t get it,
and somebody else got it, they would reach over and be like “hey this is how you
do it.” I found that very helpful. That was very, very helpful to get through
Module 1. (Student, VT treatment group)
As the quotes above suggest, it appears that the social groups acted as an emotional
support as well, the idea that it is okay to be confused as long as you are confused with others.
Students also seem to indicate that key to successful social learning is the idea that everyone needs
to be working at the same pace or be at the same skill level. This is interesting as it could be
argued that groups with mixed skill levels would be better, with the more advanced students
helping out the struggling ones. However, according to one focus group participant, having folks
around you working at different paces, negated that supportive effect:
The people sitting next to me were either way ahead of me or way behind, which
didn’t really bother me, but it also didn’t help me either. It was just kind of like we
were all working not necessarily at the same pace. (Student, V treatment group)
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Observational field notes from the labs seem to validate some of the students’ statements
as there were some examples of this “being on the same page” pushing students to explore
differences and similarities. For example,
The student in seat C6 and friends are fast magnifying their onion root tips, seat
C6 says to seat C5, “Check this out!” Seat C5 obliges and looks in the scope. Seat
C5 reciprocates to seat C6 and says, “check mine!” Seat C6 does. Seat C5 says,
“Mine looks different.” They call over Prof. X and tell him about the difference.
Prof. X starts by saying they should be the same since they’re both onion roots, but
then he looks in the two scopes and says, “you’re right, they are different.” He
then proceeds to explain why while the boys listen.
While students felt the social aspects of the classroom were helpful, not all social learning
interactions were as productive as the ones above. Specifically, there was a form of social helping
I observed in the classroom in which one student would take over the microscope of the other
(whether it was virtual or traditional). It was common to see the following scenario unfold in lab
sections. In fact, this scenario was so prevalent that I noted it in field notes:
Most students seem to be following a sequence that involves (1) working
independently; (2) asking a question of a neighbor, (3) neighbor taking your
microscope away to “fix” it, then (4) giving it back and going back to independent
work.
Or in notes for another class:
In addition to asking the teachers, they also seem to be depending on their pairings
for help. Several students are taking turns looking in each other’s scopes. In many
instances one student asks for help, the other student takes their microscope,
“fixes” it and then gives it back when the other has a problem.
While students may feel supported with this type of interaction, from a pedagogical
standpoint, it could be hypothesized that the more passive members of the group could be getting
less out of the experience than their more active counterparts who are fixing not only their own
microscopes, but others as well. These behaviors were not limited to the T treatment group, and
while not as prevalent, there were several instances of students taking laptops away from peers to
fix them and then returning them to the student who was having trouble once they were fixed.
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Prof. X walks up and says, “It’s pretty quiet, but it is always a lot calmer when
we’re doing the virtual lab isn’t it.”
I say “Yes, I guess it makes sense since they’re on their headphones.” But as I
look at the group, most are not on the headphones. More than half of the class has
the headphones around their neck. They are talking to each other…some are
taking away other’s computers to fix them and give them back. There is more
discussion than last week, but still compared to the Traditional group, it is a much
quieter classroom.
While the most physically active, loud, and chaotic sessions where those in which
traditional microscopes were used, students in the virtual lab were able to work ahead as well and
although quieter, exhibited engaged behaviors by talking with each other on task and frequently
asking questions of faculty in much the same way. This indicates, in summary, that the social
aspects of the lab seemed to have both helpful and potentially harmful aspects in terms of overall
learning regardless of format.
Theme 6: I guess it was ok, but like I said, I'm a "hands-on" type person.
This final theme has to do primarily with student preferences and beliefs about their own
learning. Upon reviewing student statements, especially those who utilized a virtual microscope, I
was surprised by the even-handed comments regarding format. Many students were able to set
aside their format preferences to assess their learning and largely stated that they felt they had
learned even if they preferred a more hands-on, traditional approach. Representative comments
from student focus groups and open-ended survey questions of those in virtual groups include:
I personally think that this online—the online learning is a good thing, if it was an
online class or something like—that would be fine, but I think that since we’re in a
lab anyway, bringing out the actual microscope and being like, “Here’s the
process,” going through it and then having the class to watch you do it and then
for them to be able to sit with an instructor or something and go through it first,
the actual time with the microscope, then go to the online learning just to reiterate
stuff that maybe they missed when it was being explained to them in person.
(Student, V treatment group)
Yeah. I’m a hands-on learner. I have to be doing it in order to get it. The virtual
microscope is okay. It’s okay. I definitely know what I’m doing when I’m using it,
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but I think if I would have started out with an actual microscope and walked
through it with an instructor and then went to the virtual and did the virtual and
then went to take the skills test, I probably would have been super confident.
(Student, V treatment group)
I didn't like the virtual microscope very well, but it did have all of the necessary
components in working order. Nothing really decreased my learning. (Student, TV
treatment group)
I guess it was ok, but like I said, I'm a ‘hands-on’ type person. I think I would have
enjoyed and learned more with the microscope and my labeled paper. (Student, V
treatment group)
I believe this module is effective and I learned some. I just believe that if there was
more hands-on learning it would be more effective. (Student, V treatment group)
It was simple and very interactive, but I like hands-on better. (Student, V treatment
group)
I'm more of a hands-on learner so a real microscope would have been preferred,
but due to the lack of those and how expensive they are, this module worked
perfectly. Bravo! (Student, V treatment group)
While this was the general finding among students, there was one key exception in the TV
treatment group. Quantitative survey data was obtained at the end of each module in the form of
self-report Likert-type questions of conceptual understanding and skill (see Appendix D). This
survey included five questions to gauge perceptions of conceptual knowledge acquisition and four
questions to gauge perceptions of skill development. The data were transformed by summing up
the five conceptual knowledge questions and the four skill development questions separately to
create two main scores for Conceptual Knowledge and Skill for each module.
A series of simple ANOVA tests were conducted to determine if there were significant
differences between groups’ beliefs about their knowledge and skill level by module. Only Skill
scores for Module Two were found to be significantly different with F(3,62)=3.930, p=.012.
Pairwise comparisons utilizing Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference found one significant
comparison between the T treatment group (M=23.15) and the TV treatment group (M=18.06).
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While not significant, the F values for Conceptual Knowledge scores of both Module One and
Two were very close to being significant (see Table 7), and further exploration of the data show,
overall, that those in the TV Group were less confident in their conceptual knowledge and skill
than others (see Figure 9). This could be viewed as perplexing given that, at least in Module One,
Table 7. ANOVA Table of Module Conceptual Knowledge and Skill Scores by Group
Sum of
Mean
df
F
Significance
Squares
Square
Module One:
Between Groups
167.663
3
55.888 2.480
.069
Conceptual
Within Groups
1419.979
63
22.539
Knowledge
Total
1587.642
66
Module One:
Skill

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

28.645
1555.862
1584.507

3
63
66

9.548
24.696

.387

.763

Module Two:
Conceptual
Knowledge

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

181.325
1547.296
1728.621

3
62
65

60.442
24.956

2.42

.074

Module Two:
Skill

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

248.359
1305.959
1554.318

3
62
65

82.786 3.930
21.064

.012*

* p≤.05
they used traditional microscopes. As such, it could be expected that they should be more
confident. However, this trend could also be explained by the fact that the TV treatment group
was the first lab session conducted by the faculty and researcher. This was also the infamous
session in which the timing was off, and students were asked to take Module Two home.
Given that they were the first, and most disrupted group, their perceptions of knowledge
and skill may be the result of the chaos and inexperience that affected the first session more than it
being an issue of format. Of those students who responded to the open-ended questions at the end
of Module One, over 65% stated they were confused. This possibility is further borne out by the
fact that although they felt less capable, in the area of gains in conceptual understanding, the TV
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group was no different than any of the other groups, and while not reaching a level of statistical
significance, showed the most improvement among groups (see Figure 4). Conversely, their
assessments of their skill levels do appear to be accurate as the TV group scored significantly
lower than the T group in the skill test as found in research question two. Generally, skill levels
for those groups who ended with the virtual lab (V and TV treatment groups) were lower than
their traditional counterparts. This could lend further credence to the idea that it is the lab you end
with that determines comfort and skill with an actual microscope (or at least your performance on
our assessment of microscopy skill).
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
M1: Conceptual

M1: Skill
VT

M2: Conceptual
T

TV

M2: Skill

V

Figure 9. Comparison of Mean Scores of Self-Reported Conceptual Knowledge and Skill Per
Module by Group.
SUMMARY
Despite the unexpected timing issues that caused changes to the procedures of this study,
all groups showed significant improvement from the pre-test to the post-test of conceptual
knowledge. This indicates, that at least conceptually, there was no difference between groups in
terms of learning. However, those hoping this study would indicate that virtual laboratories are
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completely equivalent to their traditional counterparts are likely to be disappointed. Further
findings indicate that the T treatment group was significantly more skilled in the physical setup of
a microscope than the V or the TV group. However, there was no difference between the T
treatment group and the VT treatment group. This finding may indicate that virtual laboratories
are better used as advanced organizers but require follow-up with a traditional microscope to
obtain both conceptual understanding and skill. That the VT group was also not significantly
different from the V or TV groups could indicate that the proximity of using the traditional
microscope to the skill test plays a role in skill test performance as well.
As for how teachers and students perceived the experiences there were six primary themes.
Teachers were consumed with logistical issues throughout the study: issues of resources and
technical problems abounded. This may have been partially caused by the second theme that
described how faculty adapted to new instructional styles and the introduction of new
technologies. Faculty indicated some level of discomfort with the changes as they moved through
the laboratories. This flowed into the third theme, which is the general viewpoint that these
changes in instructional approach are tied implicitly to the research process, and as such are
iterative and improved upon with each iteration.
The fourth theme explored how students and faculty found, in many ways, more value in
having a well-designed laboratory than in utilizing any specific format (i.e., virtual or traditional).
Technology, in many ways became ancillary to the process of examining teaching approaches.
The fifth theme addressed some of the social behaviors in the class, as the modules themselves
were more student-led. Discussions of how faculty reacted to this along with exploration of some
of the social learning behaviors identified by students as important and by the researcher as
potentially problematic were discussed.
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Finally, the students’ general viewpoints of their learning were explored, specifically, the
general sense that they preferred hands-on but learned from the virtual. This theme was also
explored through the lower confidence levels of those in the first session (i.e., the TV treatment
group). Collectively, these findings provide a broad understanding of how technologies are
integrated into classrooms and some of the pitfalls and regularly unplanned events that can affect
the implementation.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
The events that occurred as part of this microscopy study were filled with rich learning
experiences and have implications for teaching, learning and research. First, conceptual learning
occurred regardless of format; however, the findings do suggest traditional microscope use is key
to developing skill with the microscope. Second, much of what was seen, felt, and accomplished
during this study fits within the TPACK framework discussed in the review of the literature
especially when one applies Chai, Koh, and Tsai's (2013) Revised TPACK with TLCK
Framework. However, there were additional findings that were surprising, especially findings
related to what aspects of the microscopy experience caused the most learning for teachers and
students. These findings call in to question the specific role technology plays in enhancing
learning not only in our students, but also in our professional development efforts. Specifically,
increasing teacher/faculty expertise in teaching and pedagogy may require us to reframe
technology’s role in good teaching/learning.
Finally, while not the focus of this study, the very methodological issues faced by the
researcher and faculty, co-researchers during the implementation of this study (i.e., the unexpected
events, foibles, and resulting changes to procedures) have implications for how applied
educational research should be designed and reported. Discussions of how best to balance the
negotiation between empiricism and control on one hand and chaos and situated-learning
experiences on the other may have some utility for those struggling to develop studies that help
bridge the gap between theory and practice. To that end, this final section will explore the
implications of the results found in Chapter Four. It will also be a forum within which we can
attempt to find meaning, and hopefully better allow for practitioners to find meaning, as we
discuss what was expected, what was not expected, how we researched it, and what should be
researched next.
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Virtual Microscopes Might be Better Used for Developing Conceptual Knowledge
The quantitative findings of research questions one and two include some interesting
insights for how best to utilize virtual laboratories in the classroom. Namely in the findings for
research question one, there was a statistically significant difference between pre- and post-test
scores on the conceptual understanding test, but no difference between treatment groups. This
seems to indicate that regardless of technology used (i.e., traditional or virtual microscope),
students developed conceptual understanding of how to use a microscope. This is consistent with
research in the literature review showing that a well-designed virtual lab is no different than a
well-designed traditional lab, at least in the development of conceptual understanding (Cassanova,
Civelli, Kimbrough, Heath, & Reeves, 2006; Cavin & Lagowski, 1978; Darrah, Humbert,
Finstein, Simon, & Hopkins, 2014; Farrokhnia & Esmailpour, 2010; Foti & Ring, 2008; Jaakkola
& Nurmi, 2007; Karlsson, Ivarsson, & Lindstrom, 2013).
However, for research question two it was found that the T treatment group scored
significantly higher than the TV and V treatment groups in skill acquisition. This suggests that
the learning gains obtained using a virtual laboratory might be limited to conceptual knowledge
and skill development requires the use of hands-on equipment. Interestingly, the VT treatment
group was not found to be significantly different than the T treatment group (the best performers),
but neither was it found to be significantly different than the TV and V treatment groups (the
worst performers). This finding could be interpreted in many ways. First, it could signal that the
use of a virtual laboratory first for conceptual understanding and then use of traditional
microscope second as follow-up practice might lead to more well-rounded development of
conceptual knowledge and skill in microscopy. This would further research discussions about
whether order of blended laboratories matter (Kennepohl, 2013), and whether utilizing virtual
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laboratories as an advanced organizer helps lessen extraneous cognitive load (Paas, Renkl, &
Sweller, 2003).
However, these results could also be interpreted as being the effect of recency in that for
both the T and VT treatment groups the physical microscope was their last exposure prior to
conducting the skill test. In many cases this final exposure to the physical microscope occurred
almost immediately before the skill test. It would make sense that having had the experience of
using the microscope so close to the assessment might further enhance immediate performance
regardless of long term skill acquisition. So, while the results seem to lend credence to the fact
that there needs to be some form of exposure to the physical microscope to develop skill with the
instrument, it remains to be seen whether the substitution of the virtual laboratory as the first
exposure leads to comparable learning gains in skill acquisition. Given the lingering questions
resulting from the analysis of research question two, further research with larger sample sizes, and
with controls for time between exposures and assessment will need to be conducted to determine
if order of blended labs affects skill acquisition.
Implications of Results for TPACK Development
Much of what occurred during the study can be understood utilizing the TPACK
framework of technology integration. In fact, the general timing issues could primarily be viewed
as a pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) issue. Per Mishra and Kohler (2006), PCK includes a
teacher’s knowledge of the common stumbling blocks or naïve knowledge for a given topic and
how best to relate content to students’ prior knowledge and understandings. Part of that instructor
knowledge would include understandings of timing and what can and cannot be accomplished by
novices within the time frames of the classroom. While this was an obvious error in the study
from a methodology standpoint, the glitch by all accounts appears to have been a major learning
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point and pushed forward the participating faculty’s development of not only PCK knowledge of
the incoming skill levels of students, but also TPACK knowledge.
After the timing issue occurred, we collectively discussed what happened. Faculty
reflected on the miscalculation in their timings and how this miscalculation affected the entire
event. This discussion was important, as it allowed faculty to explore the issue and its importance
in the design of instruction. What made that discussion even more meaningful, however, was the
fact that they got to immediately apply that knowledge in the next session. Specifically, as part of
this study, faculty got to practice teaching this lab four times (once for each treatment group).
Minor adjustments occurred with each iteration of the lab as faculty became more comfortable
with the design and identified how much time was needed for certain aspects of the lab and where
students were likely to get stuck (e.g., spending too much time trying to draw what they saw
instead of understanding how they got to a clear specimen). These adjustments were almost
always accompanied by discussions between the three of us about how to do it better the next
time.
As they practiced and progressed through each treatment group, their knowledge seemed
to expand beyond simple development of PCK knowledge to include more TPACK
considerations. Discussions began to move away from just procedural considerations to get
through the lab and began moving toward how best to utilize the virtual microscope within the
confines of their regularly scheduled lab time. This resulted in a final shared belief among both
participating faculty that the introduction and possibly Module One could be done at home as a
virtual prelab, and the face-to-face session should include (1) an overview of the students’ work
on the virtual microscope, (2) some practice of the prelab knowledge to allow them to transition to
a real microscope, and (3) a modified version of Module Two which would include more
interpretation of what they were seeing in the microscope and why it was important.
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This finding is interesting because while the TPACK framework models itself as a series
of interlinking knowledge types that converge to form a greater, more synergistic TPACK
knowledge, it is also described in a pyramidic fashion with TPACK being the apex of knowledge.
By its very nature of being built upon the work of Schulman’s (1986) pedagogical content
knowledge theory, and constantly being described in a step-by-step manner in the literature (Cox
& Graham, 2009; Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Rosenberg & Koehler, 2015), there could be an
underlying belief that TPACK is built upon the foundation of the other subsets of knowledge. In
many ways that assumption makes sense: it would be difficult to teach something about which one
has no content knowledge. However, the development of PCK seemed to occur concurrently with
further development of TPACK in our faculty members and happen very quickly as they
negotiated the issues of running the actual classroom.
This finding has some implications for those trying to develop such knowledge in teachers
or faculty. It implies that the different types of knowledge in TPACK do not occur in step-bystep, linear fashion, and can potentially increase more quickly as a result of negotiating an actual
teaching experience. As such, professional development should not be entirely theoretical, but
require application of technology integrated lessons to the participant’s actual classroom. It also
seems to require that instructors should be given the opportunity to teach the design multiple times
in order to navigate and modify for maximum effect. Finally, it seems that having a third-party
present to act as a guide and/or sounding board also helps TPACK develop as navigating the
inevitable changes to the plan or missteps that occur during the actual implementation of the
design is difficult to do alone.
This approach to development may cause discomfort in those participating, creating, in
some ways the feeling of building the airplane as they are flying it. Certainly, all of us involved in
the study felt that discomfort as we progressed through the labs; however, it also caused us to be
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more reflective and active problem solvers. This negotiation in the real classroom ultimately may
have increased TPACK knowledge in all participants, including myself. This approach to
developing TPACK seems to also go against most technology training efforts that are very
theoretical, focused simply on describing a new technology with some sample lesson plans that
neither apply to the instructors being trained nor help them identify how best to integrate the
technology into their own teaching for their own students (Papert, 1990). It also may suggest that
the developing of TPACK could require a more hands-on, coaching approach as opposed to
formal training. This would require technology integration specialists to be on site and expand
their role to guide and coach through classroom instruction in ways that support the development
of TPACK in instructors.
Context Issues and Chai, Koh, and Tsai's (2013) Revised TPACK with TLCK Framework.
While the results of this study have implications for the development of TPACK in
instructors and perhaps better approaches to training for TPACK, the results also support the
expanded notion of context as posited in Chai, Koh, and Tsai's (2013) Revised TPACK with
TLCK Framework. In their revised model, Chai, Koh, and Tsai (2013) flesh out the aspects of
context that affect both the development and implementation of TPACK (see Figure 3). This
includes a four factor model of context that applies to both teachers and students and includes
intrapersonal factors such as the teacher’s approaches to teaching and epistemological and
pedagogical beliefs about learning and technology; interpersonal factors including the interaction
between co-designers and the ability to work well in groups to create technology enhanced
learning experiences; cultural/institutional factors that include the organizational culture (group
beliefs, biases, policies, etc.) that affect how such technology is or is not integrated; and
physical/technological factors, including the ease of access, support and localized expectation for
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technology’s use in the classroom. Much of this study can be understood within these four
factors. As such, each will be discussed and reviewed in the context of this study.
Intrapersonal Factors. As stated previously, intrapersonal factors are described as the
fundamental pedagogical and epistemological beliefs about teaching and technology that affect
instructional decision making. In the review of the literature, the idea of orientations toward
science teaching was discussed (Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999), and how such orientations
determine both instructional style and purpose for utilizing that style. In this study, the effect of
pedagogical and epistemological beliefs on instructional decision making were illustrated in how
the two faculty viewed the student-centered nature of the classroom and their relative feelings
about moving ahead.
As stated in the results section, the redesign of the laboratory allowed students to work
through a series of steps on their own, asking for help if needed, but the worksheets also requested
that they stop at the end of each page and have their work checked prior to moving on. However,
students moved ahead, some going through almost the entire worksheet with no checks, or only
checking in with faculty when they felt they needed instructor support on an issue instead of when
the worksheet requested the instructor check. This moving ahead was viewed differently by the
two faculty. One thought this lack of adherence to the step-by-step process hindered learning
because part of the lab is understanding steps and structure. The other was more in favor of
students moving ahead and was glad the students were not bored and did not have to wait for the
others to catch up to them.
To utilize the first instructor’s viewpoint as an illustrative example, the general belief that
part of the value of the laboratory experience is learning how to follow step-by-step processes
implies some general underlying pedagogical belief systems about teaching and learning and can
provide insights into the instructional choices made. For example, as a result of this belief, the
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instructor in question spoke more during the lab sessions to students about following the
directions. He spent more time reflecting in the one-on-one interview on how we could better set
up the checks to ensure students stopped. For example, he discussed making the instructor initials
at the end of each page worth points in an effort to train students to follow instructions and stated
that the next time he did the microscopy lab, he might try this to ensure things run more smoothly.
While this example is interesting by itself, it becomes important for this research when
contrasted with the second faculty member’s view, which included a general lack of concern for
that particular aspect of the study. There were no statements made by this faculty member about
the initials at the end of each page neither in class nor during the one-on-one interviews. And
statements made regarding students working ahead were generally couched positively and
expressed a satisfaction with the fact that the students were engaged.
This comparison of pedagogical beliefs is not being made with the goal of espousing either
approach as better. Understanding steps and procedures in laboratories is important especially
when not following the steps can lead to equipment damage or physical harm. Additionally,
allowing students to move forward organically has merit as well as science itself is not a step-bystep process. Rather, the interesting part of this comparison is in how these underlying belief
systems change instruction. Specifically, while both instructors worked together to design this
class experience, subsequent iterations of these labs will likely be different as the first faculty
member will modify instruction toward his preferences in helping students develop the ability to
follow directions while the second instructor may get rid of that aspect completely.
This must be understood in any integration training effort: that the intent and beliefs of the
instructor affect not only the original design but how it evolves. If the instructor’s fundamental
belief system is at odds with an approach being proposed (through training or some other form of
professional development), underlying belief systems will have to be acknowledged and
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integrated into the design in order for the adoption to be successful. This is borne out by studies
of efforts to develop technology abilities in instructors that did not lead to substantial changes in
practice after the fact (Groff & Mouza, 2008). Again, this suggests that professional development
efforts must be adapted to the person being developed and that the one-size-fits-all approaches of
most teacher trainings (whether it be in technology integration or science lab instruction) might
explain some of the theory to practice issues discussed in the literature review. However, further
research, perhaps in the form of design studies, should be conducted to explore how designs
change as instructors merge original design plans with their own experiences and teaching
preferences.
Interpersonal Factors. In addition to identifying intrapersonal issues that affect the
implementation of technology and instructional strategies, interpersonal factors also played a role
in this study. As stated in the results section, this study was well supported from a people and
expertise standpoint. Involved participants included two biology faculty as subject matter experts,
an educational psychologist, and the researcher who also acted as instructional designer. This
does not even include the IT staff who helped ensure wireless and electric hookups were available
and teaching assistants who helped run the labs during the actual class sessions. The relationship
building and negotiation required in order to manage the interests of all parties led, during both
the design and delivery of the laboratory sessions, to positive outcomes in terms of TPACK
development.
Specifically, the inclusion of the biology members in the design of the procedures and
instruction of the lab was key to their development of TPACK. While the faculty’s involvement
provided the obvious subject-matter expertise needed for us to develop content for the study (i.e.,
the traditional role of SME in team design efforts), it also provided a TPACK development
opportunity for them. By participating in the instructional aspects of the study (i.e., the designing
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of the class), the educational psychologist and instructional designer could model some of the
approaches to technology integration and instructional design that are difficult to convey through
only formal trainings. This allowed faculty to not only provide content but contribute to the
design and get feedback on their ideas from individuals trained in teaching and pedagogy. It also
allowed faculty a greater stake in the process and greater ownership of the final product. This
approach was not without risk as the timing problems were a result of miscalculation on the part
of the SMEs; however, as stated previously, if the general purpose of this approach was to
enhance teacher’s skill and develop TPACK, this setback was invaluable as was the presence of
the researcher in the class to assist and provide feedback as the design unfolded in real life.
This was the second way in which interpersonal dynamics improved teaching skill. As
stated in the results, there was some discomfort both with the new format, technology issues, and
making fast adjustments to ensure the lab proceeded. Having a supportive figure on site who can
help give suggestions for modifications, feedback on teaching, and in some cases encouragement
when teachers feel overwhelmed by the new design helped with the faculty’s development of
TPACK. From a research perspective, one might say that I had ‘gone native’ by the end of the
study as I had to take on a much larger support role to help ensure the class ran as needed;
however, it was through that support role that many of the modifications, reflections, and
decisions about how to proceed in the future were made. In short, it was our constant discussions
during and after class about how it went, why it went, and what we needed to do next, that helped
each session get better and ultimately helped instructors develop their own working understanding
of TPACK.
So what does that mean within the larger construct of Context in TPACK? The
interpersonal context aspects here that appear to have positively affected TPACK development
included faculty having (1) access to a trusted advisor or coach as the new integration is
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implemented and (2) a variety of differing viewpoints available so they could get feedback from a
number of educational perspectives. This combination of support might have helped make the
logistical and pedagogical changes during the study more productive learning tools. While this
would need to be studied further, it is not hard to imagine a teacher trying to integrate a new
technology on her own, having a major glitch, and being so overwhelmed by it that she chalks it
up to a failed technology and goes back to old ways of doing it.
Cultural Institutional Factors. Cultural and institutional factors were a driving force
behind the faculty members’ interest in doing this study. Both formal and informal interviews
with faculty, as stated in the results sections, often focused on how much of the impetus for
wanting to use virtual labs was because the undergraduate laboratories had been underfunded to
support graduate programs in biology. Observational field notes bear this out with descriptions of
a room empty of resources, not setup for lab work, and in which even basic supplies, such as tape,
had to be obtained from a lab manager on another floor. The actual physical lack of supplies
would probably fall more significantly under the physical/technological factor (to be discussed
next), but the reasons for the lack (i.e., the institutional decision to focus on the development of
graduate programs) fall under this factor.
In addition to institutional priorities affecting instructional choices, general practices and
beliefs held by the department as a whole were also part of the impetus for the inclusion of
technology. Specifically, the senior faculty member discussed how he hoped virtual microscopes
would allow a good introduction to microscopy that included using the 100x lens. Part of that
desire stemmed not only from resource deficiencies outlined in the previous chapter, but because
getting permission to even utilize microscopes up to 100x had historically been difficult due to the
higher risk of damage to the equipment. Further, some of the impetus for attempting this
integration was because of the grant itself and a general push by the institution to move more
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general education classes online. This study was meant to be a first step in determining if
transitioning a biology class online would hinder learning.
This is important because these cultural/institutional factors, in this case, spurred the desire
to use technology, namely the lack of perceived support of the undergraduate lab, the need to put
more science classes online, and an attempt to negotiate the equipment concerns held by the
department. However, while spurring the desire to try something new, these issues also made that
integration much harder. The integration of technology requires in many ways, more support in
the setup, technological capacity of the room, maintenance of equipment, etc. As stated in the
results, logistics were high in this regard. It is interesting that the initial view was the use of a
virtual microscope would be easier (a belief that was eventually challenged and dropped as the
study progressed) and illustrates in many ways the institutional fallacies that occur not just with
technology but with online courses in general as they are viewed as a way to expand revenue
when in actuality well designed programs cost more in terms of time and support than their faceto-face counterparts (Baran, Correia, & Thompson, 2011; Kreber & Kanuka, 2006).
Physical Technological Factors. This leads to the final cultural factor, namely how
physical factors and technological issues affect implementation. As stated in the results section,
logistics consumed much of faculty members time both before and during the actual
implementation. Before the classes even started, finding the laptop carts was an issue because
they were never in the same place twice. Even if the carts were easily found, the state of the
laptops in the carts was always in question because previous users had unplugged power cords or
removed key equipment without putting it back. Some of the laptops had bad batteries and had to
be physically plugged in. Additionally, during class issues related to general technological
problems, computers shutting down, mouse not working, browser issues, did take up a fair amount
of class time once the lab was implemented.
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As alluded to in the results, dealing with these resource and technology issues took away
from faculty members ability to focus on actual microscopy. This occured even in a relatively
well supported environment. I and the senior faculty member did a lot of the pre-work of ensuring
the IT staff checked the wireless capabilities and set up enough electrical plug-ins for the room.
This further supports the implications made in the previous cultural/institutional factor that the
integration of technology may often be seen as an option to support under resourced areas, but, in
fact, requires more support to be successful. As such, it might be easier to look for more
traditional options that can be fully implemented. This in some ways goes against the idea that
technology somehow levels the playing field as those in better supported and funded areas would
have time to not only integrate the technology but also transform their teaching simply because
they are not having to spend so much time dealing with logistics or other cultural issues (Hohlfeld,
Ritzhaupt, Dawson, & Wilson, 2017; Warschauer, Knobel, & Stone, 2004).
However, overall the results of this study fundamentally support Chai, Koh, and Tsai's
(2013) Revised TPACK with TLCK Framework as all the factors outlined for faculty, namely
intrapersonal, interpersonal, cultural/institutional, and physical/technological were found to affect
how the technology was integrated. In fact, many of these context factors were the main reasons
for pedagogical decisions made within the experiment as opposed to context being a background
upon which the study unfolded. This supports Goodwin and Duranti’s (1992) and Tabak’s (2013)
broader view of context as inseparable from, and equally important to, the objects of study (in this
case, treatment group), and the results support their viewpoint that discussions of research must
include rich descriptions of contextual factors that affect them..
Is Technology Really the Point?
To this point, discussion has consisted largely of how findings are consistent with the
research found in the TPACK literature. However, there were some findings that call into
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question both the role of and discussion around technology in classroom settings. Specifically, the
findings of this study suggested that both faculty and students got more out of the well-designed
learning experience than the actual technology utilized to implement that design. This has
implications for how we view technology and its role in instructional design and training efforts.
Outside of the logistical issues, discussions about how to make this learning activity better
were prominent throughout both the actual classroom experiences and in the one-on-one
interviews of faculty. In the results section, we illustrated how faculty described how the
structured guided approach was what set the class apart from others. Faculty continually made
comparisons to how they learned or taught microscopy in the past as part of their reflection on
why these sessions were better. Students also identified throughout survey and focus group
responses that the checklist, the guided nature of the worksheets, the gradual increase in difficulty
and application as they moved from Module One to Module Two, all helped their learning.
While these statements might seem commonsense, they are, in some ways a counterweight
to much of the national discussion around technology and its role in the classroom. Technology in
the broader, national context is often spoken of as a panacea for the ills of education (Pinar, 2012),
as mandatory in order to create students who can successfully integrate into the technology jobs of
the future (U.S. Department of Education, 2017); or as the great equalizer between those schools
with resources and those without (Khan, 2013). Overwhelmingly, most technology training
efforts focus on the technology itself, with no guidance on how to integrate it into the pedagogy
and teaching practices of everyday classrooms (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). These statements and
approaches to technology permeate the discussion about its role, and, in effect, put technology at
the center of learning efforts, making the technology itself the cause of learning gains. Even the
TPACK theory itself, which is a much broader and fairer representation of how teaching occurs
within the context of technology integration, privileges the technology aspects of the theory by
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putting them first in the model (i.e., T for technology). Whether intentional or not, the
centralization of the concept of technology within larger discussions of teaching and learning, is
doing a disservice to those in the field.
In this study, the results suggest that the faculty found more value in the act of designing,
implementing, and discussing/reflecting on the laboratory sessions both with each other and with
people who had skill sets in key support areas (i.e., educational psychology and instructional
design). It does not appear that the technology itself, however, caused this growth. If anything,
the technology was viewed by students and faculty alike as a distraction. Technology (i.e., the
inclusion of a virtual microscope) appeared to serve more as a tool that disrupted the status quo,
requiring faculty to rethink how they typically do things and created a sense of discomfort that
opened the entire teaching/design process to questioning. Through that disruption, they were able
to try new things, get excited by the novelty aspects, engage in ongoing meaningful discussions
with a group of peers, and ultimately increase TPACK by dealing with the outcomes of the
disruptive event. This interpretation is supported by the fact that all treatment groups gained in
conceptual knowledge from pre- to post-test regardless of format. It also is supported by myriad
statements from students that they got a lot out of the activity even if the format did not suit their
preferences. As was discussed earlier when talking about interpersonal aspects that supported
learning, what seems to have caused the growth in faculty abilities was the ongoing reflection and
discussion among a group of peers with different skill sets who were all there to support learning
and teaching.
This has two key implications: (1) there needs to be a conscious effort to change how we
talk about technology, describing it more as a tool and not a panacea, and (2) TPACK
development efforts might be more effective in embedded, diverse Communities of Practice (CoP)
in which instructors/faculty of diverse backgrounds and skill sets come together to discuss the
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profession of teaching and learning. The former could help alleviate the theory to practice aspects
described at length in the review of the literature (e.g., Bauer & Kenton, 2005; Ertmer &
Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010; Woolf, 2010) because understanding that the technology itself is not a
cause for learning gains, but rather its thoughtful inclusion in practice leads to changes in how we
approach mass integration and training efforts. This may provide a step forward to bridge the gap
between theory and practice through the use of embedded, supported discussion and feedback for
implementation efforts in actual classrooms and may provide more sustainable changes in
teaching and pedagogy than formal trainings that do not allow for ongoing, long term discussion.
Implications for Research in Real Classrooms
While not the focus of the study initially, many lessons were learned regarding how to
support the need for strong, methodologically sound studies within the uncertain and ever
changing environment of real world classrooms. These musings do not have implications for the
findings of this study per se, but are more of a reflection for those attempting to engage in such
studies. The general suggestions for future classroom researchers include utilizing mixed methods
approaches to balance out unexpected issues, acknowledging context issues that affect the study
honestly and with a focus on meaning making, and recognizing that the assumptions and purposes
of applied research in educational settings are fundamentally different than that of more controlled
empirical research studies.
Mixed methods approaches may be advantageous for use in applied educational research
settings especially for those wanting to integrate quantitative statistics to answer their research
questions. This approach in many ways allows for the best of both worlds: the inclusion of
quantitative methods that allow for statistical analysis to understand trends, but also rich
qualitative opportunities for observation, interview, content analysis, etc. It also allows for
triangulation and is more pragmatic in the face of unexpected changes due to the situation on the
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ground. Had I simply conducted a purely quantitative study of what was happening in the
classroom, the unexpected procedural changes would have confounded the final results making all
findings suspect. Such a study would have also missed some of the most important parts of the
study, namely the rich descriptive experiences seen in observations and in the surveys, interviews,
etc. Conducting this study utilizing a mixed methods framework allowed for all sources of data
(e.g., tests, surveys, interviews, focus groups, and observational field notes) to triangulate the
findings of the other. So while the quantitative aspects of the study would by themselves be
confounded by procedural changes that created different experiences for each group, the
qualitative data sources help support or explain some of those findings allowing them to be
utilized in context and within the situated nature of the classroom. The qualitative findings
themselves are also then supported or potentially explained by quantitative findings, both serving
to enrich the other while allowing flexibility needed to support research in real classrooms.
It may also be beneficial in the conducting of research in intact classrooms to fully explore
context issues and their impact on results even if they do not obviously affect procedural issues.
In the case of this research, procedural changes were made and the effect of those changes were
honestly and fairly described so others can interpret results within the context of the situation in
which it occurred. However, findings in this study of how context issues affect instruction further
suggest that any research in actual classrooms should include a fairly detailed exploration of
context including the intrapersonal, interpersonal, institutional and resource factors that affect
classroom decisions. While Chai, Koh, and Tsai's (2013) model of context was specifically
developed for TPACK, it does give a good framework for researchers to explore various context
issue beyond the immediate classroom including the larger school and community within which
such decisions are made.
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Finally, accepting that the purposes and assumptions of applied research are different is
key to navigating real world research, namely that part of the reason for conducting research in
classrooms is to explore the imperfect application of theory into practice. This sounds obvious,
but many of us conduct these research studies as part of our formal education or for tenure and
publication. As such there is an assumed audience within which more post-positivist assumptions
of control and objectivity might call into question the results of studies that deviate from that
model. Admittedly much of the stress that occurred because of procedural changes was primarily
due to concerns for publication of the final research. However, the purpose of this research was to
explore what happens when you implement new technologies, and in that purpose, this study
succeeded. It was messy, it was chaotic, but a lot of thought-provoking findings were obtained
not only despite the complications but because of them. This may be where applied educational
research is of greatest value, in its applicability for actual practitioners.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the research conducted as part of this dissertation has implications for both
real world practice and further research in the field. Specifically, it has implications for how best
to support integration and professional development efforts for those tasked with attempting new
technology. It seems that practitioners would benefit from a change in the model of training from
formal stand-alone events that are independent of their own teaching practice to more embedded
ongoing support framework in which technologists, educational psychologists, and faculty come
together to design learning experiences, support each other through the implementation, and guide
reflection efforts afterward to spur learning. While this may sound utopian in its aims, this
approach could be integrated into schools as many have technologists already. It would require the
addition of instructional designers and/or educational psychologists to the support group
discussions, but potentially these positions could be balanced among several schools and/or if that
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is not possible, those with expertise within the school, perhaps certified or master teachers, might
be able to substitute.
It also has implications for how we talk about technology and its role and importance in
learning. Specifically, the focus of development efforts must be on good teaching, pedagogy, and
design first. From this, appropriate tools can be selected regardless of whether it is a
technological tool or not. This approach will better serve those hoping to close the gap between
theory and practice in terms of technology use. When the technology flows from the methods
instead of designing methods to fit the technology, the instruction will benefit, and students will
learn.
Finally, there are implications for further research on order effects and how best to
integrate virtual laboratories into classrooms as well as further explorations of integration efforts
in which more pedagogical support is provided. The nonsignificant differences on the skill test of
the VT group from the T, TV, and V groups are inconclusive and more study will need to be
conducted to determine if order effects in blended laboratory instruction matter and if virtual
laboratories lessen initial cognitive load. Further, while this study gave one example of a
community-based approach that includes faculty in design, focuses on pedagogy first, and is
supported both during and after the implementation, further research on these types of initiatives
needs to be done to determine the large-scale effectiveness and the long-term effects. In short,
this study spurred more questions than it answered; however, it was also a rich experience from
which, practitioners and administrators can learn prior to conducting their own integration efforts.
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Pilot Pre/Post Test
1. Have you ever used a microscope?
*A. Yes
*B. No
2. Have you received training on microscopes before?
*A. Yes
*B. No
3. What is the correct way to carry a microscope?

A. With one hand
*B. Use both hands, one hand grasping the arm and the other supports the base
C. Grasping it by the cord
D. You can carry two or more at the same time.
4. The lowest magnification is the smallest objective lens
*A. True
B. False
5. What should you use to clean the lenses?
A. Kleenex
B. Paper towels
*C. Lens paper
D. It is OK to use any of the above
6. You can move the stage up and down using:
A. The condenser
*B. The coarse and fine adjustment knobs
C. The ocular lens
D. The slide mover knobs
7. After using the microscope we should do all the following except:
A. Position the scanning(4X) objective lens into the light path
B. Remove the slide
*C. Position the stage all the way to the top
D. Clean the lenses and turn off the light
8. Which lens is used with oil?
A. 4X lens
B. 10x lens
C. 40X lens
*D. 100X lens
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9.What is the total magnification of an object that has a 10X ocular and a 40X objective lens in the
light path?
A. 4X
B. 50X
*C. 400X
D. 30X
10. When should one use the course focusing control?
A. With any objective lens
B. With the 100X objective lens only
*C. With the 4X objective lens only
D.With the 4X and 10X objective lens
11. When handling a prepared slide, one should NOT
A. place the slide on the stage with the coverslip up
B. handle the slide on its edges
C. place the slide in the slide holder
*D. grasp the slide with two fingers on top and bottom surfaces

12. When changing the objectives one should also
A. adjust the stage
B. adjust the course focus
*C. adjust the iris diaphragm
D. adjust the rheostat
13. The wheel under the stage that adjusts the amount of light is called the:
A. coarse knob
B. body tube
C. stage clip
*D. condenser
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Current Pre/Post-test

SECTION 1: GENERAL KNOWLEDGE
In this section, you will be asked 13 questions regarding the care and use of a microscope. Please
write your answers on the response sheet provided. Do not write on this booklet.
1. Total magnification is determined by
A. using the magnification on the objective lens only.
B. Using the magnification of the ocular lens only.
C. Adding up the magnifications of the ocular lens and objective lens.
D. Multiplying the magnifications of the ocular lens and objective lens.
2. Resolution refers to
A. the total magnification of the slide.
B. the minimum distance at which two objects can be clearly distinguished.
C. the state at which a slide is centered on an image.
D. the amount of light allowed through the condenser.
3. What is the correct way to carry a microscope?
A. With one hand
B. Use both hands, one hand grasping the arm and the other supports the base
C. Grasping it by the cord
D. You can carry two or more at the same time.
4. The lowest magnification is the smallest objective lens
A. True
B. False
5. What should you use to clean the lenses?
A. Kleenex
B. Paper towels
C. Lens paper
D. It is OK to use any of the above

6. You can move the stage up and down using:
A. The condenser
B. The coarse and fine adjustment knobs
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C. The ocular lens
D. The slide mover knobs
7. After using the microscope we should do all the following except:
A. Position the scanning (4X) objective lens into the light path
B. Remove the slide
C. Position the stage all the way to the top
D. Clean the lenses and turn off the light
8. Which lens is used with oil?
A. 4X lens
B. 10x lens
C. 40X lens
D. 100X lens
9. What is the total magnification of an object that has a 10X ocular and a 40X objective lens in
the light path?
A. 4X
B. 50X
C. 400X
D. 30X
10. When should one use the coarse focusing control?
A. With any objective lens
B. With the 100X objective lens only
C. With the 4X objective lens only
D. With the 4X and 10X objective lens
11. When handling a prepared slide, one should NOT
A. place the slide on the stage with the coverslip up
B. handle the slide on its edges
C. place the slide in the slide holder
D. grasp the slide with two fingers on top and bottom surfaces
12. When changing the objectives one should also
A. adjust the stage
B. adjust the coarse focus
C. adjust the iris diaphragm
D. adjust the rheostat

13. The wheel under the stage that adjusts the amount of light is called the:
A. coarse knob
B. body tube
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C. stage clip
D. condenser
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SECTION 2: PARTS OF A MICROSCOPE
In this section, you will be asked to label the parts of a microscope. In the image below, the parts of
the microscope are numbered. On the right hand side of the page is the parts list. Use the answer
sheet provided to match the part number to the part name. Do not mark on this page.

Parts List

A. Binocular Head
B. Condenser
C. Coarse Focusing
Controls
D. Diopter adjustment Ring
E. Fine Focusing Controls
F. Iris or aperture
diaphragm lever
G. Mechanical stage
controls
H. Objectives
I.

Ocular or eyepiece
lenses

J.

On-off switch

K. Rheostat or Sliding
Intensity Switch
L. Specimen Holder
M. Stage
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SECTION 3: PARTS AND FUNCTION
In this section, you will be matching part names to their function. Please use the answer sheet
provided. Do not mark on this page.
Parts
1. Binocular Head
2. Condenser
3. Coarse Focusing Controls
4. Diopter adjustment Ring
5. Fine Focusing Controls
6. Iris or aperture diaphragm lever
7. Mechanical stage controls
8. Objectives
9. Ocular or eyepiece lenses
10. On-off switch
11. Rheostat or Sliding Intensity Switch
12. Specimen Holder
13. Stage

Function
A. Adjustable lens that focuses the light beam from
below up onto the specimen that is being viewed.
B. Compensates for the difference in vision between
your two eyes.
C. Four (4) objectives installed on a rotating ring: 4X
or scanning lens, 10X, 40X and 100X. Magnify
objects viewed on microscope stage.
D. Knobs that move the stage up and down in small
increments and sharpen the image into proper
focus.
E. Knobs that move the stage up or down in large
increments.
F. Must be positioned properly for each objective
lens to give the proper amount of light.
G. Permits adjustment of light intensity.
H. Permits adjustment of the distance between your
eyes (interpupiliary distance).
I. Permits measurement of the size of objects that
you are viewing.
J. Powers the light.
K. Projects the specimen image above the ocular so
it can be viewed within your eyes.
L. Spring loaded clip whose tension holds the slide
rigidly within the mechanical stage.
M. Supports the slide containing the specimen you
desire to view.
N. Wheels that permit precise X (left-to-right) vs Y
(front-to- back) positioning of the specimen.
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SECTION 4: SETTING UP A MICROSCOPE
In this final section, you will be asked to select and put in order all the steps associated with
setting up a microscope with the 4x objective. Please note some of the response options given to
you are not correct, so you must also eliminate these. Please use the answer sheet provided to
answer this question. Do not mark on this page.

Step Options
There are10 steps to setup a microscope at 4x objective. Find them and put them in order on the answer sheet provided.

A. Adjust iris so you don’t blind yourself
B. Adjust oculars
C. Put oil on the slide
D. Set objective to 40x
E. Adjust iris to fully open and use XY controls to center image
F.

XY controls to center specimen

G. Place specimen on stage
H. Use fine focus to bring specimen into view
I.

Raise stage to top position

J.

Set objective to 4x

K. Turn light on
L. Set rheostat to 10 (high)
M. Use coarse focus to find specimen
N. Set rheostat to 1(low)
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Introduction to the Compound Microscope

Name:
Date:

Lab Section:
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The majority of life on earth is made up of single-celled organisms, far too small to see. Even large organisms such as
ourselves are better understood when viewed in microscopic detail.
The most common form of microscopy is bright-field light microscopy. As the name suggests, light is a key component
of this form of microscopy. This means that in order to function properly, the thing being magnified must be small or
thin enough for light to pass through. Most samples, then, are spread thinly onto glass slides (often with cover slips) for
viewing.
Light microscopy allows you to see objects magnified up to 1000 times (or 1OOOX). We determine magnification level
by multiplying the magnification of your ocular lens (usually 10x) by the magnification of your stage lens which ranges
from 4x to 100x. So with a 10x ocular lens and the 100x stage lens in place, you would have 1000x total magnification.
This seems like a lot, but there are limits. Some items, such as molecules, are too small to be seen at even 1000x.
Although it is possible to create magnification lens that go far beyond 1000x, it is not currently possible to resolve
objects past 4000x. Resolution is not the same as simple magnification; rather, it is the ability to see two objects that
are very close together as being two distinct objects. Think about it as the ability to focus. Without sufficient resolution,
magnification alone would only make small indistinct objects into big indistinct objects!

As you go through today’s lab, you will learn or be able to do the following:

1. Identify the parts of a microscope and their function
2. Demonstrate proper care when handling and using the microscope
3. Follow the correct sequence of steps to magnify an object from 4x
lens to the 100x (oil emersion) lens
4. Use the ocular ruler to correctly measure items in the microscope
5. Apply you knowledge to “fix” microscopes that were setup
incorrectly.

Reflective Question: Based on your reading of the introduction, what is the difference between magnification,
magnification lenses, and resolution?

MICROSCOPE HANDLING AND CARE
A quality light microscope is fairly expensive. Like any precision instrument, the better you take care of it, the better it
will work for you. A microscope that has seen improper care will not work correctly making it a pain to work with.
Light microscopes perform optimally with careful handling and clean lenses. When carrying your microscope, get a good
grip, use two hands, and don't mess around. While using your light microscope, go ahead and tinker with the various
adjustable parts, just do so carefully. When you're finished using your microscope, clean the lenses with lens paper, and
only lens paper. Rotate the nosepiece such that the 4X objective is directly above the stage, and adjust the barrel all the
way up. Cover the microscope, and carefully put it away.
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COMPOUND MICROSCOPE: PARTS AND FUNCTION
To get started, we’ve selected a series of videos for you to view. The first video goes through the parts of the
microscope and their function. As you watch this video, please use this worksheet to label the parts of and function of
each item. Once you have completed that, you can check your answers at the front of the room.
http://instructionalmediadesign.wistia.com/medias/hxbr1nbwko
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Part#

Microscope Control

Function

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Before proceeding to the next activity, check your answers at the front of the room.
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Key
Part# Microscope Control

Function

1

On-off switch

Powers the light.

2

Rheostat or Sliding Intensity
Switch

Permits adjustment of light intensity.

3

Condenser

Adjustable lens that focuses the light beam from below up
onto the specimen that is being viewed.

4

Iris or aperture diaphragm
lever

Must be positioned properly for each objective lens to give
the proper amount of light.

5

Objectives

Four (4) objectives installed on a rotating ring: 4X or
scanning lens, 10X, 40X and 100X. Magnify objects viewed
on microscope stage.

6

Stage

Supports the slide containing the specimen you desire to
view.

7

Specimen Holder

Spring loaded clip whose tension holds the slide rigidly
within the mechanical stage.

8

Mechanical stage controls

Wheels that permit precise X (left-to-right) vs Y (front-toback) positioning of the specimen.

9

Coarse Focusing Controls

Knobs that move the stage up or down in large increments.

10

Fine Focusing Controls

Knobs that move the stage up and down in small increments
and sharpen the image into proper focus.

11

Ocular or eyepiece lenses

Project the image of the specimen above the ocular so it can
be viewed within your eyes.

12

Binocular Head

Permits adjustment of the distance between your eyes
(interpupiliary distance).

13

Diopter adjustment Ring

Compensates for the difference in vision between your two
eyes.

14

Ocular Ruler

Permits measurement of the size of objects that you are
viewing.
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COMPOUND MICROSCOPE: SETUP FOR VIEWING
In this second video, we discuss the proper sequence of steps to take when preparing and setting up a slide for view. As
you watch the video, use this worksheet to answer the questions provided. Please pay close attention as failure to
follow the correct sequence could result in inability to get your slide in focus at best or damaging the microscope at
worst.
http://www.udel.edu/biology/ketcham/microscope/testFLV8.html

1. What microscope part allows you to adjust the amount of light? How and when do you adjust the amount of
light?

2. After placing your slide on the stage at 4x, should you use the coarse focus or the fine focus to find your
specimen?

3. Put the steps for initial 4x setup in order
Order

Step
Adjust coarse focus
Adjust iris so you don’t blind yourself
Adjust oculars
Open iris to full and use XY controls to center specimen
Place specimen on stage
Raise the stage to top
Set objective to 4x
Turn light on and set rheostat to 10
Use coarse focus to find specimen
Use fine focus to bring specimen into view

4. After finding and focusing your specimen using the 4x objective, what are the steps to follow for each increase in
magnification?
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5. Should you use the coarse focus at objectives higher than 4x? What might happen if you do?

6. Which lens requires oil immersion? What is the procedure for this magnification and how does it differ from
previous changes in magnification?

7. What other questions do you have before starting? Ask your teacher or teaching assistant now.

Before proceeding to Module One, check your answers at the front of the room.
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APPENDIX D: COMPARISON OF PILOT MICROSCOPY WORKSHEET AND CURRENT
MICROSCOPY MODULES
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Pilot Microscopy Worksheet
Student Handout: Tour of the Light Microscope
INRODUCTION
The majority of life on earth is made up of single-celled organisms, far too small to see.
Even large organisms such as ourselves are better understood when viewed in microscopic
detail.
The most common form of microscopy is bright-field light microscopy. This "light
microscopy" allows one to see objects magnified up to 1000 times (1OOOX). At 40X, the
individual fibers in this paper are visible . At 1OOOX, even inner structures of bacteria are
visible, and this "o" would contain 30 fields of view. All that is necessary for light
microscopy is for the thing being magnified to be small or thin enough for light to pass
through. Most samples, then, are spread thinly onto glass slides (often with cover slips) for
viewing.
Light microscopes have limits, they can magnify only so much. Even large molecules are
far too small to see with a light microscope. Although light microscopes could, in theory,
be built to provide limitless magnification, beyond about 400X magnification light
microscopes hit the limits of their ability to resolve objects. Resolution is not the same as
simple magnification; rather, it is the ability to see two objects that are very close together as
being two distinct objects. Without sufficient resolution, magnification alone would only
make small indistinct objects into big indistinct objects.
Two 6 minute videos should now be viewed to1) introduce you to the working parts of a
microscope and 2) how to prepare slides for viewing on a compound light microscope.
The links are: 1) http://instructionalmediadesign.wistia.com/medias/hxbr1nbwko
2) http://www.udel.edu/biology/ketcham/microscope/testFLV8.html
Microscope Handling and Care: A quality light microscope is fairly expensive. Like any
precision instrument, the better care you take care of it, the better it will work for you. A
microscope that has seen improper use is a pain to work with.
Light microscopes like careful handling and clean lenses. When carrying your
microscope, get a good grip, use two hands, and don't mess around. While using your light
microscope, go ahead and tinker with the various adjustable parts, just do so carefully. When
you're finished using your microscope, clean the lenses with lens paper, and only lens paper.
Rotate the nosepiece such that the 4X objective is directly above the stage, and adjust the
barrel all the way up. Cover the microscope, and carefully put it away.
If your microscope has a 1OOX objective , you'll be using immersion oil (explained below). If
you do, make sure that the oil only touches the 1OOX objective . Clean the oil off of the
1OOX objective before you put the microscope away. If oil gets on the other objectives , clean
it off immediately.
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Using the Light Microscope:
Now it’s your turn. Your lab instructor will have various items for you to study and interpret.
A. Magnified and inverted…see the letter “e”.
1. Get a light microscope and set it up per the checklist.
Checkpoint: What lens do you start with? _____x
2. Follow the instructor’s prompts to learn how to center the slide and focus your specimen.
HINT!!! Use the checklist to monitor your progress
Checkpoint: How do the coarse and fine focus differ?
________________________________________________________________
Checkpoint: What are you supposed to do with the coarse focus?
_________________________________________________________________
3. Once your specimen is in focus using the 4X lens, draw what you see.
4.
AT VIEW checklist
Light on
Rheostat high
Slides chosen
Scanning 4 X in place
Specimen centered (open iris temporarily to do
this
Start stage at top position
THROUGH VIEW checklist
Adjust oculars
Coarse Focus
Adjust iris diaphragm
Fine focus
Center Image

letter e: 4X objective = 40X
total magnification

5. Use the revolving nosepiece move the 10X lens into place. Use the fine focus to adjust.

Checkpoint: What might happen if you tried to use the coarse adjustment when the 10X lens
is in place?
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________________________________________________________________________

Draw the letter e at 10X objective = 100X total magnification

Use the revolving nosepiece move the 40X lens into place. Use the fine focus to adjust.

Draw the letter e: 40X objective = 400X total magnification

Obtain an onion root tip slide. Use the checklist as a guide.

Draw thee Onion root tip: 40X objective = 400X total magnification
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Obtain a buccal (cheek) slide. Use the checklist as a guide.

Use the circle above to draw the Cheek cells at 40X objective = 400X total magnification

Obtain a bacterial slide. Use your checklist. Set up the slide at 4X, then 10X and finally 40X.
Once in focus at 40X, you will twist the nosepiece between 40 and 100; such that neither
objective is in the light path. Then carefully place 1 drop of oil on the center of the specimen.
Carefully twist the nosepiece such that the 100X objective is in place. Check to see that the iris
diaphragm is open all the way to allow maximum light. Adjust the fine focus knob, while
viewing. Once you have it in focus, draw a portion of the smear showing the cell surrounded by
its capsule. Is the cell shape round or rodlike?

Use the circle above to draw the specimen: Bacterial cells; 100X magnification
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Current Microscopy Modules
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COMPOUND MICROSCOPE MODULE ONE: BASIC SKILLS
Now that you have had an overview of the microscope, its parts and function, and basic knowledge of correct use, it’s
time for you to try it out. Below, you will see a checklist to help guide you through the process. Notice that there are
two sets of instruction corresponding to each view: there are AT VIEW steps (which is the view when you are looking AT
the microscope) and THROUGH VIEW steps (which is the view when you are looking through the microscope). Please
use this as a guide as you go through this first module. At the conclusion of each page, have a teacher or TA check your
answers before proceeding to the next page.

Activity One: The Letter “e”
1. Setup your light microscope per the checklist.
Checkpoint: Which lens should you start with?________________________
2. Center and focus the slide using the steps outlined in the video and the checklist below.
Checkpoint: How do the course and fine focus differ?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Checkpoint: When do you use the course focus? Why?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3. Once your specimen is in focus using the 4x objective lens, draw what you see in the circle provided below.
AT VIEW checklist
1. Light on
2. Rheostat high
3. Slides chosen
4. Scanning 4X lens in place
5. Specimen centered (open iris
temporarily to do this and then lower)
6. Start stage at top position
THROUGH VIEW checklist
7. Adjust oculars
8. Coarse Focus
9. Adjust iris diaphragm
10. Fine focus
11. Center Image
“e” 4x objective lens

Checkpoint: What do you notice about the letter “e” when you view it? What does this suggest about the way a light
microscope reflects images?
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Before proceeding to the next page, have a teacher or TA check your answers.
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4. Use the revolving nosepiece move the 10X lens into place. Be sure to use only the fine focus to adjust.
Checkpoint: Given that you now have a 10x eyepiece and a 10x objective lens, what is the total magnification?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Checkpoint: What might happen if you tried to use the coarse adjustment when the 10X lens is in place?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
5. Draw what you see below:

Helpful Hint: Do you
notice that the slide
looks darker as you
reach
higher
magnifications?
Try adjusting the iris
diaphragm to get a
better view. You should
adjust the iris diaphragm
at each increase in
magnification!
“e” 10x objective lens

6. Use the revolving nosepiece move the 40X lens into place. Use the fine focus to adjust. Draw what you see
below:

“e” 40x objective lens

Before proceeding to the next page, have a teacher or TA check your answers.
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Activity Two: Onion Root Tip
1. Setup your light microscope to start position per the checklist
2. Using the process you used above, focus the onion root to the 40x objective lens
3. Draw what you see in the circle provided on the right
Measurement
Now that you have practiced basic focusing skills, let’s move on
measurement. If you look through your oculars, you will see what
looks like a ruler overlaying your slide. You will find that if you turn
the top of the right eyepiece this ocular ruler will turn and adjust.
Biologists use this ruler to measure the things they are viewing and
use the XY controls along with the ocular eyepiece to position the
ruler to measure.
As you might suspect, accuracy is a key issue, and biologists use a
stage micrometer (or a slide with a miniature ruler) to calibrate the
ocular ruler, so they know what one unit on the ocular ruler equates
to in micrometers. This is done at each magnification so accurate
measurements can be made.

Onion Root, 40x objective lens

For today, you will not have to calibrate your ocular ruler. We will
provide you with the micrometer equivalents, but be aware of best practices as you will be asked later.

4. Refocus your onion root tip using the 4x lens (for 40x total magnification).
5. Assuming that each ocular micrometer unit equals 10 micrometer’s at this magnification, how wide is the onion
root tip at its middle (do not measure lengthwise)?
_____________________________________________________
Draw what you see, along with the ocular ruler below:

Keep in mind that each tic (even
if it is small) represents one unit
on the ocular micrometer

Onion Root, 4x objective lens with ruler

Before proceeding to the next page, have a teacher or TA check your work.
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Activity Three: Cheek Cells
1. Select a cheek cell slide and setup you light microscope to start position per the checklist.
2. Optimize the view at 4x objective lens.
3. Draw what you see:

Cheek cell, 4x objective lens

4. Focus your specimen up to 400x total magnification
Checkpoint: Given a 10x ocular, which objective lens should you use to gain this magnification?
_______________
5. Using your ocular ruler and XY controls, measure one of the cheek cells at its longest point. Assume 1 ocular
micrometer unit equals 2.5 micrometers.
6. Draw what you see, including the ruler and put your measurement in the space provided:

____________micrometers

Before proceeding to the next page,
have a teacher or TA check your work.
Cheek smear at 400x total magnification w/ ruler
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Activity Four: Bacterial Cell
1. Select a bacterial cell slide and setup you light microscope to start position per the checklist
2. Using the process you used above, focus the onion root to the 40x objective lens
3. Draw what you see in the circle provided on the right
100x Oil Immersion Lens
The final skill to master is the correct use of the 100x (oil immersion)
lens. This lens allows up to 1000x magnification (10x ocular x 100x
lens), but requires the use of a special oil to allow you to see the
specimen at this level of magnification.
This is the trickiest of lenses because incorrect setup can lead to the
breaking of the slide or the damaging the 40x objective lens because
you switch back and accidentally get oil on it. So it is important to
take great care.
The correct procedure for using the 100x oil immersion lens is as
follows. Read through it all first before asking the teacher and
teaching assistant to provide you oil for this activity.

Bacteria cell, 40x Objective Lens

1. Correctly focus the slide to the 40x lens (the lens right before the 100x).
2. Set your objectives halfway between the 40x and 100x lens. At this point your specimen should not have
any lens over it, but the 40x and 100x lens framing it on either side (remember the video!).
3. Carefully place one drop of oil (provided by the teacher or TA) on the slide over the area you want to
view.
4. Put away the oil and wipe your hands to make sure you haven’t gotten any oil on you prior to adjusting
the scope
5. Carefully move the 100x lens in place
6. Look through your oculars to determine whether the slide is in focus
7. Make very minor adjustments to the fine focus if needed. Major adjustments can cause the slide to
break and may damage the lens. Please note that if
you’ve done a good job at 40x, you should not need to
make many adjustments at this level.
8. Draw what you see in the circle provided.
9. Carefully move the lens to 4x objective, remove the slide,
and wipe the slide using lens paper. Do not move to the
40x lens as it may get oil on the lens
10. Carefully wipe the 100x lens using lens paper.

When you have reviewed all the steps and feel ready, ask a
teacher/TA to come over and observe you as you go through the
steps.
Bacteria cell, 100x objective lens
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Name:_______________________________________Date:_______________________Lab Section:__________

MODULE ONE REFLECTION
PLEASE COMPLETE AND SUBMIT TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR PRIOR TO BEGINNING MODULE TWO

Please describe what (if anything) you liked about the format of this first module. Do you think it increased your
learning, and if so, how?

Please describe what (if anything) you disliked about the format of this first module. Do you think it decreased your
learning, and if so, how?

Rate your level of confidence in your knowledge and skill level in microscopy using a scale of 1-7 with 1 being Not
Confident at All and 7 being Very Confident:

Conceptual Understanding
Identifying the parts of a microscope.
Describing the parts function.
Identifying the steps for setting up a microscope.
Describing how to prepare for 100x oil immersion lens.
Describing how to take measurements using the ocular micrometer.











































Skill Development
I can setup a physical microphone to 4x magnification correctly.
I can correctly increase magnification up to 40x objective.
I can correctly prepare for and focus a specimen using the 100x objective
I can manipulate the XY controls and ocular micrometer to take accurate
measurements
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COMPOUND MICROSCOPE MODULE TWO: APPLIED PRACTICE
Now that you’ve mastered microscopy basics, it’s time to try some more applied activities. For this portion of the lab,
you will be asked to take on two types of puzzle tasks: (1) correcting a microscope that was incorrectly setup so that the
specimen is correctly in view and (2) completing some additional measurement activities. While these are listed in
order, you can move around as you choose as long as you put your answers in the correct spot. Upon completion of
each activity, have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers before proceeding to the next.

Practice One (P1)
How quickly can you go from this setting to one that allows a good view of the letter “e” using the 40x lens?
7. Use your (or a friend’s) phone to time yourself on how long it takes to get the microscope correctly in focus
Checkpoint: How do you think you should begin when determining where a microscope setup has gone wrong?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
8. Use the checklist below to mark off everything that was wrong with the microscope setup.
AT VIEW checklist
12. Light is off
13. Rheostat not high
14. Slides not chosen
15. Correct lens not in place
16. Specimen not centered (obviously
off center without even looking
through the oculars)
THROUGH VIEW checklist
17. Oculars not adjusted
18. Coarse Focus not adjusted
19. Iris diaphragm not adjusted
20. Fine focus not adjusted
21. Image not centered at higher
magnification

X

Total Time to get in Focus:
Checkpoint: If coarse focus is not in proper adjustment at a higher magnification (i.e., 10x or above), what
should you do?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Before proceeding to the next activity, have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers.
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Practice Three (P3)
How quickly can you go from this setting to one that allows a good view of a cheek cell using the 4x lens (40x
magnification)? Use the same procedure as in P1 to fix this setup.

T VIEW checklist
1. Light is off
2. Rheostat not high
3. Slides not chosen
4. Correct lens not in place
5. Specimen not centered (obviously
off center without even looking
through the oculars)
THROUGH VIEW checklist
6. Oculars not adjusted
7. Coarse Focus not adjusted
8. Iris diaphragm not adjusted
9. Fine focus not adjusted
10. Image not centered at higher
magnification

X

Total Time to get in Focus:

Before proceeding to the next activity, have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers.
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Practice Four (P4)
How quickly can you go from this setting to one that allows a good view of an onion root tip using the 4x lens (40x total
magnification)? Use the same procedure as in P1 to fix this setup.

AT VIEW checklist
1. Light is off
2. Rheostat not high
3. Slides not chosen
4. Correct lens not in place
5. Specimen not centered (obviously
off center without even looking
through the oculars)
THROUGH VIEW checklist
6. Oculars not adjusted
7. Coarse Focus not adjusted
8. Iris diaphragm not adjusted
9. Fine focus not adjusted
10. Image not centered at higher
magnification

X

Total Time to get in Focus:

Before proceeding to the next activity, have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers.
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MEASUREMENT
These activities give you a chance to use the ocular micrometer. Use the X & Y controls to move the image. Rotate the
top of the right ocular to rotate the micrometer. The size of a single micrometer unit is provided with each example.

Measurement Practice One (M1)
If each micrometer unit equals 10 micrometers at this magnification, how tall is the letter “e” from top to bottom?
1. Use your XY controls and your ocular ruler to position your slide and obtain this measurement.
2. Calculate the micrometers and put your answer in the space provided below
3. Draw your final view, including the ruler.

________________Micrometers

Have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers.

Measurement Practice Two (M2)
In the upper right of the field of view, is a cell that is nearly finished mitosis (i.e., chromosomes are mostly pulled apart).
If each micrometer unit equals 1.0 micrometers how wide is this cell at its widest point?

________________Micrometers

Have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers.

Measurement Practice Three (M3)
There is a small air bubble near the top of the field of view. If each micrometer unit equals 1.0 micrometers at this
magnification, what is the diameter of the air bubble?

________________Micrometers

Have a teacher or TA check your microscope and answers.
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Name:_______________________________________Date:_______________________Lab Section:__________

MODULE TWO REFLECTION
PLEASE COMPLETE AND SUBMIT TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR PRIOR TO BEGINNING MODULE TWO

Please describe what (if anything) you liked about the format of this first module. Do you think it increased your
learning, and if so, how?

Please describe what (if anything) you disliked about the format of this first module. Do you think it decreased your
learning, and if so, how?

Rate your level of confidence in your knowledge and skill level in microscopy using a scale of 1-7 with 1 being Not
Confident at All and 7 being Very Confident:

Conceptual Understanding
Identifying the parts of a microscope.
Describing the parts function.
Identifying the steps for setting up a microscope.
Describing how to prepare for 100x oil immersion lens.
Describing how to take measurements using the ocular micrometer.











































Skill Development
I can setup a physical microphone to 4x magnification correctly.
I can correctly increase magnification up to 40x objective.
I can correctly prepare for and focus a specimen using the 100x objective
I can manipulate the XY controls and ocular micrometer to take accurate
measurements

      
      
      
      

Are you are willing to be interviewed at a later date about your experiences in this microscopy lab?  Yes  No
If yes, please provide contact info: Phone:_______________________Email:___________________________________
E ND O F M O D U L E T W O
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Virtual Only Group
Instructions for Accessing the Virtual Microscope
For these two modules, you will be using a virtual microscope to complete the module activities. Before
you get started with your module; however, you need to familiarize yourself with the virtual interface.
To do so, follow the instructions below:
1. Go to https://www1.udel.edu/biology/ketcham/microscope/scope.html
2. When you arrive, you will see a brief tutorial pop up on the right side of the screen that says
Getting Started
3. Following the instructions provided to complete the tutorial and learn how to use the virtual
microscope.
Module One
4. Once you complete the Getting Started tutorial, begin working on Module One. The slides
needed for this activity are located in the upper right hand side of the screen. DO NOT select
the Try This button at this time.
Module Two
5. Once you successfully complete Module One, obtain the Module Two packet and get started.
Activities discussed in the packet can be found by selecting the Try This button located on the
left hand side of the screen. Each activity in the module has a corresponding number in the Try
This menu.
Please note that if the Try This button is missing, you did not fully complete the
getting started tutorial, go back and complete it and the try this button will
appear
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Virtual Traditional Group
Instructions for Accessing the Virtual Microscope
For Module One, you will be using a virtual microscope to complete the module activities. Before you
get started with your module; however, you need to familiarize yourself with the virtual interface. To do
so, follow the instructions below:
1. Go to https://www1.udel.edu/biology/ketcham/microscope/scope.html
2. When you arrive, you will see a brief tutorial pop up on the right side of the screen that says
Getting Started
3. Following the instructions provided to complete the tutorial and learn how to use the virtual
microscope.
Module One
4. Once you complete the Getting Started tutorial, begin working on Module One. The slides
needed for this activity are located in the upper right hand side of the screen. DO NOT select
the Try This button at this time.
5. Once you complete Module One, please exit the virtual microscope and ask your teacher/TA for
assistance in obtaining and traditional microscope to be used for Module Two.
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Traditional Virtual Group
Instructions for Accessing the Virtual Microscope
For this second module, you will be using a virtual microscope to complete the module activities. Before
you get started with your module; however, you need to familiarize yourself with the virtual interface.
To do so, follow the instructions below:
1. Go to https://www1.udel.edu/biology/ketcham/microscope/scope.html
2. When you arrive, you will see a brief tutorial pop up on the right side of the screen that says
Getting Started
3. Following the instructions provided to complete the tutorial and learn how to use the virtual
microscope.
Module Two
4. Once you successfully complete the Getting Started tutorial, a Try This button should appear on
the left hand side of the screen. Activities discussed in the module can be found by selecting
this button. Each activity in the module has a corresponding number in the Try This menu.
Please note that if the Try This button is missing, you did not fully complete the
getting started tutorial, go back and complete it and the try this button will
appear
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APPENDIX E: SKILLS TEST
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COMPOUND MICROSCOPE: SKILLS TEST
4X LENS
AT VIEW checklist
Preferred
Step
Order
1
Light on
2
Rheostat high
3-4
Slides chosen
3-4
Scanning 4X lens in place
5-6
Specimen centered (open iris temporarily to do this and then
lower)
5-6
Start stage at top position
THROUGH VIEW checklist
7
Adjust oculars
8-9
Coarse Focus
8-9
Adjust iris diaphragm (f needed)
10
Fine focus
11
Center Image (if needed)
Specimen focused  YES
on first attempt?

 NO

On Second  YES
Attempt?

Order
Completed?

 NO

Major Errors:
 Student attempted to start with another objective lens.
Corrective Feedback:
Only give corrective feedback after an unsuccessful first attempt AND If student did not
commit a major error. Check all prompts that you gave (if you said something else, list in
comments)
Comments:
 Center specimen
 Adjust stage to top position
 Adjust oculars
 Adjust coarse focus
 Adjust iris diaphragm
 Adjust fine focus
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10X LENS
Preferred
Order
THROUGH VIEW checklist
1
Change Objective to 10x
2
Adjust iris diaphragm
3-4
Fine focus
3-4
Center Image (if needed)
Specimen focused  YES
on first attempt?

Step

 NO

Order
Completed?

On Second  YES
Attempt?

 NO

Major Errors:
 Student attempted to use coarse focus.
Corrective Feedback:
Only give corrective feedback after an unsuccessful first attempt AND If student did not
commit a major error. Check all prompts that you gave (if you said something else, list in
comments)
Comments:
 Center specimen
 Adjust fine focus
 Adjust iris diaphragm

40X LENS
Preferred
Order
THROUGH VIEW checklist
1
Change Objective to 40x
2
Adjust iris diaphragm
3-4
Fine focus
3-4
Center Image (if needed)
Specimen focused  YES
on first attempt?

Step

 NO

Order
Completed?

On Second  YES
Attempt?

 NO

Major Errors:
 Student attempted to use coarse focus.
Corrective Feedback:
Only give corrective feedback after an unsuccessful first attempt AND If student did not
commit a major error. Check all prompts that you gave (if you said something else, list in
comments)
Comments:
 Center specimen
 Adjust fine focus
 Adjust iris diaphragm
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100X LENS
Preferred
Step
Order
THROUGH VIEW checklist
1
Adjust lens so they lay between 40x and 100x
2
Drop one drop of oil on the slide
3-4
Change Objective to 100x
3-4
Adjust iris diaphragm
5-6
Fine focus
5-6
Center Image (if needed)
Specimen focused  YES
on first attempt?

 NO

On Second  YES
Attempt?

Order
Completed?

 NO

Major Errors:
 Student attempted to use coarse focus.
 Student attempted to go back to 40x or other objective lens
 Student did not put oil on slide
Corrective Feedback:
Only give corrective feedback after an unsuccessful first attempt AND If student did not
commit a major error. Check all prompts that you gave (if you said something else, list in
comments)
Comments:
 Center specimen
 Adjust fine focus
 Adjust iris diaphragm
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APPENDIX F: SETUP GUIDES
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APPLIED MODULE SETUP GUIDES
Practice Exercises
Please use these guides when setting up (and resetting) the workstations for module two. It is
important that the setup be consistent.
Activity P1
Specimen Letter “e”
Starting Lens 10x

Other issues to be created:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Light on
Rheostat at 10
Iris at lowest position
Slide needs to be off center (straight back from light)
Course focus is correct
Fine focus is off

Activity P3
Specimen Cheek Cells
Starting Lens 4x

Other issues to be created:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Light on
Rheostat at 10
Iris at lowest position
Slide needs to be off center (back and right from light)
Course focus is off
Fine focus is off

Activity P4
Specimen Onion root tip
Starting Lens 4x

Other issues to be created:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Light on
Rheostat at 10
Iris at highest position
Slide needs to be off center (straight back from light)
Course focus is correct
Fine focus is off
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Measurement activities

All of these are setup correctly and require only XY and Ocular ruler manipulation to complete the
activity
Activity M1
Specimen Letter “e”
Starting Lens 10x
•
Other issues to be created:

The “e” is viewable
through the lens but off
center

Activity M2
Specimen

Cell slide with one that has
almost finished mitosis

Starting Lens 100x
•
Other issues to be created:

Cell that has almost
finished mitosis is in the
upper right hand sector
of the viewing area.

Activity M3
Specimen

Slide with air bubble or other
noticeable irregularity

Starting Lens 100x
•
Other issues to be created:

The air bubble or
irregularity is in the
upper part of the viewing
area.
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Tentative Interview Schedule Students

1. Please describe your experience with Module One in terms of what you liked/disliked about the
format and its overall effectiveness in terms of learning microscopy?

2. Please describe your experience with Module Two in terms of what you liked/disliked about the
format and its overall effectiveness in terms of learning microscopy?

3. Describe how the instructors helped or hindered your learning during this experience?

4. Describe how your peers helped or hindered your learning during this experience?

5. What was the easiest part about learning microscopy?

6. What was the most difficult part about learning microscopy?

7. Describe the strategies you used to study microscopy outside of class?
a. Did you use textbooks
b. Did you use the virtual lab
c. Any other ways

8. How confident are you now in your ability to correctly use a physical microscope?

9. Is there anything else you’d like to tell me about your experiences with the microscopy lab?
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Tentative Interview Schedule Teachers/TAs

1. Please describe for me what it was like for you to prepare to teach for this lab?
a. What helped in your preparation?
b. What hindered your preparation?
c. How did you feel going into the lab?
2. Describe, in your own words, what happened during the lab session.
3. In your opinion, how effective was the lab?
a. Why do you think this?
b. What would you have done the same or differently?
4. How was this lab similar or different from what you would normally do in terms of preparation
and delivery?
5. How was this lab similar or different from the pilot test?

6. Is there anything else you’d like to tell me about your experiences with the lab?
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APPENDIX H: PERMISSION TO USE IMAGES
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Permission to use TPACK Model
(Figure 1)

200

Permission to use Porras-Hernandez and Salinas-Amescua's Model of Context in TPACK
(Figure 2)

201

202

Permission to Use Chai, Koh, and Tsai's Revised TPACK with TLCK Framework
(Figure 3)
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Ed.D., Curriculum and Instruction, Marshall University, May 2018
Graduate Certificate in Program Evaluation, Marshall University, May 2018
Ed.S. Educational Specialist, Curriculum and Instruction, Marshall University, August 2015
M.A., Psychology, Marshall University, December 2005
Advanced Graduate Certificate in Behavioral Statistics, Marshall University, May 2004
B.A., English, West Virginia State University, December 2000

T EACHING
E XPERIENCE

Adjunct Instructor
West Virginia State University, Department of Psychology, Institute, WV
January 2006-May 2016
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES TAUGHT
Lifespan Developmental Psychology (PSY 290)
An examination of the major theories, research and methods of lifespan
developmental psychology. Have used WebCT to transition this course to
a Web 50 designation (meaning 50% of course occurs online).
Statistics for the Social Sciences (PSY 200)
A basic course designed to teach the major statistical concepts,
procedures, techniques, and interpretations to beginning students in the
behavioral sciences. Emphasis is on application rather than theory.
Introduction to Psychology (PSY 151)
A general survey of principles, theories, and fields of psychology with
emphasis on application. (Course is designed for the student who wishes
to gain a greater understanding of human behavior, both adaptive and
non-adaptive.)

GRADUATE COURSES TAUGHT
Special Topics in Education: Action Research (EDUC 599)
A graduate level course that focuses, primarily, on action research: a type
of research that allows individuals to conduct their own research with the
purpose of understanding, creating, or improving educational programs,
teaching strategies, or learning activities within an educator’s own
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environment.

Co-Instructor
Marshall University, College of Education and Professional Development, South Charleston,
WV
Fall 2014 & Fall 2015

GRADUATE COURSES CO-TAUGHT
Qualitative Research in Education (EDF 625)
Study of qualitative research methods: understanding historical and
philosophical foundations of qualitative research and developing
expertise in qualitative research strategies including participant
observation, interviewing and inductive content analysis of data.
Co-teaching responsibilities for the two sections of this class included,
Setting up and maintaining Blackboard website.
Providing feedback on assignments.
Providing direction on student research projects.
Assisting the development of syllabi and assignments.
Leading classroom discussions and activities.

P ROFESSI ONAL
E XPERIENCE

Assistant Director of Organization and Human Resource Development
West Virginia Division of Personnel, Charleston, WV
October 2014-Present
•

Acting as senior manager of training and development for the Division of
Personnel and serving over 20,000 employees covered under the classified
service.

•

Managing eight professional employees including performance management,
time and attendance, professional development, etc.

•

Evaluating and modifying training curriculum to meet the changing needs of state
employees.

•

Reviewing policies regarding required training courses
supervisors/managers and suggesting changes to such policies.

•

Initiating program to increase development of blended and online training
programs.

•

Evaluating the team’s current resources and structure and implementing
restructuring efforts to better meet the instructional design needs of the state.

•

Acting as a senior organizational development consultant by guiding strategic
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for

state

planning, performance improvement, and organizational systems consultations in
highly political environments to support agencies covered under the classified
service.
•

Developing a comprehensive evaluation plan to ensure training efficacy.

•

Working with staff to conduct needs assessments and various reports.

•

Acting as a statistical and research design resource for the Division including
designing surveys and analyzing/reporting data.

Interim Director of the Center for Online Learning
West Virginia State University, Institute WV
June 2012-October 2014
•

Provided leadership and management for the University’s online learning
initiatives including the Quality Matters program.

•

Acted as lead administrator of the institution’s learning management system,
Sakai.

•

Wrote and administered grants including a $530,000 USDA capacity building grant
to develop training for online science faculty and students.

•

Acted as the lead, internal Quality Matters Peer Reviewer for the institution.

•

Developed and conducted the University’s first Online Teaching Institute for faculty
developing online courses which includes training on course design and pedagogy
as well as technical training on our learning management system (LMS).

•

Acted as the Center’s lead instructional designer and collaborating with faculty in
developing courses, work plans, and instructional technology support for online
courses.

•

Provided leadership for the institution’s transition to a new LMS which included
coordinating course transfers, developing technical support capabilities on
campus, as well as conducting administrator, faculty, and student trainings.

•

Represented the University on statewide online learning councils (WVROCKS and
WVVLN).

•

Established and chaired the Online Learning Advisory Committee for the
development of policies and procedures regarding content ownership, quality
standards, and online course reviews.

•

Developed an online Help Desk system for the Center for Online Learning as well as
coordinating support and resource management for Sakai.

•

Managed resource planning and evaluated applications of emerging instructional
technologies as well as coordinated training and resource development for faculty
and students on these technologies.

•

Developed training materials for students on successful learning strategies in
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online courses
•

Conducted scholarly research on blended and online classes.\

•

Coordinated campus efforts to develop fully online programs.

Training and Development Consultant
West Virginia Division of Personnel, Charleston, WV
January 2004-June 2006
•

Acted as research and statistical consultant to Director and Assistant Directors of
the WV Division of Personnel for various personnel projects which led to decisions
that affected employees statewide (e.g., pay equity salary adjustments and pay
rate comparisons).

•

Spearheaded the coordination effort for the Division of Personnel’s online
learning initiative as well as redesigned Managing and the Law training course to
be offered on WebCT which led to one of the first online courses offered by the
Division of Personnel.

•

Provided consulting services to requesting agencies and used data to diagnose
and eliminate problems in employee or organizational performance.

•

Designed and delivered instructional programs and training courses for state
employees and supervisors:
Managing for Excellence I: Fundamentals of Supervision
Writing for Results
Bouncing Back from Burnout
Listening: More than Just Hearing
Delegating for Results
Assertiveness: The Third Way
Managing and the Law (online)
Manage Your Time, Manage Your Life
Understanding the Grievance Procedure
Harassment in the Workplace: Employee Awareness
Dealing with Upset and Angry Customers

•

Coordinated week-long management training conferences.

•

Designed and developed relational databases to track training requests and
conference room booking, which streamlined the process and eliminated delayed
response times and errors.

•

Coached employees to assist with their skill development.

Graduate Research Assistant,
Marshall University, Psychology Department South Charleston, WV
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January 2004-December 2004
•

Assisted faculty with data analysis.

•

Conducted literature reviews on various topics.

•

Developed components of WebCT courses for faculty.

•

Developed instructional guide for new students accessing WebCT Vista.

•

Assisted the faculty with developing course content and activities.

Research Associate,
West Virginia State University Student Assessment Center, Institute, WV
January 2002-February 2004

A DDITIONAL
C OURSEWORK
& T RAINING

•

Assisted in the realignment and development of comprehensive assessment
programs for academic departments.

•

Participated in the design and completion of research studies of student learning
for several academic programs at West Virginia State University.

•

Managed and reported student data for school-wide dissemination.

•

Designed and created technical manuals and training materials for faculty and
staff.

•

Designed training materials for SPSS software and delivering training sessions to
Behavioral Statistics courses.

•

Designed and maintained the Center’s website using Microsoft FrontPage.

•

Coordinated the dissemination, collection, analysis, and reporting of the Graduate
Exit Survey (GES) at WVSU.

•

Conducted focus groups and analyzed focus group data for academic programs.

•

Performed various statistical analyses for academic programs using SPSS.

As part of my continued professional development, I have completed the following
workshops and trainings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institute for Engaged Leadership in Online Learning, Penn State and the Online
Learning Consortium, 10/2015
Quality Matters: Master Reviewer Course, Quality Matters, 10/2015
Quality Matters: Peer Reviewer Course, Quality Matters, 2/2013
PowerPointless: Moving Beyond PowerPoint. Online course, Sloan Consortium,
9/2012
Blended Course Design. Online course, Sloan Consortium, 9/2012
Copyright Compliance for Online Educators. Online course, Sloan Consortium,
8/2012
Applying the Quality Matters Rubric. Workshop. Roxann Humbert, 7/2012
Intermediate Second Life for Educators. Online course, Sloan Consortium, 6/2009
Introduction to Second Life for Educators. Online course, Sloan Consortium, 5/2009
Audio Tools for Teaching and Learning. Online course, Sloan Consortium, 4/2009
Avoiding Faculty Burnout. Online course, Sloan Consortium, 11/2008
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Online Course Development Basics. Online course, Sloan Consortium, 4/2008

R ESEARCH &
S CHOLARLY
A CTIVITIES

Seyedmonir, B. (2014). Exploring the lab and its role in online STEM courses. Selected
Papers from the 25th International Conference on College Teaching and Learning.
Seyedmonir, B., Barry, K., & Seyedmonir, M. (2014). Developing a community of practice
through interdisciplinary research on flipped classrooms. Internet Learning, 3(1),
85-94.
Seyedmonir, B. & Guetzloff, T. (March 2014). Effective ways to transition to an online
course. Poster presentation at the 247th ACS National Meeting. Dallas, TX.
Seyedmonir, B. & Heaton, L. (March 2014). Exploring the lab and its role in online STEM
courses. Presented at the 25th International Conference on College Teaching and
Learning. Ponte Vedra Beach, FL.
Heaton, L., Seyedmonir, B., Grimsley, J., & Walden, H. (March 2014). Welcome to charm
school: Master concepts, earn charms. Presented at the 25th International
Conference on College Teaching and Learning. Ponte Vedra Beach, FL.
Seyedmonir, B. (2013). Review of ‘The handbook of distance education (3rd ed.)’.
Quarterly Review of Distance Education, 14(3), 173-176.
Seyedmonir, B. (2013). Review of 'The one world school house: Education reimagined'.
Distance Education, 34(3), 399-405. doi:10.1080/01587919.2013.835777
Seyedmonir, B. & Warren, C. (October 2013). What you need to know about flipping
your classroom. Presented at the 2nd Annual WV Statewide Higher Education
Technology Conference. Morgantown, WV.
Seyedmonir, B., Chatfield, M., Seyedmonir, M., & Barry, K. (October 2013). Developing a
community of practice (CoP) through interdisciplinary research. Presented at the
5th Annual QM Conference. Nashville, TN.
Seyedmonir, M., Seyedmonir, B., Carney, P. (February 2013). Getting started in flipped
classrooms: A report of read-and-practice book study. Presented at the Annual
Statewide Professional Development School Conference. Flatwoods, WV.
Seyedmonir, M., Seyedmonir, B., Reed, K. (February 2013). Developing cognitive
processing skills in K-12 students through kamishibai storytelling: An update on
current action research. Presented at the Annual Statewide Professional
Development School Conference. Flatwoods, WV.
Seyedmonir, M., Seyedmonir, B., Reed, K. (February 2012). The use of kamishibai story
telling on sequencing and memory development in children of poverty. Presented
at the Annual Statewide Professional Development School Conference.
Flatwoods, WV.
Seyedmonir, B. (December 2011). A review of pay equity analysis for the state of WV.
Presentation to the West Virginia Pay Equity Commission, Charleston, WV.
Seyedmonir, M., McClure, T., Seyedmonir, B., Young, C., & Jackson, J. (2009). The effects
of providing online narrated feedback on student writing. Poster presentation at
the Kanawha County Professional Development School Symposium, Institute, WV.
Seyedmonir, B. (2003). Development and factor analysis of a readiness for change scale
in study skills (Technical Report). Institute, WV: West Virginia State University,
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Student Assessment Center.

M EMBERSHIPS

International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE)
ASCD
Psi Chi National Honor Society in Psychology
Phi Eta Sigma Freshman Honor Society

A DDITIONAL
S KILLS

Research Skills (have experience in the following):
•

Statistics and data analysis

•

Quantitative research design

•

Focus-group research and qualitative analysis

•

Instrument development and survey design

•

Program evaluation and assessment

Special Software Proficiencies:
•

Blackboard

•

Sakai

•

Screen casting and e-learning production (e.g., Articulate, Adobe Captivate,
Adobe Presenter, Articulate Studio, Articulate Storyline, Camtasia Studio, Prezi,
Impatica, Swish etc.)

•

Audio editing (e.g., Audacity, CoolEdit, etc.)

•

Microsoft Office Suite (Excel, Access, PowerPoint, Word)

•

SPSS Statistical Analysis Program
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